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This study examined the contemporary condition of Indonesian local game 

developers as a part of the national creative workers. The case study method was 

applied in parallel with the participant’s observation and the results were retrieved by 

exploring, comparing interviews and observation findings. Furthermore, the subjects 

include state-related ministries (The Ministry of Manpower as well as The Ministry of 

Tourism and Creative Economy), 12 founders of the Indonesian first generation local 

game developer studios, 10 experienced local game workers, and 2 representatives of 

the Indonesian Game Association as a labour union. The results figured out the 

characteristics of Indonesian local game developers as youth-subcultural movements 

and recent challenges of state patronage, incentives, and human resource issues. The 

situation forced them to survive and organizing a supportive labour union as a major 

incubator platform and crowdfunding scheme in developing local games. 

Consequently, their loyalty to stay in the local game industry is very much in 

questioned. Later on, three independent variables of self-authorship, job insecurity 

and patronage trust are applied to assess the level of adaptability and measure the 

career loyalty among local game developers in contemporary Indonesia. The result 

can forecast the sustainability of Indonesian local game industry particularly from the 

human resource point of view. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to the Study 

The 21st century is an era where communication becomes a fundamental entity 

in our daily life. All of human interaction is now transmitted by and from 

communication devices. One of the most prominent concepts undertaken by scholars 

is ‘media convergence’. This concept explains that media driven by technology can 

integrate dependently each other in both tools and contents (Kincaid, 2009, p. 188). 

Media plays a very important role in this century, since the borderless boundary 

between producers and consumers. Everybody can be a source of information and 

creator, as well as they might disseminate any contents by any purposes. As a 

powerful tool, media brings many consequences in divergent aspects, like social, 

political and economy networks (Castells, 2010). 

Technological advantage on media also changes the shape of creative 

economic color and style. Creative economy sectors get the benefit from technology 

where information flows are getting easier and cheaper across borders. In theory, 

creative economy stands for activities which involved individual or group creativities, 

skill, talents that triggered job creation and potential economic development 

(Marchand & Hennig-Thurau, 2013; Roodhouse, 2011, p. 25). One of the most 

contemporary creative economy products is video games. A sophisticated virtual 

playground combining physical and cognitive techniques with mesmerizing visual 

screen, has made video games industry become one the most promising economy 

sectors in the last 10 years (O'Donnell, 2012; Riggill, McAllister, Nichols, & 

Kaufman, 2017).  

Game industry is combining aesthetic, pleasure, and technology into one 

virtual experience. Since everybody has personal computer, smartphone and internet 

access, they can consume game products anytime. Any countries across the globe are 
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now competing each other to gain benefits from their respective local game industries. 

Therefore, a game developer becomes the latest potential career as in creative 

economy sector. Game developers serve an important role as the state instruments to 

generate GDP and financial contribution through creativities.  

The role of government has also changed. Globalization pushes authoritarian 

countries like China and Vietnam to open their market and investment in order to 

stabilize their economic development and compete with other countries like America, 

Japan and England. It’s interesting to see how various countries across the globe are 

trying to deal with globalization and information flows. Some of them tried to adapt 

with certain points of adjustment like China, and some of them deliberately go with 

the capitalist flows like developing countries in ASEAN. Creative economy is one of 

the major concerns of numerous developing-countries while boosting their economic 

and national branding with creative labors play role as state instruments. 

Countries in Southeast Asia has slowly moved forward to organize their local 

game development by benchmarking China and South Korea success story in 

championing their local game product in their native countries (Fung, 2016c). As both 

creative workers and state instruments, local game developers have unique 

characteristics. They are primarily young, full of ideas, forcibly adapt to the unstable 

market, working under precarious condition, and put their life for 24/7 as immaterial 

labors (Bulut, 2015; Lazzarato, 1996) . Despite those various obstacles, since video 

games have become world’s hottest commodity, the demand for the creations will be 

remaining in the market. Information disruption and high consumption for digital 

media also become major advantages for game developers to maintain their 

professional life. Numerous local video game studios have closed due to an economic 

setback but plenty of new comers are established as a consequence of technological 

advantage. Game developers have three choices, whether they want to join a well-

established local game developer studio, stayed as a part-timer game developer, or 

open their own game studio. 
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1.2 State and Local Game Industry in Southeast Asia 

Southeast Asian region has become a major subject of their local game 

environment since Anthony Fung and his colleges (Fung, 2016b) started examining 

the vibrant of Southeast Asian local game industries. One of the conclusions on 

Southeast Asian local game development was how Southeast Asian countries are so 

dependent on foreign companies for years before they started to grow their signature 

own local game tastes in 2000s. 

Nevertheless, Southeast Asian game expansion to the world and Asian market 

is slower comparing to China that just started to develop their local game environment 

in the year of 2010. There’re several reasons regarding why Southeast Asian countries 

are slower to react and nurture their local game environment, particularly on labors, 

investments, contents, infrastructures, and policies. For more than 2 decades (1980’s-

1990’s) Southeast Asia got too excited to be the market of US and Japanese game 

industries. Countries like Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Philippines 

are major market places for foreign games (Borowy, 2017; Chung, 2016; Ng, 2008).   

Japanese arcade machines invasion in youth playground was a common scene 

back in the 80-90’s. Playstation console was consumed all around Southeast Asian 

countries during the 90’s and early of 2000’s. Furthermore, when video games went 

into digital platform like PC or mobile, Southeast Asian countries just started to 

realize the potential price of game industry. As they have huge population of young 

people playing games, Southeast Asian countries gradually determined to develop 

their local game development. China and South Korea became the benchmarks on 

how the local games should be nurtured by combining elements from the state’s 

policy, developers advanced skill, and strong local market consumption. 

Both countries have proven that even foreign games invaded their countries, 

local games can compete with foreign ones for regional consumptions (Fung, 2016a). 

South Korea has a special state’s bureau called Korean Game Industry Agency 

(KGIA) which linked the government purposes on local game scenes to the industry. 

This initiative was followed by the strategic plan from Ministry of Culture and 

Tourism (MCT) in 1998 that has successfully sustained South Korean local game 

environment until today. China itself admitted that they’re trying to imitate South 
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Korean system to enhance their local games (Ernkvist & Strom, 2008). As Chinese 

government created a MoU with South Korean Technological companies in 2010’s to 

learn and prepared for their next big move on technological development, including 

how to foster local game companies. 

Although China is technically a totalitarian country, they can adapt to the 

market and globalization while attaching their strong Chinese identity upon it 

(Ernkvist & Strom, 2008). Meanwhile Southeast Asian countries are still struggling 

with the proper state policies on it. Despite having huge resources of local game 

developers and talents, there is a tendency that Southeast Asian game programmers 

and designers prefer to work for foreign game companies like Electronic Arts, Koei, 

Ubisoft, Square Enix and Gameloft as they opened representative offices in Southeast 

Asian countries like Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. The table below shows 

certain Southeast Asian countries’ policies on their local games in the last 10 years.   

 

Table 1.1 Policy Condition on Local Game Industry in Southeast Asia 

 

Countries Condition of State Policy 

Singapore ICT Policy, iN2015 

Malaysia 
Multimedia Supercorridor, Economic Transformation 

Program, Digital Malaysia 

Philippines Philippines Digital Strategy 

Thailand Thailand ICT Masterplan 2009-2013, Thai Game Cluster 

Indonesia 
Indonesian Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, 

Digital Application and Game Developer Section, 2014 

Vietnam Ministry of Information and Communications, 2013 

 

Countries like Indonesia has a special condition since the government has 

recognized video games as the national creative economy sector since 2014. Thailand 

with their game cluster policy has even initiated to create their own local game studio 

prior to their neighbors by establishing state-owned local game developer called 

Cyber Planet Interactive. Established in the year of 2000, it was the first local game 

developer studio to form in Southeast Asia ("Company-CyberPlanet Interactive," 
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2020). In addition, Malaysia and Singapore are two countries that opened their market 

to the foreign investment so that many of the local developers find themselves 

difficult to compete against foreign game companies in their native countries with 

their local-global relationship policies (Chung, 2016). 

Philippines and Vietnam shared the same story as they have a lot of game 

talents but the local game studios are difficult to find in their native countries. So, 

they have to work for foreign game companies to fulfill their passions and talents. 

Vietnam on the other hand progressing into more liberal and open to foreign market 

as the Vietnam War ended in 1975. The problem is, as they are a totalitarian country 

like China, the government conducts a strong censorship on game contents. In 

addition, the related government body organizing local game development are filled 

with those who had already been 40 years or above with unfamiliar background of 

game environment and lack of innovative policy (Phan, 2019). 

Game has become a global pop culture since its appearance in the console like 

Nintendo and PlayStation (Herman, Horwitz, Kent, & Miller, 2002) and already 

transformed into a sophisticated massive virtual playground by the late of the 20th 

century until now. Game as general has a long tradition with civilization. Humans as 

individual and social characters have a tendency to create a game-play as of their tool 

to understand the daily basis. Scholar Johan Huizinga called this character as “Homo 

Ludens’ (Huizinga, 1944), inspired by humans’ ability to deal with daily problems 

and solve it in a fun way like languages, street symbols, architectures, and other social 

materials which have unique patterns.   

At the first glance, numerous nations seen the emerging of video game 

industry as adolescence problems, such as addiction and imitating violence. As years 

went by, various countries like Korea (Jin, 2011), and China (Liu, 2013) felt that the 

power of video games are than more than just a virtual playground, but also has an 

economic impact. China’s government tries to control the game by reviewing its 

content but at the same time, as long as the game’s content has passed the state 

reviewed, it can be released a public consumption and became one of their biggest 

national revenues (Liu, 2013). 

In Southeast Asia, local game industry develops from small and medium 

enterprises (Fung, 2016a). As the new epicenter for local game development, 
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Southeast Asian nations have already had a long history for the huge game market 

places. It makes the Southeast Asia region has a unique standpoint for its experience 

as a lifetime consumers of video games. Most of them are used to be vivid gamers 

during their adolescences before becoming the creators of local game enterprises. 

Countries like Vietnam, Philippines provides plenty of their creative game workers to 

work at the international game enterprises at their own countries or overseas, while 

Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand are creating their vernacular identity though the 

game narrative and characters (Chung, 2016). 

 Although their ability of creating sophisticated game graphics might below 

the standard of Japan, US and European aesthetics, but the way these Southeast Asian 

local game developers put a great effort differentiate their works comparing to their 

childhood Japanese, US, and European games. Various countries provide cheap 

creative workers to international game developers while the rest is trying to create 

games with localities in flavors.  

 

1.3 Indonesian Local Game Industry 

The Indonesian local game industry just emerged for less than 15 years. Local 

game developer studios have been established before the government released 17 

national creative economy sectors with game development is a part of them. Video 

games as leisure activity have emerged into a modern day of Indonesian society since 

the 20th century. Consoles like Nintendo, Sega, and PlayStation were among popular 

tools for young generations to fulfill their leisure time since 1980’s until the early 

years of 21st century. By entering 21st century marked by technological advantages, 

Indonesian youths began to think to create their own game instead of just playing 

foreign and imported game series from Japan and USA as two biggest game 

exporters.  

The founders and initiators of Indonesia local game movement were university 

students from Bandung and Jakarta. They were university students majoring in 

Computer Science or related programs and were vivid gamers during adolescences. 

They began to work for an Australian outsource game developer studio called 

Matahari in Jakarta (Wimindra, 2020). Soon afterwards, the alumni began to establish 
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their own local game developer studios involving their local friends and peer groups 

with the same interest. They established a job opportunity based on their passion of 

video games.  

The most prominent first generation of Indonesian local game developer 

studio was Altermyth. Established in 2003 with the initiatives of young generation 

who had a strong passion on games and development back in the early years of the 

21st century (Rakhmani & Darmawan, 2015, p. 253). Contemplating on their 

childhood experienced as vivid gamers, they initiated to establish their own game 

companies while producing and publishing their own game products. Precarious 

situation has made numerous local game developer studios rationalized their stance to 

stay as game developers. Many factors like the investment, limited local market 

consumers and lack of government support become their major problems. 

However, it doesn’t stop Indonesian local game developers from developing 

more games. Once one or two studios got financial setback and went bankrupt, 

several more begin to start launching their new game studios. Big names like Digital 

Happiness, Agate Studio, and Toge Production, Mojiken and Gambir are among the 

best examples on how local game developers survive from hardship and become the 

national creative economy icons. Their longevity often quoted by any newcomers to 

survive in this new hottest commodity in the world, especially for Asian market. 

Like the rule of natural selection to adapt and progress, numerous studios are 

growing into well-known creative public companies. They can even hire more 

creative workers with monthly salary or project-based disbursement. The subcultural 

ethic remains the same but with different approaches as they’re growing bigger after 

getting both national and international recognitions. This subcultural movement from 

the youth gained the attention from the government in 2014 as the state recognized 

video games as the national creative economy sectors. The state initiative has become 

a milestone for local game development in Indonesia. This attention triggers a huge 

excitement among local game developers as they’re officially recognized as creative 

workers in their own country. 

The 21st century era requires a proper digitalization system for all creative 

economy products. The market has changed their very shape. Creative economy 

emerges with technology to boost the national economic prosperity by selling 
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products such as national fine arts, film, culinary, tourism, game and digital media, 

fashion, and any other contemporary arts. In that perspective, commodities were no 

longer seen as only natural resources like palm oil, mineral coal, and herbs (Hartley, 

2005).  

Instead, commodities have transformed into intangible intellectual properties 

with surplus values. Indonesian government set this contemporary economic concern 

into specific a government body called The Ministry of Tourism and Creative 

Economy. The particular ministry organized any creative economy affairs including 

tourism as a part of their concerns. The ministry handles 17 the creative economy 

sectors consist of: 1) Culinary, 2) Fashion, 3) Craft, 4) TV and Radio, 5) Publishing, 

6) Architecture, 7) Game Development, 8) Advertising, 9) Film, Animation and 

Video, 10) Photography, 11) Performing Arts, 12) Product Design, 13) Fine Arts, 14) 

Music, 15) Interior Design, 16) Visual Communication Design, 17) Digital 

Application. 

The government initiative to recognize game development as one of the state 

creative economy sectors was a unique move. Comparing to the neighbor Thailand 

where the market of ASEAN games was the second biggest, but the government 

hasn’t included a game development as their national economy sector 

(Parivudhiphongs, 2018). The way Indonesian government set a state intervention by 

establishing special state body belongs to the Ministry of Tourism and Creative 

Economy to organize game as creative economy sector is an interesting subject to 

expose.  

In 2016, the ministry released a publication mentioned that Indonesian 

creative economy sector has contributed to 7.44% of national economic development. 

This percentage was even higher than Russia (6.06%) and Singapore (5.70%). 

Although the achievement from the creative economy sector was still below South 

Korea (8.67%) and USA (11.12%), but how the government in a developing country 

maintained their creative industry deserved a huge credit. 
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    Table 1.2 Indonesia's Creative Economy Revenues Contribution in 2016 

 

No Subsectors Revenues in 2016 Percentages 

1. Culinary 41.40% 

2. Fashion 18.01% 

3. Craft 15.40% 

4. TV & Radio 8.27% 

5. Publishing 6.32% 

6. Architecture 2.34% 

7. Digital Application & Game Developer 1.86% 

8. Advertising 0.81% 

9. Music 0.48% 

10. Photography 0.46% 

11. Performing Arts 0.27% 

12. Product Design 0.25% 

13. Fine Arts 0.22% 

14. Film, Animation & Video 0.17% 

15. Interior Design 0.16% 

16 Visual Communication Design 0.06% 

 

According to the respective economic contribution, the subsector with the 

highest contribution for national economic development was Culinary (41.40%) or 

IDR 382 billion. The second place was coming from Fashion (18.01%) or contributed 

around IDR 166 billion and Craft subsector came as the third biggest revenue for 

national economic contribution with (15.4%) or IDR 142 billion1. This statistical data 

seems pleasing at the first glance, but when we take a look a little bit closer, there is a 

problem with Digital Application and Game Developer Subsector as Indonesia has the 

biggest digital and video games market in ASEAN (The ASEAN Post Team, 2019). 

The less contribution from Digital Application and Game Developer subsector 

becomes an anomaly comparing to the linearity of huge food connoisseurs in 

Indonesia and its highest contribution to the culinary subsector. 

 

 
1 The data is based on the publication of The Creative Economic Department of Indonesia and National 

Bureau of Statistics (2016) 
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Table 1.3 Indonesian's Creative Economy Sectors with Highest Growth 2016 

 

No Subsectors with Highest Growth in 2016 Percentages 

1. TV & Radio 10.33% 

2. Film, Animation & Video 10.09% 

3. Performing Arts 9.54% 

4. Visual Communication Design 8.98% 

5. Digital Application & Game Developer 8.06% 

 

 Furthermore, 2016 data showed Digital Application and Game Developer 

contributed only 1.86% to the national economic development and took only the fifth 

place for subsectors with highest growth in 2016 with 8.06% comparing to the rest 4 

other subsectors. There must be numerous dynamic issues on how the state handling 

this potential sector. State’s socio-political factor has a huge contribution to the policy 

taken by state actors and decision-makers. Indonesian liberal economic system 

definitely shapes the decision-making processes. 

Another data shows that local game products only contributed around 0.04% 

to the national revenues (Widhiyasa, 2017). In Indonesia, most of the video game 

products are dominated by foreign game products from Japan, US and Europe. 

Although Indonesia has around 43.7 million number of gamers and potentially yield 

USD 880 million or IDR 12.5 trillion (Newzoo, 2017), but in fact it contributed for 

less than 1% to the national GDP (Wahyono, 2019).  

Newzoo (2017) calculated that the game industry in Indonesia contributed for 

around 879.7 million dollars in 2017. This number was even bigger than Malaysia 

(586.6) and Singapore (317.6). Despite this marvelous potency, as local game 

products only contributed for 1% to national market comparing to foreign games 

triggered a question on the implementation of the government policy and how the 

state maintains the video games as their creative economy sector. In the next ten years 

ahead global game industry will lead the entertainment market revenue as it continues 

embracing youth market through the disruption of technology and information. As 

one of the biggest game markets in Asia besides China, Indonesia hasn’t yet 
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formulated a proper and strong cultural policy and state patronage model towards 

local game workers as the national creative labors. 

Unlike any other creative industry sectors, video games can reach various 

market places like urban, suburban and rural area. Mobile device and internet 

penetration in Indonesian have made this possible. Similar to other Southeast Asian 

countries, the local game talents have to face numerous limitations to develop their 

original game IP. In Indonesian media context, video games industry is dominated by 

indie game studio which state often categorized as SMEs (Small-Medium 

Enterprises).  

In the past 5 years, Indonesia just entered the new honeymoon with interactive 

online entertainment such as Youtube, Netflix, mobile Playstore, Steam and other 

digital streaming platform. This new customer behavior benefits gaming industry in 

general. Since video games have always been an integral part of interactive digital 

platforms, the technological booming in Indonesia is a very good opportunity for local 

game development to flourish. During COVID-19 period, game development 

contributed the most for Indonesian national GDP comparing other creative economy 

sectors since people spent their time at home. 

It’s a blessing in disguise for local game development in Indonesia amidst the 

media convergence period in Indonesia. Nonetheless, human resource quality and 

infrastructure issues are still overshadowing the development of local game industry 

in a long run. Precarious working conditions, like legal protections and universal basic 

rights can only be performed under a legal creative enterprise. This is also a classic 

problem for any creative independent artists in Indonesia. Long bureaucracy has 

wasted their time to mainly focus to creative works. 

 

1.4 The Crisis of Game Workers as Creative Labors 

Generally speaking, on game labors, the main problems essentially embracing 

around the rights, recognitions, social securities and income stability (Medhurst, 

2000). However, creative workers are different since they share distinctive 

characteristics like flexible working time, idea-based occupation, less bureaucratic 

environment, producing immaterial products and more space for innovation or self-
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actualization (Hartley et al., 2013, p. 62-65). These characters entwine each other as 

creative workers work for creative industry under particular state policy. Game 

workers for example are able to work remotely and rely on project-based occupations 

– not entirely 9 to 5 daily routine jobs.  

Nevertheless, creative workers cannot be separated from the market and 

sociopolitical conditions where they lived and produces. Latest research mentions that 

game workers face numerous obstacles like precarious market condition, overtime 

works, de-skilling, unstable policies, stalled creativities and unhealthy competition 

among the workers (Bulut, 2015; Campbell, 2018; Kong, 2014; Phan, 2019). These 

problems can be addressed to any creative workers at any creative sectors. 

Particularly for local game labors, these problems have different colors for each 

different nation. Countries like USA and Japan with a strong a sustain local game 

workers ethics have different game labors’ problems comparing to Southeast Asian 

nation countries where local game industry just emerged in less than 10 years ago.  

As Indonesian government recognized game as a creative economy sector in 

2014, we can assume that government has already known the potency of game 

industry for national economic development. Apparently, with no particular reason, 

the special Bureau of Creative Economy is combined with the new ministry called 

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy with local game development as one 

of a sub directorate. Prior to that, the government have already implemented cultural 

policy affairs on fine arts, museum, even for television. Game or video game is the 

latest art product being organized after so several years of abandonment or less 

considered as a potential global commodity. 

This inconsistent nomenclature and state infrastructure brought consequences 

to the local game industry itself, especially for local game workers. The core policy 

might have been changed after this fusion. Technically, the government did a huge 

festival like Bekraf Developer Conference and Bekraf Game Prime claimed as the 

biggest game event in ASEAN and succeed in inviting ASEAN participants. This 

festival appears to be an interesting event, but ended up as ceremonial summit with 

market and publishers. The firm sustainable policy model needs to be steered. 

Learning from China and South Korea’s experienced where local game industry 
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becomes a huge powerhouse in the respective countries by established strong, proper, 

and sustain policy for local game workers. 

The current state structure handling local game is the responsibility of The 

Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy via the Deputy of Digital Economy and 

Creative Product. This deputy leads a special directorate and sub directorate where 

local game development is managed by special section chief called Game 

Development Special Chief.  

It is the newest state’s ministry structure that organized local game industry as 

one of the national creative economy sectors. On the next structure figure, we can 

finally see where the local game affairs is organized by the Director of Creative 

Industry of Film, TV and Animation. A more specific sub directorate called Creative 

Industry of Animation and Game Development is taking responsibility to handle 

Game Development in their special section led by a specific section chief. Comparing 

to the last presidential cabinet’s structure, this restructuration of game development 

sectors seems neglecting the importance of this potential newest industry. The 

complex structure of government body has made a game development sector into a 

sub directorate instead of in the independent body like during 2014-2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 State Structure of Game Development as Creative Economy Sector 
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Technically, there are two more ministries that have a responsibility on 

organizing Indonesian local game workers. There are The Ministry of Communication 

and Informatics and The Ministry of Manpower. The first one is indirectly involved 

on local game workers’ affair as they set the national communications and 

infrastructures. However, as this particular ministry controls and organizes legal 

system for software and hardware information in Indonesia. In addition, it is 

responsible for property rights’ which related to game workers creations. The second 

one government body organizes all manpower affairs in Indonesia, including their 

legal rights, basic needs and social securities.  

With the inconsistent, interdependence and intertwines government’s 

organizations, names and structures, local game developers as national creative labors 

must endure both internal and external instability fostering their existence. This 

instability has an impact on the dynamic between state and local game developers as 

the national creative labors. These sociopolitical backgrounds led researcher to make 

several major research questions towards the structuration interplay among local game 

workers, game enterprises and state to identify problems and characters of Indonesian 

game labors. Embracing concepts of youth culture and immaterial labors as guidance 

to examine and dismantle the case of local game labors. 

By the time of March – July 2020 the Ministry of Communication and 

Informatics along with Indonesian Game Association and Indonesian Institute of 

Sciences conducting quantitative research to understand the contemporary local game 

environment. This quantitative survey method is released in September 2020 and 

finally exposes the data of the exact numbers of Indonesian local developers, from big 

companies to the independent ones.  

The dissertation stands on both qualitative and quantitative approaches to 

expose the problems of local game workers especially in the current creative economy 

area. The research gives another insight on the previous quantitative data provided by 

The Ministry of Communication and Informatics with Indonesian Game Association 

and Indonesian Institute of Sciences. The workers’ loyalty to the local industry are 

also exposed to assess the sustainability aspect of Indonesian local game industry.  
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1.5 Research Questions 

1) How did Indonesian local game developers emerge as a creative 

movement in contemporary Indonesia?  

2) How do the local game developers deal with contemporary Indonesian 

local gaming industry and state policy toward them? 

3) How has the role of Indonesian local game workers association been?   

4) How loyal are the local game workers to their career amidst the 

contemporary condition of Indonesian gaming industry? 

 

1.6 Research Objectives 

1) to study the genesis and characteristics of local workers and their 

dynamics with state’s policy as creative workers in Indonesia. 

2) To study how far the state approach and policy to the local game workers 

and how the workers react to them. 

3) To study the dynamic between government’s sector and autonomous local 

game workers as artists and creative workers in the frame of contemporary creative 

economy. 

4) To study the local game developers’ loyalty to their career in 

contemporary condition 

 

1.7 Scope and Limitations of the Study 

This research has 2 parts of analysis and consists of two main subjects. The 

first one is to examine the genesis and contemporary condition of local game labors in 

Indonesia. This first part applies a case study steps like participant observation, in-

depth interviews and documents analysis. The case of Indonesian local game 

developers can be identified by applying a case study method to expose their genesis, 

resilience and state’s policy towards them as a part of national creative workers. The 

second section aims to measure the career loyalty of Indonesian local game workers 

amidst the contemporary condition of local game industry. The scope and criteria of 

the research subjects are stated as follows: 
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1) The first subject of the research is interviewing and observing local game 

workers and state’s related ministries in order to get a brief understanding of the 

genesis of local game developers and their current issues with state’s policy and 

patronage. The criteria of this following subject consist of: 

 (1) Local game labors who worked for well-established local game 

developer companies for more than 5 years. 

 (2)  The CEOs of Indonesian pioneering local game developer studios 

who have abundant experience dealing with local game industry as creative labors and 

state’s policy. 

 (3)  Indonesian Game Association (AGI) as a legal local game union in 

Indonesia 

 (4) The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy. 

 (5) The Ministry of Manpower 

2) The second part is conducting a career loyalty analysis to local game 

developers to obtain generalization of local game developers’ cognitive belief, trust 

and engagement to their career as game developers amidst the contemporary 

condition. The criteria of this following subject consist of: 

3) Local game developers in Indonesia with legitimate status from state and 

labor association. 

  

1.8 Operational Definitions 

1) Cultural Policy is defined as a concept explaining on how state or 

government body approached and organized arts and related national aesthetic 

practices. Derived from cultural studies tradition, this concept was first coined by Di 

Maggio (1983) and then later expand into various cases of how states across the globe 

deal with their arts management, technology, development, market, and sustainability. 

Cultural policy has two biggest schools of thought. The first one is inspired by 

Bennett (1993) who later defined this cultural policy as a negotiation between state 

apparatuses and artists. While the second one is coming from McGuigan (2003) who 

insisted that cultural policy should remain critical towards aesthetic affairs as its 

cultural studies epistemology did. The synthesis between these two schools of thought 
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will be used to examine the problem of Indonesian local game development involving 

local developers and state as regulators in the contemporary era while game has 

become one of the national creative economy sectors. 

2) Creative Industry and Creative Economy is defined as activities involving 

creativity, skill and aesthetic skills to find and foster the new economic sector 

(Roodhouse, 2011; Howkins, 2002). Creative industry and creative economy can be 

used interchangeably. Creative industry often refers to the autonomous creative 

economy sector with artists and aesthetic artwork products as output. Creative 

economy is more on the state and macro affairs towards creative industry sector and 

how to organize them properly (Hartley, 2005). In this research creative economy 

term will be used to understand government’s intervention towards creative industries 

specifically game as one of the national creative economy sectors. 

3) Creative Workers and Immaterial Labors are the major and key concept in 

this research draws from the core economic shift on how the industry treats their 

labors. Creative workers have unique characteristics, from idealistic and innovative 

labors, flexible time of works, less bureaucratic, ide-based works, and predominantly 

younger generation (Lazzarato, 1996; Hartley, et al., 2013). This concept is the key 

major case to expose in order to identify the characters of game labors as creative 

workers in Indonesia. Their characters and conditions with the challenges from 

business and state precarious towards their carrier as game developers. As Indonesia 

has recognized their work as one of the national creative economy products, the state 

policy related to their status as national creative workers hasn’t yet clear. Game 

workers negotiation with local game companies and state’s policy will redefine their 

identity and real-life condition.  

4) Popular culture is being identified as textual and practical discourse and 

representation of a mass produce industrial culture (Storey, 2012). It can be appeared 

as contents in popular news platforms, commercial movies, Youtube channels, variety 

shows, popular games, and internet sensation. Beside that popular culture can be 

identified as a practical discourse due to examining how it’s formed and exercise in 

media enterprise. By analyzing the popular culture in both textual and practical, we 

can identify how media and market works to portray articulate cultural materials. 
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5) Structuration is a concept from Anthony Giddens (1984) that emphasized 

the third way between structure and agents. This concept belongs to the tradition of 

sociological system theory explore by many sociologists since the 20th century. 

Giddens offers the middle way to explain the duality between the agent and structure. 

There is a symbiosis where structure and agents can influence each other. Structure is 

a base on how the agents react but on the other side, agents are active entities that can 

change or shape the structure continuously. The relations between structure and 

agents must be understood in social and political context. 

6) Youth culture is a concept exploring the grassroots movement from young 

people to define their values through aesthetic activities (Clark, Hall, Jefferson, & 

Roberts, 1991). Numerous youth activities are often identified as resistance groups 

and associated to delinquent behaviors such as motorbikes and street graffiti. 

Nevertheless, youth culture can emerge a new cultural and industrial product. Punk 

and Rastafarian music are the best examples to mention the new cultural commodities 

made by youth movement (Hebdige, 1979). In the 21 century, young people articulate 

their values through technologies. They become a new fragmented class that consist 

of young creative workers who dedicate their live to craft their cultural products in the 

creative industry. However, major obstacles such as market sustainability and state 

policy have forced them to think about alternative method to carry on their values.  

7) Career loyalty is a quantitative concept measuring labor’s willingness to 

stay in the current industry despite constant workplace changings. This concept is 

broader than job loyalty due to the engagement are moreover toward the industry, not 

a particular office. Creative industry in general is a fluid flow of business, an 

individual can change the occupation but still doing creative exercises to the industry 

though not in a full-time worker. This act can be considered as loyal following their 

strong willingness and engagement to the industry regardless the position. The level 

of career loyalty can be an indicator to measure the sustainability of a particular 

creative industry, especially associates with the availability and longevity of the 

human resource or talent issues (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; Puttip, 2013). 
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1.9 Expected Outcomes of the Study          

The researcher aimed this research would be useful to academic studies of 

local game developers as creative workers in Indonesia and trying to analyze the 

problem of contemporary condition of local game developers and predict 

sustainability issues among workers:  

1) Cognitive benefits: the research aims to open and explore on how game 

workers and state negotiating their interests of both aesthetic and state’s 

administrative policy along with the rationalization to remain loyal to their profession 

in contemporary situation.  

2) Application: This research provides a factual and contextual case of how 

the state tries to deal with local game developers and vice versa. As video games now 

become one of the profitable global sectors, the dynamic and consistency among 

actors and stakeholders indicates the glimpse of Indonesian local game industry in 

near future.  



 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

In this research, various theoretical frameworks and concepts are applied to 

examine 4 major research questions. They’re applied as guidance to answer the major 

topic of this research. This is the highlight of theoretical frameworks for this research. 

The theoretical and concept frameworks are selected based on their congruity on the 

problems examined by researcher. The theories and concepts guided the researcher to 

understand the problem and connect it with the methodology and data. Seven basic 

theoretical and concept frameworks consist of: 

 

2.1.1 Cultural Policy of Arts Management 

 The explanation on cultural policy pushes scholars to explore numerous 

objects related to arts and how the state or any certain institutions deal with it in terms 

of policy and fostering. Cultural policy has a lot of varieties depend on the object and 

how we identified it as a part of aesthetic activity (Paquette & Redaelli, 2015). A war 

museum can be a place that serves a nostalgic past reminiscence, but at the same this 

museum can only refer to how the state placed the museum to represent a national 

pride. The term cultural policy comes from many disciplinary studies like public 

administration, political science, cultural studies, sociology, and many more. 

It was first coined by Paul DiMaggio (1983) emphasized on the state 

patronage in fostering arts. He emphasized that the government intervention is needed 

in order to plan and foster the arts with related policy. What DiMaggio means by the 

arts was something associated to aesthetic and products and activities. It was Europe 

and USA model that applied as major references regarding how the government or 

state deal towards creativities. As this subject becomes more popular in academic 
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fields, numerous academic journals have been released as reference to the related 

topic of academic publications.  

With a strong focus on arts management, cultural policy expands its 

exploration by examining different type of arts across the world with different 

government approaches towards them. For example, investigating arts sector like 

museum (DiMaggio, 1991) and tax and pricing arts (Thorsby, 2001) and copyright 

affairs (Landes, 2011). In tradition, cultural policy studies follow the trajectory of 

cultural studies blueprint. These two interdisciplinary fields speak profoundly about 

culture, daily life, media, arts, power, and ideology. If cultural studies emphasized on 

text criticism and power struggle though popular medium by certain social classes like 

youth and working class (McGuigan, 2003, p. 29), cultural policy put more focus on 

how arts, creativities, and social aesthetic should be governed and organized through 

dialectical policies (O'Brien, 2014, p. 35). 

This notion separated two scholars into two polarizations. Scholar like Bennett 

(1993) emphasized more on how cultural studies can adapt itself into policy and dealt 

with governmental institutions to fostering economic and public aesthetic. Unlike 

Bennett, another cultural studies scholar McGuigan (2004) insisted that cultural 

policy should keep to stand on the position as a watchdog to criticize and 

interrogating any state policies toward culture, aesthetic and media. In spite of these 

two scholars’ debate and argumentations, they’re actually have the same vision on 

how to deal with the state in terms of cultural policy. 

Bennett asked more engagement to government while McGuigan still asked 

for more independent position to criticize government’s policies. These two-

perspective showed how cultural policy studies are all about dialectics between a 

thesis, anti-thesis, and becomes a synthesis to find a proper formula to nurture any 

cultural products and activities (Scullion & Garcia, 2004). The process of this 

dialectic will be later use by policymakers to foster cultural products and activities in 

global creative industry. In the expansion of the study, cultural policy also put focus 

on motives of actors, ideas, and strategy and its influence towards industry (Paquette 

& Redaelli, 2015, p. 78).      

Industrialization and commodification have transformed a culture to be a 

commercial product (Storey, 2012) like industrialization and commodification of 
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culture which transformed. At one point, pop commercial culture is a symptom of 

what Adorno (1997) stated as culture industry that will bring consequences of 

pacification of the masses and lowering aesthetical values. However, this mass-

produce and commercial culture like movie, novel, culinary, tourism, museum, fine 

arts, craft, game, animation, fashion, and so on, need to be governed by certain policy 

of arts. 

These principles have led scholars in social studies to theorizing a concept of 

cultural policy. According Raymond Williams (1989), there are 4 major tasks of the 

state and political power to organize what we called as “culture” and those are state 

patronage fine arts, pump-priming, intervention on the market, expanding and 

changing of popular culture. These four principles offered by Raymond Williams has 

become an informal guidance on how the state and political power should interfere 

with the arts affairs. Further, cultural policy emphasizes on policy transfer. A term 

refers to the policy passes one jurisdiction to another (Dolowitz, 2003). This 

examination is conducted to understand the dynamic between actors and institutions. 

For instance, the element of state patronage indeed needed to establish 

national identity toward its own identical artworks. China, Japan, Italy, Egypt, and 

many more countries across the globe have their own national identity beyond the fine 

arts like painting, costume, dancing, music, and so on. To establish a strong national 

patronage towards cultural fine arts, the nation had to invest and finance towards 

those cultures to foster their existence on the market and global friendship. How 

Korean government planned and invest a lot of money to foster K-Pop (Kim, 2018) 

and how China develops their online game industry (Ernkvist & Strom, 2008) are 

some good examples on the state investment and also giving intervention towards the 

market in order to control the popular culture flow to keep national arts grand-design 

on track. This explanation can also refer to the third and fourth concept of Raymond 

Williams on nurturing culture and arts products.  

 This cultural policy concept is often being explained with various paradigms 

like constructivism and critical. Explaining cultural policy within the cultural studies 

framework should implement critical thinking to dismantle power relations of the 

state and market in terms of fostering specific arts institutionalization (Paquette & 

Redaelli, 2015). The term “arts” has broader specifications since arts itself have many 
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different interpretations and point of views. However, in cultural policy concept, arts 

that governed by the state are specifically referring to something to what we called as 

modern-day aesthetics. Like advertising, movies, TV, Sports, Music, Museum, and 

contemporary internet and technological stuff. 

The interplay among state, artists, market, stakeholders and political context 

are majors concern when explaining a cultural policy internalization. It’s important to 

how these entities negotiating each to attach current policy (Gray, 2002). Somehow, 

the state still maintains as a key element of institutionalization of the arts. The way 

aesthetic activities are being organize by embracing it inside government legal 

institutional bureau. In spite of the strong government power on the 

institutionalization of the arts, it doesn’t mean that the state is always the sole actor to 

conduct this particular action. Many examples showing that even NGO (Non-

Government Organization) can also play a significant role in terms of arts and 

aesthetic institutionalization (Valentine, 2018, p. 157). 

The artists element here are being put into a position as arts producers. In 

other words, artists in the cultural policy concept explained as a group of people who 

have skill to develop aesthetic products like ideas, paintings, dramas, games, food 

receipts, programs, fashions and so on (Bell & Oakley, 2015, p. 3). The artists 

produce commodities that later sold and consume by public after passed bureaucratic 

schemes. These products can also be a part of national identity and often being import 

to worldwide depend on what kind of cultural policy colors the country has. The 

artists and its communities can also define the color of cultural policies in specific 

countries. Their intrigues, fragmentations, relations toward government, and 

engagement will also define on how the arts appear in public (Wyszomirski, 1995). In 

this case, the state usually made a special law enforcement or policy to organize 

communities ordering on what and how they worked for the industry.    

K-Pop Drama is a very good example on how Korea organized their 

entertainment industry products as the newest Asian and global new wave of popular 

culture (Shim, 2006). Korean government adopted Japan and USA pop culture style 

and operations before they stir their local aesthetic products. Governments built a 

strong cultural policy through this K-Pop wave in order to introduce their national 

identity, brand and of course revenues. The K-Pop community consists of artists, 
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talents, art-workers are also organized with a special state policy with one goal in 

mind. To be a global unique product and contributed to Korean national GDP. This 

success story has been followed by some Asian countries like Thailand that recently 

trying to adjust South Korea and Japan success story of fostering and exports their 

films and dramas overseas (Baudinette, 2019).  

 

2.1.2 Popular Culture 

It’s impossible talking about cultural policy without considering popular 

culture. Cultural policy as a part of people’s culture which can be a basic standpoint 

on where the constituted culture originated. Music industry as part of national creative 

economy can be separated on the recent chart table or which singer considers as the 

biggest selling performance nowadays. Indeed, culture policy organizing what is 

popular and considering to manage and intervening the flow of the market and create 

a healthy environment from inside and out (Garnham, 1987). Popular culture as it 

refers to various forms of culture that are very well-known among the people. At 

some point, it has to be something that can be sold as a material or activity forms. 

The concept of popular culture has become a major topic among scholars. 

Consist of two words “popular” and “culture” has made a complexity explaining what 

is this term stands for. First of all, the term “culture” has been used in various 

scientific disciplines. Microbiologist use the term to describe a substance in particular 

medium. Even scientists from natural environmental science use the term “culture” 

every time they examine the living growth of bacteria. On the other discipline, social 

scientists use the term to explain people, customs, heritages, habits, and so on. 

Consequently, the word “culture” can be in any definitions whether it is a 

verb, adjective, or noun. It depends on how we use it in a particular context and 

conversation. In social science, the word “culture” has a long history as a subject of 

examination. An anthropologist has their own definition on culture. For them, culture 

was more about custom, moral, belief, arts and any other capabilities and habits that 

human learned to live as a part of society (Eriksen, 2004, p. 26-28). Drawing the 

definition from EB Tylor, Clifford Geertz, Malinowski, and Boas, culture in fact has 

become a subject of study to understand people’s world-view. In fact, culture also 

stand for a different meaning in the field of cultural studies. In cultural studies 
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discipline culture is defined as a lifetime contestation among people by the way 

they’re making sense of the world (Barker, 2004, p. 44-45). This understanding is 

made by signifying processes through many everyday lives medium like TV, movie 

and literature. During cultural studies theoretical framework, the term of culture will 

be identified interchangeably with media and communication studies field.  

Culture has divided into two forms based on who produce and consume the 

culture itself (Takacs, 2015, p. 3). The elite culture is defined as activities produced 

and conducted by elite and noble societies. For example, classical music, fancy wine 

table manner, royal costumes, and classical poetry literatures. On the other hand, the 

non-elite culture often called as folk culture conceived grass-roots activities like folk 

music, street culinary, and even street art paintings. After all, no matter how the 

culture comes from it always has a value and circulated system of meanings. The 

culture can produce a product that often indicates to a cultural heritage. As when we 

go to a certain country for example Egypt, we can see the products of their ancient 

culture consist of Pyramid, Sphinx, and Mummy Tombs. The same logic as we visited 

China and find their cultural products named China Great Wall, China’s traditional 

music instrument, and even their Cheongsam fancy clothes. In other words, culture is 

a product that may be tangible or intangible which came from human intellectual 

ability as they tried to signify their social practices (Fiske, 2000, p. 43).      

After identifying culture as an academic term. We can go further by analyzing 

what popular culture really is. John Storey (2012, p. 17-25) asserts there are 6 

characteristics of popular culture. First characteristic of popular culture is the culture 

that liked by many people. This first definition refers to quantitative measurement. 

For example, concert attendances, top biggest selling music records, game consoles, 

even television and Youtube programs with huge viewers. The second definition of 

popular culture refers to a culture that defined as residual culture or on the opposite 

side of high culture. In terms of explaining this definition, we have to first examine 

the distinction between high and low culture.  

As mentioned above, a study of culture historically divided into two forms of 

material and consumption. The elite produces what we defined as high culture. During 

this section, the elite define not only refers to those with wealthy possession or higher 

social status, but also belonged to intellectual people or group of people with a 
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different judgment of taste (Bourdieu, 1984). As we can see a classical music 

performance or classical art gallery attended by these elite societies. Or philosophical 

and classical literature of Shakespeare read by intellectual with a distinct kind of taste. 

On the other side, low culture is defined as the opposite side of high culture. 

Low culture is a culture that lacked of aesthetics value, produced to mass society for a 

commercial purpose, and full of banality (Kellner, 2003, p. 130). We can mention 

various examples of this by seeing a daily soap-opera program on television, 

commercial horror sex movie, or even celebrity gossip programs on Youtube 

channels. On this explanation between high and low culture, we can see there is a 

difference on aesthetic values of the culture. Pop culture is classified as a low culture 

in terms of its residual character and its commercial purpose. Although this concept 

may look stable, this dualism and dichotomy of culture has triggered a great debate 

among scholars. 

The situation of arts that we called as a product of culture are often 

paradoxically occurred when it comes to mass production. Lolita (1955) by Vladimir 

Nabokov was the beast example to explain this. At the very first time, Nabokov 

published the novel that he claimed as one of his prestigious works of literature. At 

this point we can realize that Lolita (1955) has like two different sides of the coin. 

When it was first published in 1955, many countries banned its publicity due to its 

pedophile recognition. But after that, Lolita become one of the most best-selling 

novels of all time with two film adaptations based on the novel. Industrial business 

commercialized Lolita (1955) and made it into a popular public discourse (Vickers, 

2008) and becomes a sex symbol for years. 

This definition led to another popular culture definition that comes through the 

lens of postmodernism. The third definition of popular culture focused on the 

contemporary realization that there is no a rigid distinction between high culture and 

low culture. In other words, when it comes a penetration of commercialization and 

industrial purpose, it’s difficult to make a distinction between authentic and 

commercial culture (Storey, 2012, p. 23). The difference between what elite and folks 

produces as a culture has blurred. Both of them have become a customer of what 

business, and industrial imposed them to read, hear, and articulated. 
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The fourth definition of popular culture is about the massification of the 

culture. Popular culture is a mass culture or mass-produce culture. In terms of mass 

culture, popular culture has to be a commercial culture. Just like mentioned on the 

third definition, popular culture is a culture that imposed by a business enterprise and 

sell it to the masses. The industry does whatever it takes to obtain a profit a huge as 

possible. This logic is basically lied upon the ideology and principle of capitalism 

(Urish, 2016, p. 304). What comes from grass-roots or any stratifications in society, 

will be transformed into a surplus value for business interest.  

A good example of this, is how the industry transforms ancient arts or festivals 

into profit commodities in any occasions. Chinese New Year activities that used to be 

involve with many sacred rituals like lion dance as a spiritual honor to ancestors, now 

become a market commodity. Industrial enterprise sold many traditional Chinese 

ornaments like the Chinese lion’s head, tight red Chinese costumes and traditional 

Chinese lamps. In the urban area we can see more clearly how cultural aesthetics 

being transform into commercial products and slowly relieve the authentic core value 

of that specific culture. 

The fifth definition of popular culture is about exposing where the culture is 

originated from. The popular culture is the cultures that originates from the people 

(Storey, 2012, p. 21). In this definition the great debate among scholars mainly 

focused on the exact identity of “the people”. Tony Bennett (1980) on his classic 

article wrote that popular culture is originated from working class people who applied 

the culture to romanticize but at the same time used it as a symbolic protest to 

contemporary capitalism. The definition of the people depends on contexts where the 

culture is being articulated. The people themselves can’t be identified just by age, 

gender, or occupation. The people can be everyone in any particular social context or 

condition that redefined, articulated micro activities of their everyday life (Takacs, 

2015, p. 9). These microscopic activities can be a counter hegemony of dominant 

culture or even reinforced the dominant one. For instance, a particular representation 

of ethnicity in media text (e.g., television soap opera, video games, popular news, 

even in talk show programs) can be translated into the same or different discourses 

according to the people social context. 
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They are many cases when a certain group of people didn’t agree on each 

other with a cultural product. Storey (2012, p. 21) gave an example on how Levi’s 

jeans products didn’t get along with a non-top selling punk band. Storey indeed 

asserted that the only way they can get along together is when the band finally reach a 

mainstream success. Therefore, any culture can be a dialectic among society when 

they have a distinction whether some of those belong to mass culture or some of them 

were not. We can finally realize on how industry with a strong power of 

commercialization can dictate the people and justify a cultural product whether it was 

a mass produce culture or not. As long as it was widely consumed by huge amounts of 

the people in any particular discourses among them, we can classify those entities as 

the people in the contemporary popular culture context. 

The sixth definition of popular culture is derived from Antonio Gramsci idea 

about hegemony and how the dominant groups try to subordinate the other groups 

outside their circle (Gramsci, 1971). The unique idea from Gramsci is that the 

dominant group controls the subordinate not by force by consent. In terms of this 

definition, popular culture is a battleground between a mainstream culture and side-

stream culture. By using other words, we can say that popular culture is about how 

commercial culture compete each other with counter-hegemonic culture that often 

came from the working class.  

One notion which has to be emphasized on explaining this definition is about 

the interaction between ideologies. Popular culture is an area of disarticulation and 

articulation of discourses (Mouffe, 1981). The best example of this is how feminism 

group tried to articulate and redefined their own interpretation instead of being 

subjugated by popular patriarchal text. Another example is the establishment of 

LGBT subcultures and consistently directed by their own resources in order to counter 

homophobic discourses on mainstream media.  

The most iconic example of to explain a tension between cultural resistance 

and incorporation is when The English punk rock band released a radical song in 

1970s called ‘God Save The Queen’ that directly criticized social condition in 

England during that period (P. Bowman, 2012, p. 14). In order to explain the tension 

between mainstream against side-stream/elite against working class, we have to know 

the historical condition and context on that particular period. Instead of that long 
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discourse battle of resistance and incorporation between one culture to another, at the 

end industrial culture enterprise always gets the benefit and commercialized the 

tension.  

Let’s take a look at what happened to some subcultural punk rock bands that 

went into mainstream media and began to share the environment with another 

commercial band with different markets. There is no guarantee a culture would 

maintain their ideology and aesthetic value if the media and commercial attention and 

purpose has arrived and rapidly seduce them. By knowing these six definitions on 

popular culture, we can conclude that popular culture is not a stable one, instead is a 

construction on how media represent, portrait, and commercialized them a product. 

The industrial enterprise has significant role in terms of deploying a culture to become 

a mass-produce culture. Society as a customer is a passive entity for any products 

imposed by what Frankfurt School called as the culture industry (Strinati, 2004, p.59). 

Media market will permeate to influence as many people as they can for profit 

interests. 

Despite all of the definition and debates among scholars, one point to 

emphasize in this study is about how popular culture injected a certain culture with 

ideology. As a product, culture conceives an ideology as in a critical thinking tradition 

called ‘ideological form’ (Marx, 1999, p. 2). John Storey (2012, p. 16) in his works 

using this term to explain popular culture as an ideological text. Popular culture that 

people read, watch, and consume it’s not a neutral construction of mundane life-

world. Otherwise, popular culture serves people certain ideological perspective, 

representation and how people should see the life-world through the lens of popular 

media.  

The research applies the fifth and sixth definition of the popular culture. The 

research explores on who and how Indonesian game cultures emerged from the people 

and how it’s executed to accentuate the creative working-class identity developing 

cultural products. In other words, in this research, popular culture is seen as 

negotiations and power dynamics among the emerging of local game workers, market 

and state’s policy toward them. 
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2.1.3 Creative Industry, Immaterial Labors and Youth Culture 

The term of creative economy originated since the mid of the 20th century 

when creativities, ideas and aesthetic skills took part in the industrial value chains 

(Howkins, 2002). With the run of creative industry, any cultural products are no 

longer the tangible ones. Numerous intangible cultural products are like heritage 

festivals and performing arts can also be parts of creative industry. Sociologists tried 

to explain this particular economic phenomenon by tracking its roots back on the 20th 

century culture industry. The arguments inspired from prominent Frankfurt School 

scholars like Theodore Adorno, Walter Benjamin, and Max Horkheimer as they 

criticized culture industry as a pacification and deception practices toward working-

class by exploiting prophetic artworks (Horkheimer & Adorno, 2006). 

Culture industry products like entertainment, music, film, and fine arts have 

become the subjects of cultural examination. The public distinction of taste is 

somewhat driven by commercial enterprises, especially in a liberal-capitalist country 

like America. Hollywood drama, soap opera, and pop music are among examples of 

what Frankfurt School was concerned as exploitative and disrepute practices to 

aesthetic values. This industrial system is stressed as a post-capitalist economy 

(Stettler, 2013, p. 108). In everyday life, society cannot break away against these 

popular exposures. Technological advantage like internet and social media such as 

Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and so on, can disseminate cultural products 

to the unlimited global market paths. Frankfurt School tradition was continued by 

cultural studies scholars like Simon Frith (1997), as he expanded on how culture can 

be functioned as a market commodity item. The statement refers to variant level of 

analysis like textual, production, distribution, and consumption. 

Despite the critics, culture industry finds their transformative practical forms 

into a contemporary economic paradigm. Creative industry is the current form of 

culture industry with transformative adjustment concerning workers, products, 

market, and customers. Creative industry adds the economic values to culinary, 

fashion, animation, performing arts, tourism and other aesthetic cultural products in 

order to join the economic value chains.  Experts called it as “The New Economy” as 

commodities and economic capitals can be an intangible and creativity-driven 

(Hartley, 2005).   
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In creative industry, workers are more likely to get an autonomous position to 

negotiate or collaborate with authorities like the state, investors and stakeholders 

(Chong, 2014; Lee, 2014; Wang, 2014). This occasion distinguishes them to previous 

manufacture labor concept with 9 to 5 working time, monthly salary, and monotonous 

raw material jobs with less progressive ideation. Creative labor has more options such 

as flexible working time, undertaking project-based activity, developing immaterial 

products with less bureaucracy (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 

Nevertheless, those characters cannot be separated from their position as the 

immaterial labors. Immaterial labor is the concept that gained popularity in the 20th 

century as creative industry was growing (Pitts, 2020). Immaterial labor indicates the 

character conceived by creative labors who don’t solely craft or arrange material 

products in a strict timeline of manufacture general assembly-line. Instead, they 

continuously exploit creativities to polish their works in a non-stop working timeline 

(Lazzarato, 1996). In the modern society we called immaterial labor as artist. Music, 

film, games, culinary, fine arts, animation, software applications are examples of 

creative works made by artists as immaterial labors. 

In reality, immaterial labors are predominantly occupied by young generation 

who tried to accomplish their artistic passions and talents for creative industry 

(Carbone & Ruffino, 2014); (Steinkuehler, 2006). Contemporary economic studies 

called this movement as the start-up business model (Katila, Chen, & Piezunka, 

2012). Immaterial labors utilize their time to think and craft their works all the time. 

A movie maker uses his/her leisure time to think about the next possible scenario. A 

fashion designer crafts all of his/her time to develop a next great design. A game 

developer even after his/her working-hours still thinking about game aesthetic and 

storyline he/she developed.  

In other words, immaterial labors basically put all of their times to exercise 

their creativities to any possible creative commodities. Their works simply don’t stop 

when they returned from the offices. The burden to bring innovative works to society 

is another challenge for creative labors. They have to make sure that every intangible 

idea can be commodified as valuable commodities for both local and international 

market. Immaterial labors are common world phenomenon in the 20th century since 
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paradigm shift of the means of production from machine-oriented to ideas-oriented 

(Flew, 2012). 

In fact, creative labors need creative industries to carry out their ideas of 

innovation to larger society. Despite several of the creative labors don’t really need a 

particular creative company to deliver the creations, for example personal game 

developer, indie musician, even dancers who uploaded their videos on Youtube 

channel without being contracted to related enterprise. However, even though they’re 

not officially being a part of the specific creative enterprises, they utilize the big-tech 

platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, etc) to promote and display their 

works to public. In other words, they’re still rely on technology to deliver ideas. As 

time goes by, the market will recognize them along with related artists with the 

similar works and aesthetics. 

Creative labors can’t prevent themselves from the disruption of information. 

In the era where creative class has risen (Florida, 2012), every labor can be interacting 

and tracked into one another comfortably. There’s a great debate whether creative 

labors need organizations or companies to deliver their ideas and innovations. In fact, 

the debate will boil down to the issue of the labor’s autonomy on creativity and how 

far the organization, donor and company can intervene it. As the creative labors are 

predominantly young people, their passion towards creativities is affluent and it’s 

easier for them to change from one particular creative company to another in order to 

upscale experiences. 

In addition, creative industry is part of a long tradition on how civilization 

deals with culture, aesthetic, government system, labors, wages and economic system. 

In the past, Hollywood movies and US music industry dominated the market share of 

entertainment business (Miller, 2015). Hollywood movie and Top 40 Music Charts 

showed that culture industry with a strong patronage power can pull the market. 

Obstacle emerges as creative labors facing less market appreciation from customers 

and hesitation from investors.  

 Meanwhile, term of ‘creative economy’ is coined when creative industry 

sectors are embraced by the state policy (Melville, 2017) with profit and economic 

purposes. As the political and economic entity, state finds that is necessary to develop 

the creative economy sector at many levels and organize them within a big umbrella 
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policy. For example, European countries like England established UK Government 

Department of Culture, Media and Sport organizing several creative economy sectors 

like architecture, crafts, films, TV, fashion designs, music, museum, arts galleries and 

so on (Peris-Ortiz, Gomez, & Sieben, 2019). This omnivorous state department even 

organized creative technological stuff like video game designs and productions 

(Tschang, 2007). 

 Creative economy products can also be used to represent national identity and 

state soft power tools to negotiate, strengthen, and differentiate state position among 

global friendship (Fung, 2016b, p.26). Creative economy sectors like national culinary 

and cultural heritage are visible examples to explain contemporary state soft power. 

Southeast Asian countries like Thailand set a full attention to this sector as they have 

a very strong food signature and cultural heritages across the globe (Parivudhiphongs, 

2018). Another convenient example is handcraft creative sector that immediately 

refers to the countries where it originally made from. Nowadays, most contemporary 

examples on soft power within creative economy embrace sectors such as movies, TV 

serials, advertisings, video games, animations, and other technological-based creative 

products like software application.  

 Countries like South Korea and Japan have made their reputation across the 

global market by exporting several brands of media industry to the foreign market. 

Those media market trigger another creative economy sector like tourism as people 

tend to visit the countries after consuming their local movies, dramas, music and 

video games. Media and digital creative economy sectors like movie, video games, 

culinary, craft, and fine art accentuate local values and put it into a solid commercial 

product and national identity (Hartley, 2005). How Taiwan maintains their artistic 

ancient Chinese identities to differentiate the country from mainland China is a very 

good example explaining this creative economy characteristic (Wang, 2014). In 

practices, creative economy products can show the identity on both subtle and vivid 

approaches. The production houses and developers where those cultural products 

were being made will show the vernacular origin of the products.   

Artworks like music, culinary, or even crafts in majority emerged from the 

grass-roots. They’ve already existed before the term ‘creative economy’ and ‘creative 

industry’ was coined by the authority. The creations don’t always refer to economic 
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purposes, but sometimes more spiritual and traditions. Massive commercialization on 

music just happened during the 20th century along with the emergence of radio, TV 

and newspaper (Betts, 2004, p. 97-98).  

The most contemporary case of the culture and artwork that emerged from the 

grass-roots is the video games. As a generation who loves playing video games 

initiated to make their own game creations and set the country into the next level of 

production, instead of merely being Japanese and American console games customers. 

They lived with the ethic of DIY (Do It Yourself) to keep producing games and 

sustaining the studio. Youth from community creates a space in the middle of 

conventional cultural domination. In certain cases, it often occurs as fragmented and 

obscure cultural activity.   

The concept of grass-roots youth culture on local game industry refers to the 

member of game talents as creative labors. Being a part of urban culture means that 

every member has eagerness to create and articulate their own aesthetic activities and 

products to oppose status quo. As creative workers, game developers are understood 

as immaterial labor in the post Fordism era (Dyer-Witheford & Peuter, 2009, p. 5-6) 

while at the same time being known as an “occupational community” (Weststar, 

2015).  

They’re no longer attached to big manufacture company as blue-collar factory 

workers. Instead, they created their own game studios with their inner circle or join 

the well-established game developer studios recommended by their inner circle. As an 

occupational community, game developers have four characteristics consist of 

boundaries, social identity, reference group, and social relations (2015). It’s 

interesting to see if these characteristics remain the same in other game environment 

outside Western and Japan, particularly when it relates to the state intervention and 

the involvement of local game industry as the national creative economy sector. 

Today, as game becomes one of the hottest commodities in creative industry, 

numerous countries are competing one another to develop creativities and transformed 

them into video game products. Hence, the position of local game labors in particular 

nations are important in establishing a strong local game market with huge export 

overseas and supportive social welfare towards game labors the 21st century. As we 

take a closer look at the local game industry in any countries, labor issues are the most 
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important part of sustainability, progress and innovation. Benchmark countries like 

Japan, South Korea, China, and even America, all having strong local game workers 

as their ultimate resources of producing good games. Anthony Fung’s (2016b) axis 

model below shows the condition of game labors in Asia and to explain in each 

spectrum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Anthony Fung's Mode of Game Labors in Asia 

 

It has 2 axis and 4 models of the game labors’ condition in their respective 

countries. South Korean government provides a huge freedom for their game workers 

to create any contents to export or consume in their local market. While at the same 

time building a strong support-system to the game labors becoming less dependent to 

outsource foreign game studios in their own country. China deliberately imitated 

South Korean approach in fostering their local game environment. Indeed, they were 

less dependent to foreign game studios, but the state urged workers to create local 

products in accordance to Chinese ideology and pride with tight censorship (Nie, 

2013). One mechanism distinguishes China and South Korea is a strict Chinese 

government control over the contents. Chinese elements and national identity must be 

bringing upfront as part of their global soft power. 
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Three Southeast Asian countries that examined by Anthony Fung shared the 

same color as their local game environment was still in infancy, the talents had to 

work as sub-contractor workers and producing assets for outsource foreign game 

studios. They worked under repetitive working flows with less original creations since 

they were absorbed into outsource foreign studios.  

Fung himself hasn’t examined the condition of game workers in Indonesia. In 

addition, as the research was conducted in 2016, it goes to the assumption that 

Indonesia has a different position and condition over the years. Hence the research is 

conducted in order to observe the color of contemporary Indonesian local game 

environment. Fung’s model on the modes of creative labor in Asia and Southeast Asia 

applied as a guidance to compare and identified contemporary characters.   

 

2.1.4 The Theory of Video Games 

Can video games be classified as art? This simple question might have various 

answers depend on how we frame the issue by different perspectives. Essentially, a 

game doesn’t always refer to technological simulation activities with a personal 

console and personal computer but also a classic playground stuff like marbles, hide 

and seek, or even four squares that we can play with friends on the backyard. Video 

games in cultural studies perspective is the way people symbolize and simulating the 

world by creating rules and fill it with activities of pleasures, educations, economics, 

and identities (Fiske, 2000, p. 83-85). 

Throughout history, a game can also be found in various occasions of human 

civilizations. We can see how game was appeared into words, architectures, 

technology, paintings, linguistics, and any other human aesthetic activities with 

interesting and unique patterns. People having a conversation try to solve the problem 

by using game as a vehicle, analogy, and tools. People create game to envision their 

life-world. A game is an abstraction of sense on how civilization try to signify the 

reality of everyday life (Lukacs, 2014, p. 409). It can be played in both individual and 

communal levels.  

Game is as old as human civilization. Ancient Egypt and China have a long 

tradition with games as they had created numerous game patterns through activities 

like ceremonial and ritual through puppets and dolls. A prominent scholar theorizing 
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game as a field of study named Johan Huizinga (1980). He deeply examined game as 

the most important aspect of human civilization. Huizinga explained that human is an 

“entity who loves to play a game”, and he called this natural behavior of human as 

Homo Ludens. A game is made by the ability of creating and developing symbols. By 

understanding those symbols, human can follow rules and adapt to reality. We can 

understand which way to go to the city center just by looking at the street directions. 

The way ancient Egypt created the royal palace and unique pyramid structure was the 

best example of the symbol of materialization organizing by playful activities.  

Even before human decided to finally settle and no longer live in nomad, 

ancient civilization had created tools made by stone to help them dealing with nature. 

Without the ability to play and understanding both material and symbolic 

manifestation, human cannot survive natural selection. Those struggles can be tracked 

on the museum consist of ancient civilization on creating plentiful equipment made of 

unique pattern determination. 

Another example of game manifestation is the language system (Noth, 1995). 

Human created language and the linguistic system with playful historical 

comprehension. It’s a complex sign and auditory system called language and 

interpreted it as a major vehicle for conversation (1995, p. 168). Human deals with 

reality by exchanging symbols through languages and writing system. It took 

thousand years after that human civilization began to communicate each other through 

auditory playful language until they finally developed another form of communication 

by written system.  

In short, we can imagine the process sophisticated way of human ability in 

expanding their communication means by using a more durable method of writing 

system or signs that can be left on material layers. Nowadays, writing system has even 

transformed into more unique and complex approach once consuming social media 

with the emergence of slangs, abbreviated words, emoji and fusion-words. This 

human skill is a product of ‘playing instinct’ that continuously evolve over centuries. 

Playing elements in human activities led the civilization into the world we are living 

today. Paintings, architecture, tools, and languages are among top examples on how 

play element integrated in developing everything in our daily basis. 
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The next question rises on how these game elements have evolved in the 

contemporary world. It becomes a major stepping stone into another example of game 

in many aspects, especially in the 21st century era when technology and information 

have integrated to human civilizations. People enjoy artistic activities in a digital 

playground. Before the 21st century, we could only witness magnificent painting by 

artists by going to an art gallery or museum, but now we can even access it through 

virtual reality. Technology plays important role in a contemporary world as countless 

art products adjust to this wireless era.  

Technology also creates a new way of consuming arts such as virtual fine arts 

gallery, virtual museum tour, and so on. Arts or any aesthetic materials and activities 

also transformed into a sophisticated form. Humans with their creative skills are able 

to develop their game instinct into the latest artwork called ‘video games’. This 

contemporary art has been emerged since the 20th century (Wolf, 2008). However, the 

debate is still going on whether video games can be classified as an art product. There 

are plenty argumentations on why video games are considered as arts with a unique 

distinction comparing to any other art forms. Like other art products, video games 

also featured a visual aesthetic (painting), musical audio (song), storyline (literature), 

and signature motion (theater). However, video games add what scholar called as 

participation and interaction to their connoisseurs (Holland, Jenkins, & Squire, 2003). 

In other words, video games are Gesamtkunstwerk or total arts (Nitsche, 2012, 

p.170) and qualified for various aesthetic criteria (Tavinor, 2009, p. 181) Human 

skills along with technological assists have made video games the newest and the 

most complete form of artwork. We can see every part of artworks throughout video 

games, such as visual aesthetics, music, dances or signature moves, furniture, 

linguistics and wordplays, storyline and cinematic motion graphics. Those elements 

can also be encountered in classic appearance of arts but video games add the element 

of participation and interaction. By consuming video games, connoisseurs not only do 

consume aesthetic arts like visual and audio but can also participate the interactivity 

that immersed within video games (Calleja, 2011). 

When connoisseurs enjoy reading the novel, they can only interpret the 

linguistic content, but all the corpus of novel remains the same. In video games, 

players can decide which chapter they want to consume, and what kind of ending they 
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may experience by playing video games. In other words, video games are the latest art 

a connoisseur can be a part of the artwork and has a freedom to explore the content 

with different steps. Even the newest form of technology has made possible for 

interactive online video games to be played together by a large number of people 

across the world at the same time. The players are no longer seen as passive entities 

like a previous media studies examination (Debord, 1995). They’re now having 

microscopic autonomy to drive the art-contents themselves and constitute their own 

meaning through different sequences of play.  

Video games as arts also conceive various contents. Just like novel and 

painting arts, video games can grasp various themes like tragedy, romance, politics, 

comedy, and any major humanity themes with a participation with to a storyline. This 

embodiment between art and connoisseur is a major breakthrough of video games as 

the latest product of art. This sophisticated aesthetic product will be impossible to be 

made without human preservation of their game instinct themselves. In the 21st 

century human civilization can finally see a brief picture of Gesamtkunstwerk in both 

console and computational medium like PlayStation, PC, Mobile Games, or even 

Virtual Reality Simulation Game Vehicle. 

With video games, human civilization enters the era called a videoludification 

of society (Muriel & Crawford, 2018) as a part of 21st century artworks (Jenkins, 

2005) with its broader innovative and aesthetic accomplishment. At the other hand, 

game designers or in a recent term we called as game developers, developing the 

utilization of video games technology for creative products. In the countries like 

China and South Korea, their respective local game industries are immensely 

supported by local governments as the major patrons over precise policies (Jiang & 

Fung, 2017). The next diagram shows briefly how video games as the broadest form 

of arts. 
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The scheme above explains the video games position as Gesamtkunstwerk and 

gives a clear explanation on why video games consider as the complete form of 

artworks (Suryajaya, 2014). Video games position as a complete artwork has 

expanded its production through the liberalization of technology. Nowadays, 

everybody can make their own video games through computational coding platform 

and able to make creations from their very home.  

 

2.1.5 State and Political Economy of Immaterial Labors 

Political economy as a field of study highlighted a great attention on labors’ 

welfare and criticize an exploitative system that suppressed the working class. In the 

political economy point of view, a worker can be seen as a commodity (Mosco, 2009) 

or asset. There are problems like exploitation, improper basic needs and overtime 
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working hours. Political economy workers in the two levels, company and state. In a 

company level, workers must sell their skill and energy to the enterprises they worked 

for. They signed a contract and operated based on the legal/semi-legal agreement 

between enterprise and labor. This agreement has never been equal for one another. 

An enterprise as a business entity needs a surplus value to hold and upscale the 

business. Surplus value only occurs when a company generates a profit through 

products after capitalizing the labor power (Bottomore, 1991). In this situation, 

workers will face capitalist consequences they’ve worked in. 

In creative worker case, the problem of exploitation through overtime working 

hours is inevitable. As an immaterial labor, creative works can’t be limited from the 

perspective of inside and outside working hours (Lazzarato, 1996). A creative labor is 

still applying their creativities even after the working hours. Their energy is 

constantly endeavored for business purposes. This inevitable fate will lead to a 

negotiation on artist’s autonomy and companies’ interests. The negotiation will reveal 

creative workers’ subjective and rationality reasons. As a working class and creative 

workers at the same time, game workers have more capacity to explore their ideas and 

innovation through video games. However, these ideas must be negotiated with 

several issues such as universal basic income and infrastructures. 

In the game developers/companies’ sides, their internal policy on game 

workers like basic needs, property rights, ideas, and social securities are in accordance 

to the state’s policy on creative workers. For example, in China the foreign game 

company need to follow strict rules like creating joint venture agreement with Chinese 

company when establishing their representative game companies (Ernkvist & Strom, 

2008). Although China’s state has a special policy to support investment, but as a 

business entity, they have to follow the state’s rule. Different story if a local business 

wants to start making a legal game business. In countries like South Korea, local 

game developers or companies will get a special stimulate funding from the state as a 

part of national support towards the industry (Peichi, 2016). 

In Southeast Asia, governments are still struggling with a proper policy for 

local game workers. Some of those have to adjust into a vague policy as a respond to 

the new emerging industry. In this case, the appearance of state is necessary. The 

game industry can’t just go by themselves without state’s intervention. History proven 
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that the major factor of China and South Korea success stories are the state 

contribution on policy and built a sustainable healthy local game environment for 

game workers (Lee, 2014; Peichi, 2016). Every country has their own policy and 

structuration process goes into the interplay among workers, game developers that 

they worked for, and the state.  

A structuration explains a process when social structure and human as actors 

blended together and mutually constituted rules and values (Mosco, 2009, p.185). 

Workers themselves are the products of structure and as an agent they can push a 

social action to reshape the structure itself. Therefore, it’s like the power contention 

among workers, game developer companies and state as a regulator. This concept is 

originally inspired by Anthony Giddens (1984) concept of structuration which explain 

on the interplay between agent and structure in social life. Political economy concept 

borrows this concept to explain the power inequality, tension of ideas, interests, 

hegemony, and resistance in a specific social structure. 

One research on structuration explaining the interplay of workers, business 

entities and state was Bennett (2018) examination on national museum in UK. This 

particular research was a stepping stone to understand cultural studies, cultural policy 

and political economy in more applicative way. For Bennett, state intervention 

towards arts activities and products is necessary for public interests. State has a vital 

role of fostering and patronizing national cultures, arts, and identities that embodied at 

any creative occasions. At one point, it doesn’t mean that Bennett’s idea on cultural 

policy tend to neglect a critical characteristic brought by cultural studies. Instead, 

Bennett (1993) tried to add an applicative value of cultural studies fields. 

Instead of using governmentality concept to criticize the state and any other 

ideological state apparatuses, Bennett (1993) applied this concept in more 

constructive style. As he examined on museum perseverance (T. Bennett, 2018), he 

exercised to comprehend state’s affairs toward arts while trying to find a formula once 

he notice a missing link on implementation. In other words, Bennett was using this 

Foucault’s term as the middle way as it more constructive and pragmatic application, 

but still didn’t lose its critical viewpoint. He applied governmentality concept to 

dismantle state’s major role in patronizing arts activities as a part of national identity 

and commercial products. 
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State role on policing business, and workers issues through a cultural policy 

initiative can also be found in television industry (Ouellette, 2016, p. 76) and urban 

planning (Allmendinger, 2016). State intervention has always been a unique field of 

study especially when the scholar put it into one specific case study. The way Chinese 

government fostering their local movie industry will be a completely different story 

comparing to Japan movie industry. State as a main actor of the policy play a 

significant role as a planner while artists, public, associations, and market are other 

variables which surrounded the state. 

State’s intervention in a constructive point of view can also refer to state 

subtle exercise towards public goods including aesthetic gallery, education, 

curriculum, law-bills, market share, funds, and in several occasions, censorship are 

among elements on how state’s exercising their power to organize arts. It also tries to 

explain these arts characteristic values as both instruments and autonomous artists as 

ones (Vuyk, 2010). There is a concept is cultural policy studies called the 

democratization of culture and cultural democracy. Democratization of culture refers 

to the effort to bring the high and elitist culture to the masses like French government 

did to their national artworks (Mulcahy, 2006).  

On another effort, cultural democracy explain on how the arts should be put 

into more populist forms so that many people from any background can access, create 

and enjoy those artworks (Paquette & Redaelli, 2015, p. 87). Numerous artworks have 

already originated from the grass-roots society, like street dance, culinary, music and 

so on. The state later enacts intervention when it’s necessary as the artworks might 

have consequences in economy, politics, and social life. 

The rise of creative industry has been the contemporary example of this. 

Plenty of creative economy products are coming from public creativities like culinary, 

fashion, music, crafts, etc. Every state has different approaches in terms of dealing 

with the new economic paradigm. This phenomenon needs to be explained 

particularly the application to their respective creative labors. With progressive 

economic approach, state’s policy on creative labors has to adapt to the newest form. 

Not only is the policy will sustain the industry, but also to guarantee workers’ life and 

sustaining their creative lives. 
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2.1.6 Giddens’ Structuration Theory 

In social studies, Anthony Giddens’ contribution on explaining how society is 

shaped has widely known as his best milestone. Although he also contributed to other 

in sociological ideas such as modernity and globalization, but his works exploring the 

interplay between structure and agent in forming “the third way” of social system, 

became influential in the field. Structuration according to Giddens explanation, is an 

approach to comprehend how structure and agents (actors) intertwined simultaneously 

to shape cultural consent and rules (Giddens, 1984). As time goes by, the concept has 

been adopted to any sub-disciplines of social studies like media studies, 

communication and political economy. Its adaptive approach attaches numerous 

paradigms, such constructivism, post-positivism, even critical. Political economy of 

media scholar Vincent Mosco applied Gidden’s structuration concept in a critical 

framework in explaining how relations among dominant groups and ideology pacify 

the workers and minorities in political economy of media environment (Mosco, 

2009). 

Structuration interplay occurs simultaneously as the agents (also called as 

actors) are reshaping the structure as it is used as a guidance for public to comprehend 

and behave. The structure isn’t a passive immaterial unit, but it’s a product of 

consistent dialectics over the time. This dynamic of duality between the agents and 

structure can either form a new paradigm or strengthen a previous paradigm one 

(Giddens, 1984, p. 16). The roots of a xenophobic phenomenon can be traced by using 

this perspective (Guess, 2006). The subjectivity of agents that bring resentment based 

on their subjective experiences permeated through social prejudice since agents 

articulate the perspective through various way of actions such as media exposure, 

daily basis conversation, even the establishment of new policies. This articulation of 

actions formed a social structure contains with specific value of measurement. A 

social structure then becomes a major reference for another agent to articulate the 

same social consent (Giddens, 1984). 

Although Giddens system may emphasize on agents’ rationality rather than 

structure, but in reality, agents will internalize the existed structure as their basic 

belief. The agent doesn’t always refer to a person. It can be an organization or 

community with a specific power and influence to shape the pattern of society. For 
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example, the agents in media industry consist of editorial board members and 

stakeholders. How the media industry climate refers to how this boards deal with 

national market environment (Freeman, 2016). The industrial system such as labor 

salary, contracts, healthcare and unpaid policy belong to the dynamic of the market 

and socio-political condition. These consents become a main handbook for media 

industry to survive in 21st century media competition.   

The dynamic comprehensively tends to become stronger and stronger if there 

is no contra-dialectic against the status quo. Agents with actions and political power 

can actively rearticulating whether the structure need to be maintained as a guidance 

or changed into the new shape. There is a great debate on this concept whether the 

agents are strong enough to change and reshape the structure into something else or 

otherwise. Sociologist like Margaret Archer (1995) stated that Giddens’ structuration 

has neglected the inseparability of structure of society and agents are. Archer called it 

as dualism rather than duality. Structure of society comes first before the agents. She 

later emphasized that it wasn’t easy for agents to reshape structure if agents are 

unfamiliar to the values and system of knowledge inside the structure itself since 

they’re inseparable from the first place (Stones, 2005). 

The best example of this is on how media workers exploitation inherited in 

any of media industry practitioners for years. Media industry structure imposes a 

budget efficiency, overtime workers, and competition among workers created by 

media industry. Those factors are the formula to maintain media business, particularly 

private television media industry (Armando, 2014). This structure has become an 

absolute formulation and being maintained for years by the logic of media capitalism. 

Media commodity product consists not only the TV text but also the labor with the 

monthly salaries. This complex structure must be run in order to maintain the industry 

itself. Labors and stakeholders are machines for the media industry to sustain.  

It’s impossible to find a third way to resolve the structure. Even an agent 

himself/herself is forced to fit into the system. Scholars who focused with agent and 

structure ideas always questioning the tension between those two. Scholars have 

debated on how social system organized and related each other with its sub-system 

(Stones, 2005). Agents impose a value that may impact on the structure but on the 

other hand, structure keep imposing back the previous rigid values simultaneously. 
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How dualism and duality of agents and structure dismantled contextually in 

this research emphasized the interplay of agents and structure formed by micro 

activities conducted by labors, state, labor union, investors and market. The interplay 

between agents (labors, customers, advertisements, stakeholders) and structure 

(capitalism, commodity, policy, and competitions) shaped a life-world formula. The 

interplay was made by intentional rationality and being applied by actors and 

practitioners as a guidance in the daily activities as a part of community workplace as 

a part of democratization practices (Giddens, 1990).  

 

2.1.7 Career Loyalty 

The concept of career loyalty is often confused to the concept of job loyalty. 

In fact, they have similarity in explaining workers’ loyalty to the occupation after 

various career turbulences (Dutta & Dhir, 2021). One particular point that 

distinguished those two concepts is the highlight of loyalty presented for. Career 

loyalty has broader spectrum as it explains more to the willingness to stay in a certain 

career regardless the office works (Riley, Lockwood, Powell-Perry, & Baker, 1998).  

This concept has several spectrums whether loyalty is more leaning to a 

particular company or the industry as the whole. Career loyalty can be expanded to 

any subjects and level of working-class groups (Majdin, 2005; Elegido, 2013). 

Creative labor is the contemporary subject to measure. The major reason is the 

precarious working condition they have to deal with from the very beginning, such as 

unstable industry, unsupported policy, unwelcome market and high cost of production 

(Hartley, 2005; Flew, 2012). 

There are plenty elements to scale career loyalty among workers such as 

efficacy, insecurity, adaptability and industrial sustainability (Dutta & Dhir, 2021). In 

this research, career loyalty is meant to measure commitment and engagement of 

Indonesian local game workers to their career as professional game developers. In 

accordance to the previous research, there was a rising tendency of people to be more 

loyal to their career instead of organizations or companies (Kristof-Brown, 

Zimmerman, & Johnson, 2005). 

 Elements to measure career loyalty always congruent to contemporary 

characters of the industry. For example, the loyalty level among TV workers is 
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different comparing to movie and music industry since each industry share different 

blueprint of policies and sustainability respectively (Banks & Hesmondhalgh, 2009; 

Davidson & Meyers, 2016). The decision is a combination of personal attachment and 

industrial perception among workers. The more stable the industry is, the more likely 

workers decided to stay in their current path. Stable industry refers to trust and 

longevity of infrastructure and industrial plan. 

 In the context of Indonesian local game industry, the variables to scale loyalty 

among game labors are still in the grey area as the scarcity of previous research 

exposing contemporary facts. Therefore, empirical qualitative exploration is needed to 

figure out major evidences which later be transformed into instruments to measure 

career loyalty. This step is conducted to prevent variable speculations if they’re 

derived from another creative industry sector from another research findings due to 

dissimilar context and blueprint. 

 Career loyalty is a very important aspect to forecast the industrial endurance 

and sustainability particularly on human resource issues (Bessant, Farthing, & Watts, 

2017). Human resource is a backbone for creative industry as it heavily relies on the 

non-stop ideas of the talents. Regarding to the current condition, Indonesian local 

game industry is still in the infancy period. As a matter of fact, this condition brings 

uncertainties and unstable market condition so does the career loyalty among local 

game developers in contemporary Indonesia. 



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

RESEARCH METHODS 

3.1 Research Design 

This research applies two-connected methods or connecting qualitative and 

quantitative methods respectively. The first one is a case study method with 

participant observation, in-depth interview and document analysis to explain the 

genesis and characteristics of Indonesian local game developers as the national 

creative workers. The case study method accentuated the work of Robert K. Yin 

(2018) emphasizing the Indonesian local game developers as a “case” and figures out 

their contemporary condition of their movement as urban youth culture, dealing with 

workers’ rights, precarity problem, and state’s policy and patronage to them as the 

national creative workers since 2014. The theory of creative labor and urban youth 

culture apply as major theories and concepts to obtain a proper understanding on the 

characteristics and genesis of local game workers and their dynamics under the state’s 

patronage in the national creative economy sector. 

The snowball sampling (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 225) applies to gain 

information from 12 prominent local game CEO in Indonesia with more than 5 years’ 

experience of establishing as local game developer studios. Furthermore, the research 

also interviewed 10 experienced local game workers in any position like 

programmers, designers and writers. In addition, 2 representatives of Indonesian 

Game Association is also interviewed to understand the role of labor union in the 

development of Indonesian local game development particularly the issue of the 

developers as creative workers in contemporary Indonesia.    

Other important informants primarily derive from the government’s side from 

its specific ministries (The Ministry of Manpower and The Ministry of Tourism and 

Creative Industry) which organize both national creative economy and creative 

workers. These 2 state ministries have many deputies with specific jobs depending 
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which creative economy sectors they handle. To examine a cultural policy side of 

Indonesian government towards game as national creative economy sector, researcher 

conducted interviews with 2 related government’s body that directly in charge 

organizing the game workers.  

The research examines Indonesian local game workers as the main study. 

Local game workers stand for those people who worked for local game companies in 

both small-medium game enterprises or independent studios and producing local 

games as commodities. Local game workers in Indonesia have a unique position in 

contemporary Indonesian working-class environment. First, game has been 

recognized as the national creative economy sector since 2014. In other words, indie 

youth community who worked as game developers like programmers and designers 

finally being recognized as Indonesian creative workers under related ministries like 

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy and The Ministry of Manpower. 

Second, as creative workers, they have unique characteristics like predominantly 

young, flexible working time, less bureaucratic working environment and crafting 

their ideas as what commonly creative workers do. 

Nevertheless, though creative workers have those unique characters, they’re 

also facing problems like overtime working hours, unstable and precarious condition, 

aesthetic adjustments as artists, property rights’ problem, national incentives, 

fulfillment of basic needs like severance pay, and more obscure problems that might 

haven’t been revealed. Indonesian game workers or labors are positioned as a 

community but a single case that can be exposed a bigger picture of working-class 

issues especially in the creative labor’s environment.  

Local game workers in Indonesia exposes with contexts and theoretical 

background like cultural policy, political economy with key concepts like creative 

industry and creative labors to explain the interplay among stakeholders related. The 

key goals of this research are trying to find themes and problems of local game 

workers in Indonesia as creative workers and finding a proper state policy towards 

their sustainable living as workers and artists at the same time.  

The assertion constitutes the meaning exposed while or after collecting and 

analyzing the data from empirical approaches based through in-depth understanding 

through the case. Indonesian as a top five most populous countries in the world has a 
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huge game market in Asia and even the biggest one in Southeast Asia. The 

government has even made a good move by embracing game as one Indonesian 

creative economy sectors and organize it in a specific Ministry called The Ministry of 

Tourism and Creative Economy with the support from 2 related ministries, The 

Ministry of Communication and Informatics and The Ministry of Manpower. The 

three ministries have responsibilities to organize the rights of any creative workers in 

Indonesia, including local game workers.  

The research combines case study principles like the in-depth interviews, 

participatory participant and archival documents analysis. The step starts with 

identifying the genesis of local game workers, their contemporary condition of after 

the state recognition of their existence as national creative workers since 2014. 

Thematic analysis applies to dismantle key finding of the case (Guest, Macqueen, & 

Namey, 2012). The key themes derive from codes that originated from informants’ 

statements and experiences. The collected codes are bracketed from direct statements. 

Subsequently, the key statements are connected until axial themes appear. Each of 

axial code connection exposes thematic finding of the case (Saldana, 2009). The 

thematic findings of the case refer to contemporary condition and issues of Indonesian 

local game labors. 

The results of the first phase were develop to conduct instruments for second 

phase. A quantitative path analysis aims to get a generalization of the local game 

developers’ loyalty to their career amidst their contemporary condition. The second 

phase meant to emphasize the endurance of creative human resources in local game 

industry. Career loyalty analysis exposes rationalities and engagement of local game 

developers as the whole entity and predict a brief picture of the human resource 

sustainability in local game industry. A quantitative path analysis applied to generate 

a countable measurement. The research follows the logic of exploratory mixed 

methods design with exploratory two-phase timing embracing qualitative method at 

the beginning of the research to develop quantitative variables (Creswell & Clark, 

2017). 

The first step of qualitative case study means to explore the empirical 

condition of local game labors regarding to contemporary issues like the genesis, 

sustainability techniques, state/private patronages, labor association, precarities and 
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market challenges. These empirical conditions later be conveyed to quantitative 

instruments to measure workers loyalty to their career as game labors in Indonesia. 

The quantitative meant to answer the endurance of local game labors regarding the 

issue of their engagement as the national creative labors working in the local game 

environment. Moreover, workers’ endurance and loyalty toward their career can 

predict talents resources for the sustainability of local game industry. 

 

3.2 Population and Samples 

 The first step of qualitative case study method applied a snowball sampling 

principle to discover information from local game workers in Indonesia with more 

than 3 years experienced of working as local game labors as game programmers or 

designers. According to Creswell and Poth (2018, p. 225) the snowball sampling in 

qualitative method doesn’t have limitation. It goes from someone to another one 

who’s reliable to the issue. As information has reached saturation, researcher can 

conclude that he/she has already gained enough information about particular issues. 

The total of 27 subjects were interviewed to find the game workers thematic 

experiences on dealing with creative works and state’s cultural policy towards them. 

The number of samples might be added if the saturation hasn’t yet occurred.  

In-depth interview also be conducted to the prominent local game studio 

companies in order to see their experience of game as the major of national creative 

instruments. By looking at through the eyes of the CEO’s and founders of the 

prominent local game company studios’ perspective, researcher grasps how the 

interplay between state and game developers in terms of embracing game as the 

national creative economy sector. Twelve local game developers are chosen based on 

their consistency producing local game products and sell them for both local and 

global market as creative products. 
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Table 3.1 List of Studio Subject 

 

No 
The Name of Game Developer 

Companies 
Locations 

1 Mojiken  Surabaya 

2 Digital Happiness Bandung 

3 Agate  Bandung 

4 Toge Productions Tangerang 

5 Own Games Bandung 

6 Touchten Jakarta 

7 Gambir  Yogyakarta 

8 Game Changer  Tangerang 

9 Storytale Bandung 

10 Wisageni Yogyakarta 

11 Arsanesia Bandung 

12 Ozysoft Balikpapan 

 

      

In addition to founders and CEOs of prominent local game developer studios, 

in-depth interviews also conducted with 10 experience local game talents with more 

than 5 years of experience with various specializations and positions. The interviews 

meant to explore broader understanding on how local game developers’ life as 

creative workers through the eyes of lower-middle workers. 

 

Table 3.2 Local Game Developers Subject List 

 

No The Name Local Game Talents Specializations Studios 

1 
Aditya Programmer 

Project-Based Game 

Worker 

2 Aji Programmer/Artist Wisageni 

3 David Programmer Stairway 

4 Dimas Artist Mojiken 
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No The Name Local Game Talents Specializations Studios 

5 Hana Artist Toge Productions 

6 Nisa Artist Game Changer 

7 
Roni Programmer 

Project-Based Game 

Worker 

8 Satrio Programmer Satriver 

9 Tri Programmer Digital Happiness 

10 Willy Programmer Xelo 

 

Furthermore, apart from the perspective of local game developers, a certain 

point of view from labor association needs to be heard. Indonesia has a big game 

association called Asosiasi Game Indonesia/Indonesian Game Association (AGI). 

This association is a bridge between game developers and government. Their recent 

activities including public hearings, workshops, and exercising memorandum with 

stakeholders in order to foster Indonesian local game development. As a legal 

organization, AGI has a proper structure of organizations. Like other hierarchal 

organization, the chief plays the most important roles as the representative and 

prominent person in terms of bridging the state and developers’ interests. 

 

Table 3.3 List of Game Labour Association Subjects 

 

No Name Position 

1 Cipto Adiguno President 

2 Febrianto Nur Anwari Program Manager 

 

The next section of informants is primarily come from the government’s side 

especially from its specific ministry that organize the national creative economy and 

creative workers. These 2 particular ministries have many deputies with specific jobs 

depending which creative economy sectors they handle. To examine a cultural policy 

side of Indonesian government towards game as national creative economy sector, 

researcher will conduct interviews with 2 related government’s body that being in 

charge organizing the game workers.  
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Table 3.4 List of State Subjects 

 

No Name of the Government 

Body 
Position 

1 
The Ministry of Tourism and 

Creative Economy 

Directorate of Film, Television 

and Animation 

Sub Directorate of Application 

and Game Development 

2 The Ministry of Manpower 

Directorate of Development 

and Expansion of Job 

Opportunities 

             

Both developers’ and state’s perspective will be examined to see the 

complexity between state as regulators and patronage to the game developers as major 

instruments in Indonesian local game industry. By looking at both perspectives, 

researcher obtained thematic contemporary conditions of local game workers dealing 

with aesthetic and state policy issues. These empirical conditions are transformed into 

variables as quantitative instruments to assess the career loyalty among local game 

developers in Indonesia. The quantitative measurement applies to see brief picture of 

labor’s engagement, endurance and sustainability to their career and occupation as the 

instrument of the national creative workers. 

The development of quantitative instruments originated from 5 thematic 

measurable findings from qualitative case study chapter. These 5 thematic findings 

are self-efficacy, insecurity, industrial confidence, trust, adaptability, and willingness 

to stay. Later on, these five thematic measurable findings are categorized into reliable 

concept or theories in order to quantify its measurement. Each of these variables have 

to be related to labor issues following personal and industrial issues. 

1) Self-efficacy → Self-Authorship variable 

● Insecurity → Job Insecurity variable 

● Industrial Confidence & Trust → Patronage Trust variable 

● Adaptability → Career Adaptability variable 

● Willingness to Stay → Career Loyalty variable    
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Five measurable findings were eclipsed into 5 different variables consist of 3 

independent variables, 1 mediating variables, and 1 dependent variables of career 

loyalty. Since career loyalty is a measurable concept, it needs the existence of other 

variables to see correlations and influences among other variables that represent the 

empirical situations of contemporary Indonesian local game industry. The samples 

target the whole possible population of local game developers in Indonesia to confirm 

their standpoint and willingness to stay in their career as local game developers.  

Furthermore, the exact number of populations for quantitative step is unknown 

due to several reasons. The first reason is that there are no official figures mentioned 

the exact number of the total Indonesian local game developers in 3 categories (self-

employed, staff, owner). The Ministry of Manpower only exposed legal developers in 

number (1. 136) are recognized. In fact, after exploring the local game environment in 

the previous chapter, there are 3 different types of workers based on their 

characteristics and roles in the current local game environment. The legal studio’s 

staff and the studio owner must be on the state’s list, therefore the self-employed or 

indie developer potentially neglected from the recognition due to state’s enforcement 

to establish legal business enterprises in order to receive a certain state funding. 

 However, the position of a self-employed cannot be overlooked. Several game 

assets are made by these types of game developers via part-time projects. In other 

words, self-employed developer still involves to the game environment in particular 

moments. Hence, their existence and loyalty in the local game environment as both 

artists and creative workers have to be measured.  

There was no rigorous population number of local game workers from 3 

categories. In addition, Indonesian game labor association can’t also provide the 

number of local game workers as they only enlisted number of studios not developers 

as people. Therefore, the total numbers given by The Ministry of Manpower are 

applied as a major reference to calculate samples along with the consideration of Taro 

Yamane (1967) formula and Roscoe rule of thumb (1975) principle of appropriate 

sample sizes. 
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The Yamane formula indicates the proper number of samples with 0,05 

margin of error tolerance. The 0,05 margin of error considered as the most common 

standard for statistics calculation as the total population is unknown. The total of 296 

samples is the minimum standard with the consideration of Roscoe rules (1975) of 

appropriate samples embracing 30-500 as adequate numbers. Meaning, if the samples 

surpass 100-296 it can be generalized in statistical sense as it has already comprised a 

proper number of samples. 

Since researcher has a consideration on who and what kind of population that 

can be samples, a purposive non-random sampling technique was applied to pull 

samples from various sources such as Indonesian Game Association, Ministry of 

Manpower and online platforms where the local developers assemble (Discord, 

Facebook and WhatsApp group). The consideration of typifying Indonesian local 

game developers into 3 types originated from previous qualitative case study results. 

There are 3 types of local game developers in Indonesia. These 3 types have different 

positions, roles and responsibilities, but share similar challenges in contemporary 

local game environment in Indonesia. 

The survey consists of 41 items of questioners with likert scale of 1-5. The 

reason choosing this scale was to standardize every item with interval scale in order to 

fulfill PLS statistical method along with purposive non-random sampling. There are 

several likert scale variations of numbers. This research chose 1-5 scale to adjust the 

capability of human resources filling the online questioners. The likert scale style of 

1-10 is not familiar with Indonesian society as the quality of population is not suitable 

with complex choices in questioners (Dawes, 2008).  

1+ N (e)2 

n = 
N 

1+ 1.136 (0,05)2  

n = 
1.136 

n = 296 
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The table below displays a brief detail of questionnaires along with scale and 

type of every question to respondents. All of the questions are derived from empirical 

qualitative findings such as Self-Authorship, Job Insecurity, and Patronage Trust as 

independent variables. Career Adaptability as mediated variable and Career Loyalty a 

dependent variable to measure.   

 

Table 3.5 Table of Questionnaires 

 

Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Background Which of these 

categories really 

represent you as 

a developer? 

Subject 

Self 

Employed 

Employee 

Studio Owner 

Nominal 

Self-Authorship 

(Cognitive 

Dimension) 

I was a gamer 

before becoming 

a game 

developer 

CD1 Likert Ratio 

I feel that I’m a 

person with a lot 

of ideas 

CD2 Likert Ratio 

I have a passion 

in the 

environment that 

involves 

creativity 

CD3 Likert Ratio 

I’ve known a 

game developer 

occupation since 

a long time CD4 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Self-Authorship 

(Cognitive 

Dimension) 

Working as a 

game developer 

is my dream 

CD5 Likert Ratio 

Self-Authorship 

(Interpersonal-

Relationship 

with Others) 

I find difficulties 

explaining about 

my profession to 

society 

IE1 Likert Ratio 

I feel that my 

ideas as a game 

developer are 

accommodated 

in every game 

which me and 

my team 

developed 

IE2 Likert Ratio 

I routinely 

discuss any 

game 

development 

issues with my 

fellow workers 

IE3 Likert Ratio 

I have an 

emotional bound 

with other game 

developers 

IE4 Likert Ratio 

Self-Authorship 

(Intrapersonal-

Identity) 

I feel that 

gaming industry 

is my world IA1 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Self-Authorship 

(Intrapersonal-

Identity) 

I feel suitable to 

a game 

developer live 

IA2 Likert Ratio 

I feel that I have 

a different 

fondness 

comparing to 

other people 

IA3 Likert Ratio 

Public 

recognition to 

my occupation is 

important 

IA4 Likert Ratio 

I have to be 

consistent to 

what I’ve chosen 

to be my 

occupation 

IA5 Likert Ratio 

Job Insecurity I’m worried if 

my game doesn’t 

perform in 

market sale 

JI1 Likert Ratio 

Being a local 

game developer 

makes me 

worried about 

my future 

JI2 Likert Ratio 

I’ve doubted my 

occupation as a 

game developer 

in Indonesia 

JI3 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Job Insecurity I will take the 

opportunity to 

work as a game 

developer 

overseas 

JI4 Likert Ratio 

If there’s an 

opportunity to 

generate more 

income, I will 

change my 

profession and 

quit being a 

game developer 

JI5 Likert Ratio 

I often compare 

my occupation to 

other people 

JI6 Likert Ratio 

Patronage Trust I feel the state 

support to the 

local gaming 

industry is 

adequate 

PT1 Likert Ratio 

Me or the studio 

I work have ever 

received state’s 

incentive 

PT2 Likert Ratio 

Being a game 

developer gives 

me a financial 

serenity 

PT3 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Patronage Trust I believe the 

labor 

union/Indonesian 

Game 

Association will 

support me in 

developing local 

game industry 

PT4 Likert Ratio 

I feel there will 

be more 

investors 

attracted to 

invest in the 

Indonesian local 

game industry 

PT5 Likert Ratio 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Concern) 

I believe that 

Indonesian local 

game industry 

will grow 

CN1 Likert Ratio 

My working 

environment 

supports my 

ability as a game 

developer 

CN2 Likert Ratio 

I promote games 

from Indonesia 
CN3 Likert Ratio 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Control) 

I know what I 

have to do to 

support my 

profession 

CT1 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Control) 

I don’t have a 

problem with 

financial issue as 

a long as I can 

still be doing 

what I love 

CT2 Likert Ratio 

I have a plan to 

develop local 

game industry 

CT3 Likert Ratio 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Curiosity) 

If there is a skill 

I’ve haven’t 

mastered, I 

would love to 

learn it 

CU1 Likert Ratio 

I’m willing to do 

a game 

development job 

even outside my 

specialization (e. 

g. programmer 

to music 

composer) 

CU2 Likert Ratio 

I like to try 

another possible 

job besides being 

a game 

developer 

CU3 Likert Ratio 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Confidence) 

I can adapt to the 

game market 

trend 

CF1 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Career 

Adaptability 

(Confidence) 

I feel confidence 

to the 

development of 

local game 

industry despite 

the current 

limitations 

CF2 Likert Ratio 

I plan to open 

my own game 

studio to 

facilitate local 

talents 

CF3 Likert Ratio 

Career Loyalty I can rely on my 

career as a game 

developer to 

fulfill my 

necessities of life 

CL1 Likert Ratio 

As game 

developer, I feel 

that my well-

being is secure 

CL2 Likert Ratio 

I have a 

commitment to 

be a game 

developer and 

develop a local 

game industry 

CL3 Likert Ratio 
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Variables Questions Code Scale Type 

Career Loyalty I feel that any 

financial 

instabilities as a 

game developer 

is a part of 

consequence 

from a career 

that I’ve chosen 

CL4 Likert Ratio 

     

 

3.3  Research Method and Tools 

3.3.1 First Step 

 Components of the first case study method consist why and how questions. 

Since cultural policy concept is unique, we have to identify the characteristics and 

contemporary condition of Indonesian local game developers. The first subject 

consists of state-related ministries The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy 

and The Ministry of Manpower), local game labor association, CEOs of prominent 

local game developer studios and experienced local game labors. After the data 

reached the saturation, the statements and observatory notes are processed into coding 

system (open coding, axial coding and selective coding) to finds themes and 

frameworks regarding to the genesis and contemporary condition of local game 

developers as the national creative workers in Indonesia. The qualitative chapter was 

conducted during November 2020 to May 2021. Encompassing elements like online 

and offline interview and limited onsite observation to the local game studios due to 

the Covid-19 restrictions. The key informants prefer to have to online and 

comfortably choose informal interviews for answering questions about developers, 

working-class and local gaming industry.   
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3.3.2 Second Step 

 The second subject for quantitative analysis included samples from verified 

local game labors in Indonesia based from the state and game association data. There 

is total 1.136 local game workers in Indonesia recorded by both state’s ministry and 

Indonesian Game Association (AGI). This second step exposes career loyalty among 

local game developers amidst the contemporary issues regarding basic needs, property 

rights, and workers protection and precarious condition. Career loyalty analysis 

exposes and predicts the endurance of local game industry particularly on the 

sustainability on the workers’ resources. This second methodology step was 

conducted after finishing a qualitative chapter and developing instruments. Started 

from June 2021 to May 2022 as questionnaires were ready to publish and filled by 

respondents.  

 Both qualitative case study and quantitative survey methods consist of in-

depth interview, participant observatory and online survey to the subjects. The 

following tools used for the following method consists of: 

 1) Structured interview: Used for exploring fundamental ideas, strategies and 

implementation of policy that informants comprehend on state cultural policy on local 

game development.    

 2) Semi-structured interview: Used as guidelines for interviewing with inter 

informants with open-ended questions on the issue of about local game development 

as national creative economy sector 

 3) Non-structure interview: Used as informal gesture of interviewee to probe 

trivia and side-story materials of cultural policy in both state and game developers. 

This particular style will follow the flow of the interviewers on where they want to 

explain the issue first and the interview follow up the flow as a persistence discourse 

observer. 

 4) Participatory Observation: Applied to grasp a field understanding of 

working-class condition and experienced, particularly on local game developers as 

both individuals and companies as teams. 

 5.) Online Survey: Applied to generate an understanding of workers’ career 

loyalty in the contemporary condition of local game development. 
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 All types of interview forms will be used interchangeably depending on the 

situation with the interviewee and fields. Furthermore, the quantitative survey analysis 

is conducted after the case study section finished in order to get proper instruments for 

variables. A smartphone recorder will be used to record the conversations and 

responses. After being translated to English, the interview sheets will be coded with 

coding technique to dismantle the interviewee answers and finding the essence of the 

statements and discourses as primary data. In addition, Indonesian language is applied 

for the quantitative survey’s questioners to gain brief and clear understanding among 

local game workers as population and samples.    

 

3.4 Criteria in Data Analysis 

3.4.1 Analysis of Game Labors Condition in Indonesia as National 

Creative Workers 

 The concept of urban youth culture, pop culture, creative worker and 

immaterial labor are applied as frameworks by analyzing the experience, dynamics 

and contemporary condition of game workers as the creative workers in Indonesia. 

Local game developers will be divided into two entities as individuals and companies. 

As local game environment in Indonesia established as an urban youth culture, it’s 

unlikely to separate them both. This part also listened to the information from 

Indonesian Game Association (AGI) as a game labor union in Indonesia. The criteria 

of data analysis regarding local game developers included:  

 1) Condition of Labor: analyzing the condition and problems about real life 

condition od game workers in Indonesia related to workers’ rights, labors welfare, 

recognitions from the game companies and state for their works, and balancing the 

daily life and long-hours of works as game workers and the recognition.  

 2) Autonomous/Instrument: analyzing how the game workers negotiate 

themselves as creative workers with autonomous values but have to deal with local 

game companies’ interests at the same time. In these criteria, we can see how the 

game workers in Indonesia balancing their idealistic values on game with their 

position as labors in local game companies. 
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3)  Negotiation: analyzing how game workers deal and negotiate with the 

condition of local game environment which has huge precarity and instability for 

workers’ carrier. Workers’ rationalization will be revealed in these criteria of 

exploration. 

4) Adaptation: analyzing on how local game developers as workers 

accommodate current industrial condition and state’s regulations such as 

administrations, property rights and labor welfare.   

5) Incentive/Cultural Capital: analyzing how game developers as creative 

industries positioned their game workers. In these criteria, we can see how local game 

developers in Indonesia plotting their game workers as a structure of game industries 

in terms of jobs and salaries.   

 

3.4.2 Analysis of Indonesian State-Related Ministries towards Game 

Workers as National Creative Workers 

In order to get a proper identification of state cultural policy, the data from 

game workers and game companies should be compared to the state’s related-

ministries that organized game workers as national creative workers. 

1) Finding and Mapping the Gap: analyzing the gap between state’s strategy 

and policy toward the real-life condition of local game workers. 

2) Policy: analyzing on how the state’s regulations from related ministries 

have impact to game workers as labors and creative workers, such as administrations, 

property rights, labor welfare, recognitions and social security.  

 

3.4.3 Career Loyalty Analysis of Local Game Developers as the 

National Creative Workers in Indonesia 

After exposing the contemporary condition of local game developers, career 

loyalty analysis was conducted to get a generalization among local game workers 

based on their categories and position in the local game industry. Their categories 

consist of self-employed (project-based/part-time game workers), staff (workers who 

work in someone’s local game developer studios), and owners (local game talents 

who owned the studios). By exposing the career loyalty based on these contemporary 

categories, we can get a brief endurance depiction of creative human resource issues. 



 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

THE GENESIS AND SELF-RELIANCE OF INDONESIAN GAME 

DEVELOPERS AS BOTH CREATIVE WORKERS AND URBAN 

YOUTH CULTURE 

This chapter particularly explores how the local game industry in Indonesia 

thrives as urban youth culture and their development into commercial game developer 

enterprises yet struggling with workers’ needs, state policy and independency. Game 

developers in Indonesia originated from the grassroots before state initiation in 

recognizing their existence in 2014. All of local game talents began as a small 

community enterprise. Several of them has successfully passed the business 

challenges and become the national icons. They are “petty studios” with small 

numbers of workers as game programmers and designers. Their subcultural origins 

and DIY (Do It Yourself) ethics have shaped the environment Indonesian local 

development. Nonetheless, their position as national creative workers and business 

maintainers at the same time, at a certain point breaks their focus on creativities.       

 

4.1 From Addictive and Unproductive Activities to the National Creative 

Economy Sector 

Conservative research on video games emphasizes more on the addictive 

effect among children and teenagers of playing video games (N. D. Bowman, 2016). 

This particular hypothesis assumes that video games had a great impact on people’s 

behaviour and positioned those who played the video games as passive entities. Not 

until 90s research when paradigm on video games has shifted from player-effect 

oriented into more productive-industrial perspective. Researcher and stakeholders 

begin to approach video games as enterprises rather than condemning the contents. 

This paradigm shift occurs as many stakeholders, researcher and even state realize the 
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ability of video game industry to foster economic and developing the new wave of 

creative workers in digital environment. 

The discussion about video games have also shifted into the national 

instruments on the creative economy sector. The 21st century technological advantage 

transforms video games from leisure activities to industrial innovation as countries 

outside US and Japan begin to foster their local game products. In Southeast Asia, 

Anthony Fung’s idea of “dependency” (Fung, 2016a) really defines the situation of 

game labours, state policy and market in Southeast Asian region.  

Countries like Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam and 

Philippines which used to be known as the places for foreign game market, begin to 

slowly establish their own local game products and foster both local and global game 

market. Although each of the country has different approach in fostering local game 

environment, they share similar issues. Struggling to make a proper gameplay while 

adapting to their local market condition and state policy at the same time. In 

Indonesia, since the government has recognized game to be one of the national 

creative economy sectors, the local game developers as creative labours also gained 

the new status as the national creative instruments for creative economy.    

Not many countries recognize game as their national creative economy sector. 

In recent Southeast Asian region, Indonesia is the only country which government 

accommodates the creative status of their local developers in the local game industry. 

Unlike Thailand which has a state-owned local game developer studio, Indonesian 

local game developers emerged from grassroots movement as urban youth culture in 

accordance to the emerging of creative class since the beginning of the 21st century in 

major cities like Jakarta and Bandung. This genesis and blueprint of local game 

development certainly have an impact to the precondition of living local game 

developers as creative workers in both before and after state recognition. 

 

4.1.1 The Genesis of Indonesian Local Game Industry 

It all started when young people with the upbringing period playing Nintendo, 

Playstation and Online Interactive Game began shifting their paradigm from game 

consumers to game producers. Indonesia is always be a very good market for foreign 

game products since the 80s. No wonder that the first generation of local game 
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developers in Indonesia is video game nerds. As the early generation of local game 

talents in Indonesia, the genesis of youth talents began to craft their own petty flash-

games.  

During the late of 90s, there was a boom of local game developer talents in 

Indonesia. It was the time when many late 80’s-born generation received a 

proper coding and programming skill from college or books. Internet 

penetrated well especially in urban area. At that time, there was no local game 

developer company. So many of us worked at an Australian outsource game 

company called Matahari. This was a turning point moment when local game 

talents got the knowledge how to organize a studio. It was supposed to happen 

as young generation has already reached the level of advancement in 

technology (Wimindra Lee-First Generation of Local Game Developer). 

 

After years working for Australian-outsourcing game developer studio, the 

alumnus began to establish their own game studios. The first local game developer 

studios are Altermyth Jakarta and Agate Bandung and Toge Productions located in 

Tangerang. Only Agate and Toge Productions remain established until this day as the 

first generation of local game developer studio. Despite the destitution, local game 

developer studios in Indonesia continuously thrive from after the year of 2000’s or the 

so-called second generation of local game talents. They transformed indie studios into 

the small-business enterprises. These new bloods take a benefit from a massive 

technological advantage as people begin to integrate their daily basis materials to 

social media, smartphones and PC. Video games are the favourite features to consume 

mainly among people below 40 (2017 Sales, Demographic, and Usage Data: Essential 

Fact About The Computer and Game Industry 2017) while the number of game 

purchasing are growing through years. 

Based on the data from The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, there 

are approximately more than 80 local game developer studios with hundreds of 

talents, but only dozens of them of them are legally recognized by the state. The rest 

of them are indie studios. In fact, most of them are small to medium game studios 

struggling to be as firm as other prominent local game developer companies like 

Agate, Toge Production, Digital Happiness, Gambir, Own Games, and Mojiken. By 
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entering the first decade of 2000’s being a game worker became a new discourse of 

job and carrier particularly among young people living in urban area. Game worker or 

game labor is now a possible occupation and carrier opportunity in Indonesia. In 

accordance to what has happened in South Korea and China (Chew, 2019; Ernkvist, 

2008) as these two countries have successfully transformed their local game industry 

into a global product with competitive local game talents. 

In Indonesia there are 12 major game developer studios which successfully 

approved longevity. These 12 major local game developer studios shared different 

stories but having the same colour on how they established and thrived in Indonesia. 

Prominent local game developer studio named Agate established in 2009 by the 

initiative of Arief Widhiyasa and his colleges from Bandung Institute of Technology. 

Back then, a local game developer studio was non-existent in Indonesia. Almost 

impossible to find a person who was familiar with game industry particularly a local 

one. Arief was a vivid game player during his childhood. His childhood experience 

influenced him to create his own studio game. 

Most parents felt reluctant when his/her children playing game instead of 

studying. It also happened to me. But I have a different perspective examining 

this phenomenon. In game, they directly involved into what they have been 

playing. For example, like expressing the characters’ gesture, bought and sold 

items, even fought the enemies. It was fun since you got a complete control 

while received reward and punishment at the same time. It inspired me to 

create video games with educational elements so the children can be fun while 

studying trough gameplay features (Arief Widhiyasa-Agate) 

 

 Agate becomes the most prominent local game developer company in 

Indonesia with more than 200 staff and a vast office area in Bandung. Arief and 

Agate’s case is a success story explaining how youth subcultural movement of 

artwork can transform into a successful commercial company and started to maintain 

their inclusivity as a business entity. The second and similar case to Agate is Toge or 

famously known as Toge Productions. Both Agate and Toge Productions are two 

giants of Indonesian local game developer studios at the moment. In the next phase of 

their existences, this status brings a consequence on how they react towards 
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popularity, financial benefit, and the most interesting one is how the principle of 

subcultural community are applied after gaining financial success and huge exposures 

from mass media. 

 Toge Productions was established by Kris Antoni Hadiputra in 2009. 

Apparently around the same period with the establishment of Agate. Kris used to 

work for an outsourcing foreign game developer called Matahari before establishing 

Toge Productions. The named Toge inspired by the name of their study group during 

the assignment in college. Kris with his fellow friends established Toge as a local 

game company in accordance with the release of their first game called Infectonator 

(2013). A Zombie-theme game which skyrocketing their named into a well-establish 

local game company in Indonesia. 

It was difficult at that time. In 2009 when we started all of these, game 

industry was non-existent in Indonesia. We deliberately wanted to establish a 

breakthrough. We knew it was an insane idea, but our passion of video games 

overcame the hesitation. We created a very simple game called Infectonator. 

It’s a Zombie theme game. I said simple because it’s a flash game that was 

easy to make and played. Infectonator became a huge hit in Indonesia. After 

that we produced more games, received an investment and even became 

investor to other local game developer company (Kris Antoni-Toge 

Productions). 

 

 In the recent years, Kris becomes a main actor of local game development in 

Indonesia. He often visits area outside Jakarta to nourish, develop, and promote local 

game products made by local developers outside Greater Jakarta. One of his finest 

accomplishments was helping Mojiken, local game developer studio located in 

Surabaya. Therefore, Mojiken is now a leading small-medium game developer studio 

outside Jakarta and Bandung. Eka Pramudita as a founder of Mojiken stated that he 

owes a lot to Kris Antoni as he is the first person to notice the potency of Mojiken’s 

game talents. Kris later invested a special financial scheme to help Mojiken 

maintaining their creations until today. 

 As we specialized in arts design, Kris Antoni offered an artwork duty to us. 

After that, our collaboration with Toge Productions continued, even 4 of our 
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games were published by Toge Productions. In Indonesia, local game 

developers should support each other as many of local game developers are 

financially unstable. At the time when a financial crisis, Toge Productions 

invest a special fund in order to keep Mojiken and their talents alive. Since 

that investment, in 2017 Mojiken is a legal Limited Company. (Eka 

Pramudita-Mojiken). 

      

 Mojiken itself was establish by Eka Pramudita and 10 of his colleges who 

loved playing video games during their childhood. It’s a driving force that encouraged 

them to finally transformed Mojiken that once was an animation studio into a game 

developer enterprise. Until now, Mojiken has released more than 5 game products 

since their establishment in 2013. Eka Pramudita as a founder expects that local game 

products in Indonesia are able to compete with the foreign ones. Although he 

understands the limitation of talent resources Indonesia has, but he believes that the 

industry will significantly flourish in the next few years. 

 Interesting story came from another Bandung local game studio named Digital 

Happiness. This small-medium game enterprise has famously known for its biggest 

game hit called Dreadout in 2014. The success story continues after the releasing of 

the 2016 Dreadout: Keepers of The Dark and its brand-new sequel Dreadout 2 in 

2020. Statistically, Dreadout series have been downloaded for over 1 million 

downloads across the world. The achievement places Digital Happiness as the first 

local game developer in Indonesia to surpass the number. Since then, the studio has 

always been associated with Dreadout game. Bandung based Digital Happiness 

established in 2013 as a former 3D animation studio before finally transformed 

themselves into a developer game studio. Similar case to Mojiken, this particular local 

game developer changed their direction regarding their passion of video games. 

At the first time, we wanted to make a game but we were confused about how 

to sell them to players. We came from programmer backgrounds especially 

illustrators. We knew nothing about it. In 2012-13, selling a game at Steam 

platform wasn’t as easy as today when you can pay for a spot. Digital 

Happiness consists of 11 people and somebody got an idea to use a 

crowdfunding scheme to sell our game. It was our first move and got a warm 
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welcome as we received more amount than we expected (Tri-Lead 

programmer of Digital Happiness). 

 

       Dreadout is an interesting product. If there was no Dreadout, Digital 

Happiness may not be as big as today. The genesis of Dreadout is interesting as it’s 

the first local game product that independently funded through crowdfunding scheme 

during the year of 2012-2013. Digital Happiness collected financial help through 

online platform in order to be able to create a game product. Their fans donated their 

money as well as given a responsibility towards Digital Happiness to create a good 

game. In total they succeed in collecting $ 29.067 USD and adequate enough to create 

a game product. 

  Digital Happiness’ success story got noticed by a prominent Youtube gamer 

PewDiePie and decided to play and conveyed a positive review at the same time. The 

impact was massive. Dreadout (2014) grows into a pop culture icon in Indonesia. 

There are film and comic book inspired by Dreadout (2014) game. Dreadout The 

Movie (2019) was the first Indonesian movie inspired by video games. In the year of 

2020 Dreadout 2 was released and successfully upgraded with better graphics. It even 

reached number 1 Steam Trending and Stream Top Selling in February-March 2020 

when it first released. These achievements haven’t yet been equalled by other local 

game developer studios in Indonesia. 

Other stories came from other biggest selling game product made by local 

game developer in Indonesia. Own Game studio based in Bandung established by two 

young brother Eldwin Viriya and Jefvin Viriya in 2011. This local game developer 

company reached an amazing achievement after their game Tahu Bulat became the 

top download mobile game application on Playstore during the year of 2016-2017. 

Before Tahu Bulat (2016), Eldwin Viriya had already made a video game with flash 

software platform. However, it didn’t go well since it was only worth US$ 3 in the 

first month. Until the day when he visited a game workshop in Finland in 2014 where 

the mentioned that locality was very important aspect in popular game. The quote 

inspired him to create the game called Tahu Bulat, a special street menu in 

contemporary Indonesia. 
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It was 2014, it was the early year of Own Game establishment. One of the 

mentors in Finland empathized the importance of locality in creating game. 

The content had to be as prominent as our daily basis stuff. So my brother and 

got inspired and accidentally created that game in 2014 during the Comic 

Market event in Bandung. After that success we’re confident enough to 

expand our game developer company as we received revenue around six digits 

of dollars from Tahu Bulat game ad selling (Eldwin Viriya-Own Game). 

 

Tahu Bulat (2016) game has been downloaded for more than 3 million times 

until today. It made Own Games received numerous awards in both local and 

international levels, such as Guilty Pleasure Award in the International Mobile 

Gaming Awards Southeast Asia 2016 in Malaysia, and other 3 categorizes held by 

Indonesian Creative Bureau 2016 like Game of The Year, Developer of The Year, 

Citizen Choice. These outstanding achievements brand Own Game to be one of the 

prominent local game developers in Indonesia. They succeed to prove their existence 

among approximately hundreds of local game developers in Indonesia right now. 

The selling of Indonesian local game products is occasionally unpredictable. 

Other local developer studios like Ozysoft and Gambir can also enjoy the sweetness 

of commercial success of their game products. So far, Ozysoft is the most successful 

local game developer studio outside Java Island. Their horror game called Pulang: 

Insanity in 2020 received positive reviews on Steam platform with 2 awards and 5 

nominations respectively.  

Another latest example on apparent commercial success is Gambir studio with 

their latest culinary-theme game called Selera Nusantara (2021). Yogyakarta-based 

studio generates commercial success in less than 2 months since the release, without 

the help of publisher, consists only 3 game talents and took 6 months process. In 

reality, all of local developer studio tries to dismantle the recipe of instant success. 

However, there is no single receipt or formula to gain an apparent success like Digital 

Happiness, Ozysoft and Gambir. What matter the most is consistency and how they 

maintain consistency of their creations with identity.  

Same tune as Own Games, prominent local game studio called Touchten is 

also specialized in mobile games. Established by three brothers in 2009. They knew 
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since the very beginning that the huge penetration of mobile phone would have an 

immense impact on gamers’ consumption. After more than 10 years establishing their 

existence in Indonesia, they mainly rely on investment and purchasing points made by 

the players.  

Our investors mainly coming from media-tech companies. It’s our duty to 

convince our skill and works so they trust and not drives us. Since they trust 

our quality and curriculum vitae, they have a full faith towards us and 

guarantee our independence as artists. Our target market is female gamers. It 

happened by accident as we launch first game and received a very good 

market from female gamers (Rokimas Soeharyo-COO of Touchten).  

 

In Southeast Asian region, country like Indonesia which just started to realize 

the potential economic and cultural power conceived in video game industry is still 

formulating the exact cultural policy on local game developers as the national creative 

workers. Before 2014, local game developers in Indonesia emerged sporadically. 

Small to medium game studio enterprises established with limited budget and 

workers. Most of the workers have to do “double job” as both programmer and 

designer, the two main divisions in game industries. In Indonesia, as many small-

medium, a-double job life is a common in local game industry. Limited resources, 

finance and infancy market environment is are two main causes. 

In Indonesia two-third of local game developer companies stop operating due 

to many reasons like limited budget, lack of financial support from state or 

private sectors, unwelcome market, precarious local game environment. Many 

of them didn’t meet the demand of market. Half of small-medium local game 

workers are struggling to survive by working a double job. Once as a game 

developer but they also open an IT service jobs. This is the only possible way 

for them to survive and continue their passion on games (Cipto Adiguno-

President of Indonesian Game Association).   

 

Arief Widhiyasa as a prominent actor of local game development in Indonesia 

asserted these problems are mainly caused by the lack of experience in dealing with 

business issue. Since they only concern on technical issues like programming and 
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designing games, the business aspect tends to be abandoned and unfortunately brings 

a huge consequence on their company’s longevity. The healthy synthesis between 

technical and business aspects is inevitable symbiosis which often neglected by local 

game developers in Indonesia. Even a prominent local game company like Agate 

suffered a lot during their early days since they care less about these two entities.   

We were idealistically naïve at that time. Our first squad only consist of game 

programmers and designers. As you know, they’re very idealist. All they care 

was about creating game as good as possible. No matter how limited your 

financial resources, you had to make it looked great. We finally realized 

something was wrong at the time when our cash flow went out of control. This 

incident meant a lot to me. To be a good and well-maintain local game 

enterprise, we need an accountant to control the expense and cash flow. The 

accountant is a person who can balance between game idealism and financial 

rationality (Arief Widhiyasa-Agate).   

   

In Indonesia, game developer is understood as both game company and 

individual. These differences bring different explanation for each of them. As a 

company, a game developer is being understood as the whole team and infrastructure 

made and crafted game as a product (Bates, 2004, p. 151). This term is used to 

mention particular game as a whole part, including graphic, storyline, soundtrack, and 

game-play style. Meanwhile, developer can also refer to someone who worked for a 

game company or an individual who made video games. Occasionally, in order to 

distinguish those two, game developer as a person is called a “talent”. However, in 

this research, game developer will be exposed in both types to indicate the 

interconnection in Indonesian local game industry (Jiang & Fung, 2017). In a nutshell, 

we have to see game developer as both individual and local game company. If we 

separate those two entities, we won’t get a wide picture of Indonesian local game 

industry as the national creative instruments. 

Local game developers start everything from the scratch as a youth 

community. The concept of urban youth culture can be implemented here to explain 

the value which young people legitimate their existence through artistic activities to 
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the pop masses (Klein, 2003, p. 44). Video games as the newest form of artwork 

definitely applicable to be the medium for youth to show their identity and idealism. 

The theory of urban youth culture explains the emergence of local game 

developers in contemporary Indonesia. The biggest Indonesian local game industry 

called Agate was originated from this particular youth movement. Based on the 

interviews and observations with the founders and co-founders of 12 major local 

game developer studios, they shared common experiences as ordinary urban youth 

community which later transformed into established local game developers in 

Indonesia. 

Local game developer studios in Indonesia can slowly be a steady business if 

they changed the paradigm into a business-minded and ordinary leisure community 

which occasionally developing video games. However, this paradigm somehow led 

into another characteristic of indie game developer studios in Indonesia. There are 

more indie game developer studios in Indonesia compared to those who worked in 

steady enterprises. In some cases, these indie game developer studios are also working 

for local game business enterprises. The reason behind this initiative is to maintain 

their living costs which is considered not sufficient enough to rely only on their daily 

basis job. During the Covid-19 pandemic, mostly the local game developer studios in 

Indonesia boosts their skill via online mentoring and workshop among other 

developers. 

In the legal aspect, indie game developer studios are those studio game which 

haven’t gained legal status as Limited Company or Incorporated due to limited 

budget, human resource and tax burden. In short, both indie game developer studios 

and well-established developer enterprises have different legal status. Indonesian 

government somehow put them under the same classification called Small-Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs). State initiatives to classify them as SMEs certainly brings to their 

status as business entities and the labours who worked for the company.  

Being categorized as SMEs, local game developers have to follow the 

protocols of state while at the same time they need an innovation to deal with global 

aesthetic of contemporary game. By looking at this excitement in contemporary 

Indonesian younger generation, it’s understandable that the government through the 

special administration of The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy tried to 
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organize these creative workers as the national assets. The division between well-

established game enterprises and indie game developer studios refer to different state 

approach on the workers as the creative labours in Indonesia.  

 

4.1.2 Local Game Developers as Urban Youth Culture and Creative 

Workers 

Major youth subcultural character that represents local game productions in 

Indonesia is the way they become a side-stream and avant-garde culture among the 

youth. In theoretical perspective, avant-garde is movement, particularly related to 

experimental arts actions made by communities based on their cultural condition 

while trying to offer the new way to envision the world (Barker, 2004, p. 11). In 

accordance to current youth communities, they’re thriving to articulate their 

actualization standpoint by creating video games as a part of their self-potential 

through rituals (Carbone & Ruffino, 2014). As the majority of them raised under 

middle-working class family, they gained a proper understanding and the 

responsibility to create a meaningful sustainable career ahead. 

In principles, they have common homology and experience as the new 

productive generation in contemporary Indonesia (Barker, 2004). They shared a 

common ground as vivid gamers since very young age. These characters refer to 

sociological trait as generation growing up in a middle-upper class society. During the 

late of 90s to early of 2000, the access of consuming video games wasn’t as easy as 

today. Since there was no smartphone around, the access for consuming video games 

was through console or internet café. Those young people who got the access to those 

platforms must be living in urban and suburban areas with the benefit of technological 

access. 
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The figure above is a structure explaining how the local game developers 

emerged in Indonesia as the urban youth culture and community. The first explanation 

begins as the so-called Y generation who were born around 1980-1990’s with the 

common ground and experience in consuming games as a part of their upbringing 

lives. As they spent a lot of their childhood in the late of 90s and early 2000s, they 

definitely exposed by technological boom as personal computers, video game 

consoles and arcade machines invaded their urban household areas. In Asia, consoles 

and popular video games began to penetrate the masses since the late of 70’s 

(Ernkvist, 2008) as there was a huge demand and great potential market outside its 

origin place in Europe and America. During this period, these young generation has 

just come into the first phase of learning and getting familiar with activities of leisure 

time. 

This generation is a product of technological continuity from digital to 

participatory culture with video games as their instruments (Jenkins, 2006; Pearce, 

2009). The Y and Z generations articulate their social imaginery to video game 

contents. The establishment of game indie studio is a resilient act on how video game 

cultures have institutionalized in both micro and macro of contemporary days of 

creative economy (Muriel & Crawford, 2018). The establishment of Indonesian local 

Consumption 
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Figure 4.1 The Origin of Local Game Development as Urban Youth Culture 
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game studios from urban youth culture that experienced and dealt with trial and error 

experiment have brought a transformation from segmented youth practices to mass 

consumption products (Egenfeldt-Nielsen, Smith, & Tosca, 2008).      

 There was a huge difference as scholars try to explain about youth and how 

they deal with leisure time and activities through generation (Kraus, 1998). Baby 

Boomers and Generation X had their own approaches with leisure time. At the time 

around 60’s to 80’s as they grew up as teenagers, the main attractions were about 

attending music concerts, staying at the beaches, adventurous backpacks and going 

somewhere new. No wonder that the term of Hippies, Punk and Rastafarian 

generations were coined and associated with these two generations, prior to 

Generation Y and Z. 

Those historical backgrounds give us a glimpse of difference responses 

through generations towards technology and transformed it their everyday life 

activities. Generation Y and Z in Indonesia that nowadays pursuing their carrier with 

creativities, have much attention on game as of the current optional carriers and 

works. Based on what they consumed and learnt during childhood and the advantages 

of current computational technology, their creativity works along with the flow of 

information like AI, Big Data and software upgrades. 

As the establishment of independent local game studios, each developer 

became an agency that developed a network and structure for inside and outside 

themselves. They created and defined something that previously non-existence and 

brought new definition through actions (Latour, 1999). As previously mentioned, the 

aesthetic spirit originated from their common frame of reference and experience as 

game consumers. Based on the concept of agency (Muriel, 2016), local game talents 

direct transformations from simply game consumers to producers and later became 

prosumers among them. This particular act has even evolved to the ‘prosumers-

investor’ act as they collaborated supporting each other through crowdfunding method 

(Pearce, 2009). All stakeholders including talents and fans openly involved to the 

game-projects as a part of belonging sense and expectation to the artists. This bond 

will later be explained in details at the end of this chapter to see how far 

crowdfunding method has been applied in contemporary Indonesian gaming industry. 
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The continuity from being prosumers and now prosumers-investors is a major 

indicator of grass-roots empowerment among local game developers in Indonesia. 

They’re actors building network constituted by interrelations consists of human 

creativity, technology, material world and digital space (Taylor, 2009). Actor-network 

approach where agency shapes both micro and macro structures of values and 

distributed to society have been done by local game talents (Latour, 2007). They 

localize their experience of consuming Japanese and Western games into a concrete 

acknowledgement from state and market, though they’re still struggling with it. The 

continuous actions led to a rejuvenation of community-based job recruitment and the 

rationalization of establishing local vocational game department in schools or colleges 

by authorities in the past 5-10 years to enhance the local gaming industry. 

As a product of creative mind, youth community develops video games as an 

accentuation of their cultural materialisms in everyday life (Williams, 1965a). This 

autonomous art movement distinguishes them from superior arts or elite-made 

creations. Culture as ordinary as accentuated by Raymond Williams (1965b) is 

defined by youth subcultural group into technological platform of video games with 

local contexts such as urban legends in Dreadout (2014) developed by Digital 

Happiness, culinary in Selera Nusantara (2021) developed Gambir, adulthoods in 

When The Past Was Around (2020) developed by Mojiken & Toge Productions and 

local mythologies in Pamali (2019) developed by Storytale.  

This is the way young generation communicates with society as both artists 

and creative labors in the local gaming industry. They transmitted skills, ideas, and 

values through video games with the cultural productions. Culture industry with video 

game products becomes inevitable. These young developers upscale their level from 

indie game developers to professional game labors. As time goes by, the young 

developers decided the path to count on a creative game industry to sustain their lives. 

Complex issues such as investor, patron, donor and precarious market problems start 

to challenge their existence. By this point, there’s a paradigm shift from cultural 

materialism that they previously created as leisure with no sales target, to be a 

commodity with exchange values (C. Smith & McKinlay, 2009). The urgency to add 

talents appeared since there is a demand on productivity.     
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By the time when Baby Boomers and Generation X were unfamiliar with the 

term of “creative economy”, The Y and Z Generation grasp the term as a part of the 

upbringing period. While previous generation was only familiar with manufacturing 

and entertainment industry like music and film, The Y and Z Generation have more 

opportunity to embrace their skills and creativities through special scheme of 

economic circle that goes into popularity while they’re growing up. Creative economy 

with creative industry sectors has brought an innovation and development into the 

table of national GDP. Video games are ones of the recent examples of youth vibrant 

activities which recently linked with state and creative economy.    

The term ‘creative economy’ is the middle way to explain ‘culture industry’ 

(Flew, 2012) especially to those who suspected a culture industry as an exploitation 

form of arts and workers. Creative economy appeared to offer another perspective on 

arts from production, distribution and consumption in more constructive approach. As 

the rise of creative class raising (Florida, 2012), the young generation aged 17-35 in 

the first decade of 21st century have another opportunity to work in the aesthetic 

industry called ‘creative industry’ with less bureaucratic environment and supporting 

innovation on creation. Interviewed game workers of this research stated the same 

tone as he/she chose the profession as game developer in local game industry as the 

occupation can guarantee his/her talent on programming and the loving of playing 

game since childhood. 

Yes, I love playing Playstation. I probably the first generation in my family 

who enjoy my leisure time playing Playstation from elementary school until 

now. First of all, I would like to make something real. Something that people 

can enjoy the most. At the same time, I love playing game since I was young. I 

love drawing and making a sketch. That’s the reason why I decided to take a 

Visual Design of Communication as my major. I worked as an illustrator 

before I joined a local game developer. In this industry, I feel like I can 

explore more about my imagination in creation of both animation and 

illustration while at the same time people can enjoy and stir them. It’s a 

pleasure to see them playing with my game designs and characters (Dimas-

Indonesian Game Talent).  
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Living in the urban areas helped this current young generation in shaping the 

network and re-contextualize their experience into the institutionalization of video 

games as cultural products (Muriel & Crawford, 2018). A brand-new commodity with 

distinctive exchange and sign values develops from their phenomenological 

consuming experience during adolescences (Keogh, 2014). Until the time when the 

state felt the necessity to recognize this new emerging industry, local game developers 

as both artists and communities were ready to welcome the legal basis of the 

existence. The establishment of Asosiasi Game Indonesia (Indonesian Game 

Association) was also based on their organic movement with the urgency of having a 

labor association to support every talent bridging their interest to the state, investors 

and market.   

Prior to 2014, Indonesian local game developer studios were categorized as 

ordinary private sectors. In legal status, this particular position doesn’t change, but 

with the recognition of game as one of the national creative economy sectors, these 

local game developers have different bargaining position as a part creative labour in 

contemporary Indonesian state policy. Before explaining the emergence of local game 

developers as youth communities in Indonesia, it’s better to see the genesis timeline 

of Indonesian local game industry establishment from leisure activity and its 

transformation to productivity, well-being and communality issues (Spracklen, 2015)
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Global game industry began to penetrate to Indonesian market in the late of 

70s and early 80s (Rakhmani & Darmawan, 2015). At that time, Japan was the only 

Asian country to start nurturing their talents developing competitive global game 

products. Arcade game consoles were everywhere and urban youth were inseparable 

with video games as leisure. This was the most pivotal point when the urban 

landscape gave a glimpse of game as industry with commercial exchange.  

Game venues has also transformed from arcade venues to internet café. This is 

the first period when the Y generation began to rationalize the potency of making 

simple games utilizing PC and simple software imitating popular foreign game 

content formulas. At this particular period (late 1990s to early 2000s), local game 

talents in Indonesia had to work for foreign game studios as subcontractor workers as 

various foreign game studios established outsource office in Indonesia and other 

Southeast Asian countries like Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia and Philippines. The 

graduates established independent local game studios and finally gained state 

recognition in 2014. 

The state recognition can be seen as a response of global economic trend of 

digital interactive industry like internet, social media, streaming platforms and media 

convergence business with video game as a part of the flows. At this particular stage, 

state tries to merger to a global new economic structure where human capital of 

creativity and innovation become an economic apex. Indonesian local game 

developers are also ready after having references by enjoying the consumption of 

playing global game products for more than 20 years prior and experiencing working 

as game subcontractor workers for foreign studios. 

Their audacity to establish a game studio as SME business model is seen as a 

product of youth cultural learning to media convergence and the accessibility of 

developing cultural assets through their vernacular means (Williams, 1965). Urban 

youth communities created an occupational-community to fill talents gap from one 

independent studio to another. This is the basic structure created by local game 

developers as creative human-beings and professional artists. Before the late of 90s, 

video games are seen are leisure and consumption activities with no productive 

economic values. 
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This paradigm occurred due to the limitation of media access and the inability 

of young community in the 70s and 80s to grasp the core of establishing their own 

game properties. Like it’s mentioned, the 90s media convergence and reached the 

peak during the 21th century, the generation have more access and opportunity to 

accentuate their labour force to the new emerging economy called “creative 

economy”. The state comprehends this trend as an opportunity to cultivate human 

capital in digital media. Therefore, Indonesian government felt the urgency to join the 

global structure and mingle with global trend by establishing The Ministry of Tourism 

and Creative Economy with various deputies for each 17 different creative economic 

sectors. 

Local game developers and state are both agencies trying to develop structure 

consists of values, orders, and rules (Giddens,1984), however, in creative industry, the 

room for innovation is needed have to entrench to the structure itself (1979). The state 

as major patron answers this necessity by performing a liberal market space for any 

artists and local talents in any creative economy sectors. This is where the tension 

flinches between two major actors (artists and state).  

The artists expect the state prioritizing their position as the national creative 

workers. While at the same time, the state via related ministries forces a liberal and 

transactional patron-client style in nurturing creative economy sectors, including local 

game industry. The state has all access of facilities and infrastructure to direct the 

local gaming industry including developers as creative instruments. While at the same 

time state’s unfamiliarity and incapability to comprehend gaming industry lead the 

local game developers to break the chain of this state’s patronage style. 

Recently, the tension between state and developers flinched as the state 

blocked and threat Steam as the most popular global game repository to register their 

business without providing alternative game distributor for local game products. In 

the last 10 years, Steam has become the most popular and convenience platform for 

any developers all across the global selling their products to the world. This is the 

typical inconsistent state policy for local game affairs and eventually forced game 

labour association to negotiate with the state to reopen Steam and other game 

distributors in order to save the sustainability of local game industry.     
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In fact, rather than just following the state’s patronage scheme of insufficient 

financial support and inconsistent incubation program, the developers choose to 

develop their own upgrading structure for up scaling competency and competitiveness 

among the liberal market system. For instance, local game studios like Agate and 

Toge Productions develop their own incubation to embrace resources and vetting new 

talents. 

This “pull on-pull off” policy constantly occurs in creative economy affairs. 

This problem befalls as state deputies organized by older generation while the policy 

imposes to young creative workers and very affluent to the current industrial issues. In 

result, we can see a generational conflict in organizing creative economy sectors. 

Older generation comes up with an obsolete formula that is unfit with the current 

creative business structure like gaming industry when leisure times can’t no longer be 

seen as unproductive activities.            

In the 21st century, economic of leisure has become the subject of debate. 

Leisure is no longer merely comprehend as the unproductive activities. Rather, the 

shift of putting leisure as the potential economic source has turned into the most 

interesting topic in social science fields. Particularly during the era of information 

while everybody has their own gadget or mobile phone and consume it while having a 

daylight break and before sleep, leisure activities have also changed. People add the 

value while having a leisure activity like doing business and sharing information and 

alternative ideas.  

In the mainstream understanding of creative industry, a hobby can be 

transformed into profitable activities. The new market emerges through the process of 

technological advantages with the rise of young creative class. Creating games, 

painting pictures and cooking special cooking menus can be commodities and have 

markets, especially in urban area. Indonesia as the biggest video games market in 

Southeast Asia tries to elaborate the experience of consuming foreign game products 

as hobbies through something that represents their identity as youth as well as their 

national distinctiveness. Creative workers transform the means of production concept 

from solely mechanical tool into individual. In other words, the means of production 

for creative workers are themselves (Smith & McKinlay, 2009).  
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Indonesian game developers as creative workers craft themselves from the 

bottom. Most of them originated from middle class families in urban areas, these 

young men try to imitate foreign game formula and style as they’ve ever played when 

they were young. The ethic of copy-paste-edit is common across the local developers 

in Indonesia. This particular way of creating video games can be tracked in countries 

that just built their local game environment. This is the way they gained experience 

and tried to put style on the stable and reliable game formula. Likewise, they tried to 

imitate the soundtrack of Japanese RPG (Role Playing Game) styles, American action 

game storylines and graphics. 

The consideration to make a hybrid style with typical Western game graphics 

with local storylines and languages can be comprehended as an adaptation 

performance to establish a strong character in both local and global market. Local 

developers realize that most of their local customers have a strong reference on 

foreign games, especially on graphics and storyline. Therefore, the developers as both 

individuals and companies adapt the Japanese and Western style for its long-tested 

and likeable style among gamers. Local game developers like Digital Happiness 

stated that they’re deliberately tried to make current top game product called Dreadout 

(2014) to be as close as the prominent Western games like Silent Hill (1999) and Fatal 

Frame (2001).    

Dreadout was inspired by popular Western games with horror and thriller 

elements. As we used to be a 3D animation studio, we’re familiar with 

realistic design and elements of characters. It’s not a one-day service, we were 

struggling with a lot of discussion and whether we should put the component 

of Sundanese culture or not. Since Indonesia has plenty urban legends, ghosts 

and mythologies, we decided to blend it into one particular horror theme game 

called Dreadout. We knew Indonesian people love horror theme, so we don’t 

we try to make a video game product of it, just like movies and television 

series. After our movement with horror theme game, there are many more 

local game developers to create and explore another horror theme the game 

called Pamali: Indonesian Folklore Horror from Storytale Studios and Pulang: 

Insanity from OZYSOFT (Tri-Lead Programmer of Digital Happiness).         
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As the creative workers, local game developers need a vibrant environment. 

The establishment of game association is one of the answers for local game industry 

that currently growing in the urban area. Game developers as individuals find their 

environment through the internet exploration and online discussion on Facebook, 

Discord and Instagram platforms. For those who worked to local game studios, they 

split the portion between their own ideas and team’s decision during every game 

project. As it comes to creative independence, a game worker asserted that he cared 

more about the stability rather than the sole independence of creativity as they worked 

as team. 

The salary or payment. I can get 6-7 million rupiah per months. I can 

understand it since this industry it’s not yet stable. Many local game talents 

should look for other part-time job in IT or designs. It’s common. It’s an 

industry when you have to rely on your creativity. Game developer as a 

company as a business entity will do everything to secure the business, at the 

same time they need talents to create and craft the game. Since the investment 

is still pretty low in Indonesia, they have to sacrifice their workers’ salary. It’s 

great we have basic security insurances provide by the state system, so every 

local game developer company must follow those rules (Satrio-Local Game 

Talent).  

 

In contemporary Indonesia, local game developers grow as an occupational 

community (Weststar, 2015), we can see the communality and coherence among 

labours in the working place. Accentuating on carrier, these developers envision the 

possible future of programming and designing skill for years to come. It’s not difficult 

for them to change institution and working remotely as indie developers as they 

gained experience developing video games along with teammates.  

As an occupational community, local game developers in Indonesia create a 

network through workshops and incubation activities which vigorously conducted by 

state private sectors and association in the past 5 years. Covid-19 pandemic has 

brought the new style of these local game developers as they held special activities 

(i.e., game festival, awards and incubations) on social media platforms since the 

restriction of public gatherings. The subcultural youth environment emerged from 
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“learning by doing” ethic. Nonetheless, there is still a hesitant sense among game 

workers to invest their money and time for workshops and incubations held by 

Indonesian Game Association (AGI). The ultimate reason is all about the number of 

currencies they have to spend to develop abilities and skills in producing games.  

 

4.1.3 Local Game Developers as both Individual and Business Entities 

As urban youth community, local game developers in Indonesia transform 

themselves into two parts of entities. Young people aged 17-35 whom decided to 

develop game can be called as “developers” in Indonesia regardless he/she worked as 

an outsourcing worker, project-based or monthly salary like ordinary working-class 

labours. 

The different is, these local developers can be both workers while at the same 

time having their own studio as we called it “indie studio”. The initiator will be a 

project leader and lead the project of creating game on PC, consoles and even mobile 

phones. The leader cannot work alone. He/she needs a team to with specialization like 

graphic designs, artwork, writer, music score, IT programmer and even a marketing 

person to eventually sell the game. 

The leader or founder is often a person with IT background. He/she has a 

grand design of what kind of game they would like to create as a developer. They 

began to look for an investor, establish an indie studio and hire their creative staff as 

the whole project launch. There are 2 methods which local game developers typically 

apply in order to gain a special financial fund until they can finally finance the small-

medium enterprises. Those two methods are special investment from investors or 

collecting financial supports through crowdfunding mode.          

By reflecting to the establishment of twelve prominent local game developer 

studios, local game studios are the product of grass-roots initiatives. Agate was 

established while 10 young people from Bandung started a mini studio to create their 

game products financed by their own savings. Finding a difficulty fostering the new 

studio game in their early years, they slowly overcame obstacles and achieved the 

status as the leading and sustaining local game studio in Indonesia. While Digital 

Happiness which also from Bandung established and created their first game product 

through ‘crowdfunding’ scheme from the fans. 
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The two examples are major signatures related to the establishment of local 

game developer studios in Indonesia. There are no local game developers who were 

founded by the group of people with no game ethics or even zero experience with 

playing or games. This organic style where the founders are certainly gamers 

distinguishing local game environment comparing to film, music and television 

industry in Indonesia. Indonesian local film, music and television companies aren’t 

always owned by those who directly involved to the process of artworks (i.e. artist, 

actors, producers, musicians). Some of them owned by pure businessmen with zero 

arts background in practices (Haryanto, 2010). 

The joining entities between individuals and companies in the term of “game 

developers” in Indonesia also brought into several consequences. First, since they’re 

full of people with IT backgrounds, they’ve a very small understanding on marketing 

and how to manage budget. This is the very basic problem for every local game studio 

in Indonesia. Agate as among the first local game developer studios in Indonesia 

famously known for their experience dealing with this issue. 

At the first year establishing the game studio, we were naive. We full of 

idealist game designers and programmers. We had zero understanding on 

finance and accounting. That’s why the first year of our existence as a creative 

industry was hard. We forgot that Agate is a business entity after all. We had 

to recruit an accounting person to maintain business as well as a product 

manager who can develop the branding image of our company and game 

products (Arief Widhiyasa-Agate)  

 

Since IT game programmers are idealist people, they are careless about 

financial issues to sustain the enterprise financially. Game developers emphasized 

more on aesthetic values and networks in both national and international levels. In 

fact, not many studios are as lucky as Agate. Occasionally they were too late to 

realize that maintaining financial durability was a very important part for 

sustainability. 

The second consequence is the tendency to easily lose their style and 

blueprint. In a liberal environment, it’s very easy for a person who works in a local 

game company to change studios in developing games. Companies like Toge 
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Productions and Mojiken follow the market trend instead of maintaining their style 

and uniqueness. Practically, there is no signature in Indonesian local game studios. 

They don’t exclusively create one game genre. All of them follow every talent’s best 

idea based on the discussion session among team. 

We never do a-top-down order. So, our flow of works goes like this. Every 

staff comes up with ideas with their own styles, designs and storylines. We 

choose one idea to execute and the initiator become a project leader. Of 

course, those who come up with the best ideas will be the project leader. Every 

staff have their own style. Like foreign developer Capcom, they have different 

kind of genres based on the idea from different project leaders (Eka 

Pramuditha-CEO of Mojiken). 

 

The second consequence led to the third one. With a dilute character between 

person and company, their working ethics and styles are various. Numerous of them 

worked as a community-based occupation for a project-based game product 

(Weststar, 2015). This style is also common in the Western game environment 

especially the indie ones (Lipkin, 2012). With a very limited resource of programmers 

and artists, it’s easier for them to work as a community. Most of the communities are 

mutual friends within the city where they lived. Community-based occupation is also 

a system to select people with the same passion and experience immensely into the 

local gaming industry. 

On the other hand, big studios like Agate, Mojiken, Gambir, Ozysoft and Toge 

Productions have operated as professional small-medium enterprises (SME) which 

remunerated the workers regularly every month. This establishment distinguishes 

them to the indie ones. Although they first started the enterprises as indie studios, not 

many of them had the success stories like them. Limited financial support and lack of 

investment from both private and state organizations are two biggest obstacles for 

local developers in Indonesia. Another classical problem is that indie developers don’t 

know how to sell their products to the market. 

Although Indonesian government has categorized game as one of the national 

creative economy sectors, they haven’t yet created a special state body to distribute 

local game products to make customers more comfortable accessing and purchasing 
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local games. Most of local game developers are still using foreign platforms to 

distribute their game products like Playstore, Steam and consoles. This lack of state 

initiatives led to the problem on why foreign game products are still dominating the 

local market. 

Precarious situation and liberal competition that Indonesian government 

flourish also brings to unstable future. In Indonesia, the number of local game 

developers are still very limited comparing to China, Japan and South Korea. Veteran 

game developer in Indonesia, Wimindra said there is a special term to call this 

precarity condition. The term called “fasik” or in literal Indonesian word means puasa 

or fasting. 

The term usually applied during Ramadan period when Islamic majority in 

Indonesia was forbidden to eat and drink until dawn. Local game developers always 

have vernacular jargon to call a particular phenomenon through the lens of their 

values (Gelder, 2007, p. 14). The term “fasik” has famously used to call the 

precarious condition or lack of income. Something that local developers in Indonesia 

forced to learn and adapt as soon as he/she becomes a professional game worker in 

Indonesia. 

There was a time when the business when slow and we got nowhere but to 

finish the next game without any benefit from the last purchase of the game. 

At the same time, we can’t get the investment we want. Many of us are 

seeking another job outside games. After all, “fasik” represent the precarious 

condition we have to deal with. The local game industry along with the game 

workers are still in the process of building its own shape and style. In the 

meantime, “fasik” condition is undeniable one (Wimindra-Senior Local Game 

Talent)   

 

Meanwhile, exploitation is another issue for those who worked for well-

established local game companies. There are 5-12 big names of local game studios in 

Indonesia. As they became well-established small-medium enterprises, the burden of 

works and projects also grow. The demand is higher than the indie studios with small 

teams. This condition triggers the overtime working hours. There was a news report in 

2021 mentioned that two local outsourcing game companies from Indonesia and 
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Malaysia have exploited their workers through overtime working-hours, overburden 

of job assignments and left unpaid (Leo, 2021).  

It’s normal. But if we have a special project from a client, we have to do some 

overtime jobs. It’s not regular but quite often, especially during this pandemic. 

There are many companies who hired us to create special software for online 

activities. We have to accept that since we cannot just rely on creating games 

to gain money (Roni-Game Programmer) 

 

In Indonesia, exploitation intertwined simultaneously with precarious 

condition as local game developers have to accept other works outside creating video 

games. As game industry is still an infancy, local game developers must rely on other 

IT industry to sustain their idealism creating video games. For example, creating 

software for office, gamification for education and training, even hardware and 

software services. Most of the local game studios rush a secondary business like B2B 

and outsourcing services as a part of their risk management.  

This initiative is conducted to survive and prevent the economic failure. 

Interestingly, the initiative was taken not only by the game developers as companies, 

but also local game developers as individuals. This tenet in accordance to the 

initiatives which many other youths subcultural in underground music scenes used to 

apply in order to maintain their idealism towards arts and identity (Brown, 2007). 

Since they cannot depend on their segmented creations to live, they have to think in 

developing something else to survive. Previous studies mentioned numerous youth 

cultures like Punk and Rastafarian sold their posters, t-shirt, pin and even became a 

tattoo artist to fund their local scenes and environment (Hebdige, 1991). 

In other words, independent spirit that local urban youth community carries on 

technically unchanged despite various form of movements they manufactured. 

Idealism and peripheral form of arts have brought them to do a double job. They can 

be a game programmer, designer and IT specialist at the same time. Exploitation can 

also occur technically when they have to face outsource activities as client hire 

developers for a particular project with limited time.        
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4.2 New Kids on The Block: Local Game Developers Deal with Contemporary 

State’s Policy 

This chapter explains how the local game developers try to overcome the 

challenges and obstacles from the current state policy towards their existence as both 

creative workers and private enterprises. The aspects will embrace the explanation on 

the independency of creativities, infrastructures and the whole state approach like 

bureaucracy and government intervention in every possible scale for local game 

development. 

The findings show the half-hearted initiatives from the government at one 

point and the eagerness of local game developers to carry on at another point. Based 

on the condition, we can see the power struggle and negotiation among state, workers 

and local business enterprises amidst the expansion of foreign games in Indonesia. In 

this chapter, the perspective of local game developer as both individual and enterprise 

will be more emphasized to acquire the framework of contemporary creative working-

class condition in Indonesia.    

 

4.2.1 When Video Games Become Administrative 

Being a part of national creative sectors, game developers have to follow a 

state bureaucracy. The state as the way it should be, has apparatuses to organize their 

power and influence towards citizens. Before 2014, local game developers as 

individuals and enterprises work sporadically as private subjects. Trying hard to make 

ends meet and generating money by selling out their creations and engaging to any 

competitions. One of the first important achievement made by Indonesian local game 

developers was during the year 2010-11 as they won The Most Favourite Game 

Category in The United States Game Developers Competition. Wimindra as one of 

the first generation of Indonesian local game developers delivered the testimony about 

the achievement. 

I think it was the first achievement of our local game movement. It was in the 

year of 2009-2010 when there was a flash game competition. Most of us 

worked for our local game developer studio called Altermyth, and it was the 

first generation of local game development in Indonesia. We challenged 

ourselves to compete in the global indie game competition in USA. I knew 
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that with our limited resource and knowledge, it’s impossible to win the best 

game award. So, we were looking for another category which is Gamers’ Most 

Favourite one. We got lucky because it was the time when Kaskus (Indonesian 

largest social media platform) was on their heyday. So, we took that chance to 

promote and gained votes from our huge numbers of net population. In result, 

we finally got the number for The Most Favourite Game in that competition. 

Yes, it’s an award for our movement, not just the game makers (Wimindra 

Lee-First Generation of Local Game Developer).  

 

Based on his statement we can determine that before 2014 local game 

developers gained support through collective online support. This particular method 

has proven to be effective especially in Asian countries with a huge number of young 

population (Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, 2013). 

Wimindra and his fellow developers collected the vote from the largest Indonesian 

online forum called Kaskus. With the impact, Indonesian game delegation won the 

favourite game nomination. The subcultural Do-It-Yourself ethic showed up in this 

particular achievement. Young people in Indonesia had an immense solidarity and at 

the same time, the nationality played important role creating identity. 

 Video games, at this certain achievement was a vehicle and identical 

proudness of a local product to compete with the mainstream video games industrial 

power like US and Japan. This was the first achievement which Indonesian local 

game developers ever achieved before plenty more in the recent years. During this 

period, local game developers in Indonesia were just flourished. The popularity of 

social media helped them to organize and recruited new members to work at the local 

game studios. After 2010-11, particularly after the presidential election in 2014, they 

began to gain the state’s legal attention and recognition.  

Local game developers became the national creative workers as the state 

recognized “Video Games” as one of the national creative economy sectors. At first, 

“Video Games” was put under Indonesian Creative Bureau along with other 17 

creative economy sectors such as culinary, fashion, music, animation, performing arts 

and so on. This state organization has a special chief to organize local game industry 

precisely. As creative workers also belong to the working-class and manpower affairs, 
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these local game developers also under the supervision of The Ministry of Manpower. 

This stable situation unexpectedly changed in 2019. The state merged Indonesian 

Creative Bureau to be a part of The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy. The 

reason behind this merger was the necessity to make the state institution as efficient as 

possible while forcing to generate more contribution for the nation.  

We want to cope with globalization and trend. Game, without a doubt is the 

new global commodity, countries like China and Japan have a very good video 

game industry. We’re trying to catch that standard eve tough is not easy since 

our incentive for game is not that much comparing to those countries. We’re 

happy that game was included to be one of our creative economy sectors. It’s 

important to organize the sector and funds a special state budget to each of 

them, including local game sector (Syaifullah- Director of Film, Animation 

and Television, The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy). 

 

We can assume that the state recognition towards local game industry is a 

good point since the developers as creative labours gained the new status and increase 

their status from ordinary youth subcultural small-medium enterprises’ workers into 

state’s instrument for creative economy sector. However, their recognition as a part of 

creative workers in Indonesia hasn’t followed with adequate state patronage system as 

the workers have to organize and support themselves by creating their own labour 

union and initiated their programs such as collecting funds. State through The 

Ministry of Tourism and Creative economy technically appears after numerous 

initiatives from game workers through labour union in advance.  

In contrast, countries like with the solid local game environment like China 

and South Korea began to live up with the initiatives from the state as the main 

patron, not the other way around (Ernkvist & Strom, 2008). At the first glance, 

Indonesian state recognition towards local game appears as state’s promising annual 

program like special funds, overseas exhibition, incubation and workshop. But in 

reality, these programs occur as transactional activities. Consequently, state patronage 

over related-ministries appears as regular state activity to spend a mediocre the budget 

with confusing perspective emphasizing that local game workers have to generate a 

significant GDP contribution to obtain more funds from the state. 
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Local game only contributed around 1-2% of our GDP. It’s very small 

comparing to film or animation creative industries. We need more vibrant 

environment among stakeholders like workers’ association, universities, 

investors, and public or market. We also have an e-sport competition, but it’s 

handled by another ministry. As a creative ministry, we have financial 

incentive, but after all the funding will be organized by the awardee 

themselves. It’s their rights. We have budget and try to put it on the right way 

as we organized important events for them as creative workers (Lambang 

Prabowo-Section Chief of Game Development, The Ministry of Tourism and 

Creative Economy). 

  

On the other side, their creations should follow the bureaucratic scheme in 

order to be legalized as intellectual properties. This issue is another problem for local 

game developers to deal with both protection and property rights. Another question is 

how far the state’s recognition influence the autonomy of creativity among workers 

and whether it brings any secure to their position as both artists and national creative 

workers. 

This bureaucracy in local game environment will be separated into two 

different perspectives for workers and companies. As workers, they don’t directly 

involve to the policy as a whole since they work for a small-medium private local 

game studio. They have to deal with the state policy through the companies they 

worked for. The statement derived from Willy as local game worker in Indonesia 

mentioned that he has to adapt to any situations. The insurance of his job depends on 

how the company he worked for survived financially. He has worked for more than 3 

local game studios in Indonesia. For workers, they’re always trying to level up the 

skill through experience. Working for different studios is a method to upscale their 

skills and adaptation level to any different game projects. 

Yes, there as the time when we have many requests from clients but there was 

also time when we have no request. For me, it’s like a rollercoaster industry. If 

there was no client, we regularly created plans about what kind of game we 

should create and polished in the near future. We rely so much on our 
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creativities. We look for investors even though we know in Indonesia it’s no 

easy to find a game investor (Willy-Local Game Talent). 

 

Working in the game companies made video games become more 

institutionalized. Somehow, it’s a good point for some game workers as they need a 

good environment through interactions with their fellow workmates. Game workers 

update their skills over institutionalization of game as their daily basis professional 

occupation. Indie professional workers are in limbo as they don’t put video game 

creators as their professional job like other full-time local game workers. The scheme 

below shows the bureaucracy flow of local game developers in Indonesia involve as 

both workers and local game enterprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flow indicates different state patronage approaches to the local game 

workers and studios. State indirect approach for workers indicates the delegation of 

state intervention to local game developers from via legal local game enterprises. This 

particular policy will later show the abstinent of state grand design of local game 

production so that forces local game developers to create their own surviving skill. 
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Figure 4.3 State’s Initiative Approaches 
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The state directs a bureaucratic liberal approach to workers’ creativities and gives all 

the aesthetics colours to the game studios they worked for. 

Since the recognition, every local game studio should legally transform 

themselves from indie to Limited Company and requires to pay the tax. This is the 

core obligation for local game developer studios to gain financial incentives and 

incubations from the state. However, numerous indie game studios are reluctant to 

transform themselves into Limited Company status due to complicated system of tax 

bureaucracy, cash to spend and long paperwork. 

Long and buying-time administration flows are common in Indonesia. It 

embraces in any public services like school, health, social security system and even 

technology. This complex chain of legal administration along with senior bureaucrats 

becomes a major obstacle for a creative economy sector like video games. Local game 

developers have to deal with a long list of paperwork in order to secure their basic 

income. Their position as an exceptional worker in local creative economy sector only 

apparently occur during workshop and incubation initiated by The Ministry of 

Tourism and Creative Economy, The Ministry of Manpower and The Ministry of 

Communication and Informatics. 

In fact, every prominent local game developer studio has similar approach 

towards the state cultural policy. Local game developer studios like Mojiken and 

Toge Productions emphasize independent creative work ethics in among their inner 

circle. As prominent local developer studios from their respective cities, they 

conducted a bottom-up working flows. The idea emerges from each member. The best 

idea will be picking up as a company’s next project and the initiator will be a project 

leader. Eka Pramudita as Mojiken founder liked this flow since it brings the colours of 

genre towards Mojiken as a creative company creating video games. 

The unique thing about Mojiken is, we never do a-top-down order. So our 

flow of works goes like this. Every staff comes up with ideas with their own 

styles, designs and storylines. We choose one idea to execute and the initiator 

become a project leader. Of course, those who come up with the best ideas 

will be the project leader. Every staff have their own style. Like foreign 

developer Capcom, they have different kind of genres based on the idea from 

different project leaders (Eka Pramudita-Mojiken). 
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Mojiken game workers felt the company’s policy on labours be able to 

maintain their creativities and environment since they located not in a capital yet still 

have vibrant youth lives like Surabaya. In fact, majority of these prominent local 

game companies are free to do everything aesthetically in order to expand their local 

game business. Digital Happiness created Dreadout Series with a huge amount of 

success both domestic and international. Mojiken created A Space For The Unbound 

(2021). The game collaborated with Toge Productions as publisher, showing a good 

symbiosis among local developer studios in Indonesia. There is no competition among 

them. As the business is though due to the unstoppable expansion of foreign game 

products, partnership is the mode to survive. 

Another developers’ apprehension on the state is the state’s lack of firm 

regulation, especially on the limitation of foreign game products. It demonstrates that 

the state desires to compete directly against foreign game products while foreign 

game products already have sophisticated tools and experiences. Unlike local movie 

industry, the state doesn’t limit the flow of foreign game market’s flow in order to 

boost local customers to consume local products. 

It’s the major concerned for both local game workers and companies creating 

local game products. Apart from another issue about property rights and job 

insecurities that will be explore in the next chapter. In a nutshell, administrative 

activities after the recognition of game have two sides of impacts. In one side, the 

bureaucracy helps the local developers to finally gained legal status as the state 

creative workers and relatively secure the basic salary. State bureaucracy doesn’t limit 

their creativities and put all the aesthetic responsibilities to the workers themselves. 

Nonetheless, bureaucracy hasn’t been on their side as the state doesn’t limit the 

expansion of foreign game products and giving mediocre incentives.  

 

 

4.2.2 Struggling with the Market 

When it comes to the foreign game products, local game developers in 

Indonesia don’t have much choice but to compete. Tough competition with foreign 

products isn’t the only problem for Indonesian local game developers, but also all the 

local developers in Southeast Asia (Fung, 2016a). All Southeast Asian local game 
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developer has to deal with the tendency of local citizens to play foreign games instead 

of consuming the local ones.  

The ultimate reason is the unfamiliarity of local gamers towards their own 

local game products. In Indonesia, the unfamiliarity appears as the lack of promotion 

from local game developers. Local studios prefer to sell their game products to 

overseas market. They asses that Indonesian market isn’t friendly to their products 

and engage more to the foreign games with big names. Local game developer studios 

like Toge Productions, Digital Happiness, Agate, and Mojiken love to sell their game 

products to the foreign market. Based on the recent Indonesian state and labour union 

research (Adhiarna, 2020), China and USA are two biggest markets for Indonesian 

local game products. 

The interesting finding is that the mentioned developers above focus on 

releasing their game products from PC and Console. As the Indonesian game players 

in majority play the game through smartphone, they admit that they only gain a minor 

local consumer. Comparing to other local game developers like Touchten and Own 

Games that focusing more on mobile game products and gained more local customers. 

At the same time, Indonesian Game Association (AGI) tries to figure out the 

possible way to appeal local gamers consuming local games. One of the major 

strategies from the starring committee is promoting the local game products by 

featuring the internet celebrity to introduce the products. This program has another 

problem since their budget is very limited to promote game product using popular 

internet celebrity. Thus, the labour union has to appeal on the Youtubers particularly 

those whose contents have been famously known for playing and reviewing games.  

From the very beginning as the labour union, we tried very hard to promote 

our local games. It’s still on process since the industry starting to grow in the 

last 5 years. Mobile games are easier to promote as it’s easier to access and 

free of charge to download. On the other side, PC and Console games take 

more effort to introduce to public. Local game studios love to sell their game 

products to foreign market because they’re more mature to purchase games 

(Febri-Indonesian Game Association). 
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As globalization is inevitably occurrence, foreign game products can’t be hide 

from public. It’s the duty of state and stakeholders to put local games into another 

level in order to compete with well-established foreign developers’ game products. 

It’s impossible to compete against Japan and US since those two countries have 

strong game industries as the result of long and well-maintained collaboration 

between state and local game developers. 

One possibility that Indonesian government and local game developers may 

pursuit is a strong will to organize their local game industry like South Korea and 

China. South Korea with a sustained fundamental cultural policy from The Ministry 

of Culture, Sports, and Tourism (formerly The Ministry of Culture and Tourism) has 

succeeded to strengthen their local game industry and embraces local developers the 

basic rights and incentives to run the business as professionals. While China with a 

centralized state and their techno-nationalism spirit has become the new Asian 

superpower of local game development sustainable industry (Cao & Downing, 2008). 

As Southeast Asian is a huge market for foreign games for a long time, the 

effort to dominate the local market is never an easy path. With local unfamiliarity, 

developers in Indonesia apparently gained great appreciation from overseas market. 

Toge Productions, Mojiken, Digital Happiness, and Touchten received the majority of 

their income from overseas market instead of the local one. Digital Happiness and 

Toge Productions mentioned in their testimonies that both generated revenues mostly 

from USA, Japan, South Korea, and China. 
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Figure 4.4 Indonesian Game Market Income 

 

 

The table above was obtained from the Indonesian Game Association (AGI) 

explaining a summary of the typical income sources of Indonesian local game 

developers, particularly from big names like Toge Productions, Mojiken, Agate, 

Digital Happiness, Touchten, Gambir and Own Games. Meanwhile, foreign countries 

are champions for local gamers while Indonesian gamers contribute only 1% of the 

local game revenues.     

Introducing market to the local gamers is a long and winding road to 

overcome. As al local game industry is almost non-existence about 10 years ago, local 

game developer studios with the help of Indonesian Game Association are struggling 

to introduce their game through various social media platforms. According to the data 

from the labour association taken from 1.136 of total game developers in Indonesia 

(The Map of Indonesian Local Game Industry, 2020), local game developers use 

mainly use Facebook (56.52%) as the major platform for promotion. Followed by 

Instagram (47.82%), Twitter (36.23), Google Ads (28.99%) and Youtube (14.49). 

Other popular platforms TikTok and Discord were used under 2% of percentages. 
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Interestingly, 20.29% of the respondents mentioned they weren’t using any online 

promotion. 

There isn’t yet an empirical study about the effectiveness of each platform 

while promoting game products for local game developers. Every local game studio 

has to struggle by themselves to gain customers to play their gamers which eventually 

led to generate the income and sustain the existence. In fact, despite any help from 

venture capitals or state, the market remains every local game developer’s 

responsibility. 

 

4.2.3 Double Jobs and Precarious Working Condition 

 The issue of exploitation in working class lives is a common conversation 

since the very beginning of capital approach as a common economic system (Mosco, 

2009). As creative workers, local game talents cannot break away from exploitation in 

terms of wages and long duration works. As a subcultural-occupational community. 

In game developer’s world, the term for this exploitation is “crunch culture”. Crunch 

is derived from the word “crunch” has the similar meaning to exploitation, overtime 

and underpaid salaries that game workers have to endure during the process of 

making the game products (Cote & Harris, 2020). 

 Furthermore “crunch culture” is a common situation when developers have to 

deal with long-hour of energy developing games with no equal benefit of salary. This 

particular culture was admitted by Tri, a senior local game developer in Indonesia. He 

argued that the condition as the consequence of working in this intense situation. 

There is a huge gap between those who worked in the major city like Jakarta and 

outside the capital city.  

I think it’s always about salary. In cities outside Jakarta there is a gap of 

standard minimum wages. There is huge gap of opportunity between us. In 

this industry, we have to rely on our own skill and network, so we can still 

expand our creativity despite the lack of financial stability. I think it’s a 

similar problem with any small-medium enterprises in Indonesia. Including 

game industry (Tri-Local Game Talent). 
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 Local game talents have to deal with their minimum wages if their game sales 

figures didn’t meet the expectation or even below their initial capital. Another issue is 

about the pressure from clients when they have to make a specific game with a 

specific target. The pressure brought them into a “crunch” situation as they have to 

deal with overtime-working hours with limited budget. This situation was common 

especially for a brand-new indie studio as they want to grow up. They often receive a 

project-based occupation before finally established into a full IP local game developer 

company. 

Before we became legal Limited Company (LT) we used to do a project-base 

jobs. But nowadays we don’t do it anymore. Because now we’re focusing on 

doing continuous job creating our own games. But we don’t close an 

opportunity to create a project-based if there are investors (Eka Pramudita-

Mojiken). 

 

 The issue of this “crunch culture” even got exposure from foreign media. It 

was said that outsourcing game companies from Indonesia and Malaysia exploited 

their talents for overtime works and low salary. As we examine through Anthony 

Fung’s (2016b) idea about dependency of in most Southeast Asian local game talents, 

the “crunch culture” in Indonesia and other ASEAN countries occur due to their high 

dependency of state’s help and outsource activities. Although they have a lot of 

skillful talents and no limitation of creativity, but they haven’t yet matured enough as 

a productive game producers like Korea, China and US. 

 This also led into the anti-thesis of the concept of technobohemians (Gill, 

2009) which often embedded to game talents who spent their career by making 

aesthetic works but careless about contract and money. The concept of 

technobohemians for game talents is only applicable towards talents who lived in a 

country where a game industry has grown-up and mature for years like US and Japan. 

Even countries like China and South Korea where the local game industry have 

already grown up lately cannot be included as technobohemians as they’re still in the 

process of industrial stability. 

There was a time where I met a local developer from South Korea. I told him 

about the current rising game development in Indonesia. He was thrilled and 
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said, it reminds of what happened in South Korea 10 years ago. Another time, 

I met a game programmer from Japan. I also told him a story about the current 

condition about local game development in Indonesia. He was also pleased to 

hear my story and said it’s like Japan 30 years ago. Can you imagine that, how 

far we have left behind from them? Not to mention The United States. 

Probably we’re 40 years behind (Arief Widhiyasa-Agate). 

 

  The situation forces them to adapt where they can’t choose between under 

payment or resigning for another secure and stable job. However, as Indonesian local 

game talents don’t want to let their passion on creativity goes away, they’re willingly 

do a-double job. A double job means that game talents in Indonesia have to do a job 

outside making video games in order to make money for living. The situation forces 

them to take other IT services like B2B, software maintenance and software 

gamification for office.  

A double-job is also common in countries like Southeast Asia as their local 

game developer are still in infancy. Eka Pramuditha as the CEO of Mojiken and 

Jonathan Gunawan as a Chief Operating Officer of Toge Productions quoted they 

didn’t prohibit their talents to do so. As CEO, they understand the consequences. 

They even bring the work outside developing video games into a possible office duty 

if there’s any market opportunity from other IT services. 

It’s normal in Indonesia to have secondary business besides video games. As 

long as there is a demand, then of course we will take it. I personally don’t 

prevent my staff of doing a side job outside games, because I do so sometimes. 

As long as it doesn’t disturb their main office assignments. It’s common for 

any local game developer companies (Eka Pramuditha-Mojiken). 

In Toge, we don’t have a policy to prohibit our staff from getting outsource 

job outside Toge. We can understand that sometimes it’s not easy to solely 

rely on a game company. Our live depends on game selling and investment. 

So, there must be the time where business isn’t good enough, we as a company 

have to take another project outside video games (Jonathan Gunawan-Toge 

Productions).  
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 From individual perspective, a double-job also refers to a fulfilment of skills. 

It’s closely related to “the blessing in disguise” as they’re able to join into another 

environment outside video games to expand their networks. A programmer was able 

to get familiar with current office software trends and gamification. A designer also 

experiences other aesthetic shape as they often involve to other artwork activities 

outside games. Game writer also writes other stories and somehow got inspiration 

which later contributed to their potential game prototype.  

As a game designer, I won’t close any possibilities to take other project 

outside games. In one occasion or two I got inspiration from that particular 

project to create my prototype from one experienced outside video game 

industry. Usually, when I talked about that programmer about the ideas, he 

also had similar experienced to be put into a new game project. A great 

synthesis often occurred during those creative processes. If we can’t combine 

our ideas, we have to split it into two different parts. It somehow becomes the 

unexpected way to be productive (Johana-Local Game Talents).    

 

After all, a double job has two consequences within the Indonesian local game 

environment. At one point, the position of local game talents is not secure as a 

creative worker, even after the government recognized them as a part of creative 

economy sector. This condition forces them to look for a side-job in order to secure 

their creative ideas. Living a double job means they have to perform several outsource 

works, no matter how poor the legal protection of Indonesian outsourcing system is 

(Tjadraningsih, 2012). Being a game developer or talent is no different to other artists 

like painter, musician or dancer. They capture every breath of life as an inspiration 

which later be crafted into an artwork piece. 

The two possible results of having a double-job led into one conclusion. Local 

game developers or talents in Indonesia are in the precarious condition. They are in 

the middle uncertainty. Having a double job and accepting outsource contract is one 

of the possible options to sustain their aesthetic production of video game creations. 

They have to do it due to the lack of investment, unwelcome market, unsupportive 

policy, and the infancy of the local game industry itself. As a double-job isn’t a 

problem to local game talents as they can use it to enhance their creativities and 
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inspirations, the concern is more likely coming from the unstable industry of 

Indonesian local game environment. In this condition, the status of precarity can 

clearly be seen from the contract system, salary and unfamiliar local market. The 

condition was exacerbated with the liberal system which Indonesian government 

applies to the creative economy sectors. 

Unlike China and South Korea where the governments have clear plans for the 

local game development, Indonesian state through the Ministry of Tourism and 

Creative Economy applied a liberal market logic where they give all the process to the 

market system. This particular paradigm will be exposed more in the following 

chapter. In principle, government doesn’t interfere the aesthetic process, but they 

don’t have an adequate policy to secure the position of local game talents to secure 

their position as creative workers. 

As the state applies liberal market system, precarity condition becomes a 

natural excess to the working-class society especially for those young people who 

worked in the private companies under a tight contract system. Political economy 

perspective has examined this particular condition as the way capital adapt to the new 

logic of labor-market (Bessant, Farthing, & Watts, 2017). In this case, state has 

become a major actor to flourish this very idea. Creative labors are seen as the 

instruments for national global identity while at the local level, they’re no different 

with other manufacture factory workers. These critics mainly utterance by Oli Mould 

(2018). In his works, he stated that at some point, creative workers independency is a 

myth, as they’re not able to fulfil their creativities due to various causes, such as 

unsupported government policy, exploitative working-class environment, mediocre 

salary, and political climate (2018, p. 27-30). 

Oli Mould ideas about the myth about creative industry can be applied in some 

occasions but not the entire sectors. Countries like England has succeed organizing 

their creative works with a healthy symbiosis between artists, private sectors and 

state. England government is praised for sustaining their cultural policy on arts 

management and put it as a sustainable project (T. Bennett, 2018). This is the fact 

that, in one particular occasion, good policy is able to tackle what Oli Mould’s 

concerned against the environment of creative industry. In the game industry, the 

government of China applied the policy that imposed a techno-nationalism ethics 
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(Ernkvist & Strom, 2008). Special government body was formed to initiate grand plan 

of nurturing local games. In other words, despite being creativity limited, game talents 

in China are more financially secure and aesthetically directed.  

South Korean approach towards local game developers is more liberal in 

creativities but state intervention to secure their workers was important. Special 

government body was formed to sustain the workers’ rights, like financial security, 

open investment, education and market for them (Song, 2021). South Korean 

initiatives and infrastructures were later followed by China with a different style but 

under the same breath. With several examples above, a conclusion we may draw is 

that, with a good and well-planned policy-making and executions, precarious 

condition can be minimalized. State’s policy on sustaining local game workers was 

made for the good of local game workers themselves as the state creative instruments.  

In Indonesia, as the majority of local game developer companies are adapting 

with a liberal and unstable working-class environment, they later applied a project-

based occupation and a tight contract and mediocre salary. As they’re coming from 

the same background as their workers, they’re struggling to financially rationalize 

their small-medium game enterprises. As the climate of liberal environment occurred 

in nowadays Indonesian creative sectors, the studio owners take the outsource market 

logic as the only effective reference. A local game developer studio needs game 

talents to run their creative company. While at the same time, they’re not adequate 

enough to pay the talents with standardize salary. The big names of local game studio 

such as Miracle, Digital Happiness and Agate are forced to take another project 

outside game to handle this.  

 

4.3 State Policy towards Local Game Developers   

 This session explores the perspective of Indonesian state towards local game 

workers as one of the national creative workers. The results indicate that Indonesian 

state can’t entirely handle local game policy without any help from workers 

association as the main initiator for most of the development programs. The 

subcultural ethics of local game talents by establishing the studios and sustaining their 
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existence has become the core character of local game developers as both individuals 

and business entities. 

 Meanwhile, the state through The Ministry Tourism and Creative Economy 

admits the least contribution of local game industry to the national GDP. This lack of 

contribution relates to the budget that the state provides to local game developers. The 

state put themselves as the half-hearted patron who waits for the contribution of local 

game workers in order to receive reasonable funds from state. This particular way of 

thinking forces local game developers to look for alternative funding and activities. 

Crowdfunding and self-determining movement to get investors are common 

ingenuities.   

 

4.3.1 State Paradigm and the Role of Labour Association 

 It’s been 8 years since the government recognized games/video games as the 

national creative economy sector. There are major differences after the state 

recognition through The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy. Firstly, all of 

the game developer talents are included into a specific area called creative workers. It 

means, those who worked as a game creator has the same position as other 17 creative 

workers in Indonesia like musician, dancer, painter, chef, sculptor, animator, actor, 

fashion designer, film director and so on. Based on the Indonesian national legal 

standing (Constitution Number 24, Year 2019), the creative workers who worked 

under 18 national creative sectors are recognized as the other workers and the state 

must fulfil their universal basic needs like incentive, standard-regional salary/basic 

income, health and security insurance, education and property rights.   

 This policy is applied when a game worker worked in a legally incorporated 

local game developer company. Meaning, if they work for an indie studio, they won’t 

be assured by the workers’ universal needs regulation. Outsource or freelance 

company is another consequence for local game workers. According to The 

Indonesian Ministry of Manpower, the new policy for outsource workers and contract 

workers are organized under the same government regulation (Number 35, Year 

2021). This particular brand-new law famously known as The Omnibus Law 

comprises the previous complicated regulation about working-class in Indonesia. 

Furthermore, based on the brand new Indonesian Omnibus Law, the private 
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companies or individuals have more room to recruit outsource and contract workers 

under the mutual agreement between workers and companies. However, the 

companies or firms (i.e., private company, factory and international enterprise) are 

able to gain the power from people with certain skills to work for their company 

without providing a rigid basic universal need for workers.  

 Critics often point out to this particular system due to its tendency to 

excessively rely on liberal economic system. In theory, liberal economic system refers 

to the strong state support of free market competition, private ownership and the 

deliberation of individual access to the property rights and possession (Baalam & 

Dillman, 2015). This particular system is applied to all creative economy sector in 

Indonesia, including game industry. The state never confesses to apply liberal system 

in public. Nevertheless, there are indicators to show that Indonesian state applied the 

liberal system towards its creative workers. Market-driven price, open market 

environment, limitless creativities, zero-state intervention, free competition and 

transactional funds are among the major pointers. 

Our game industry is in the process, we don’t want to halt their creativities. 

These young people have many things to embrace through ideas and 

technology. Local game only contributed 1-2% of our national GDP among 

creative economy sectors so far. At the same time, we provide incentives and 

events in collaboration with association and state-enterprise for the developers 

to sell their market in both local and foreign market. This is a brand-new 

industry, so learning by doing is the most possible method to understand the 

industry (Lambang Prabowo-Section Chief of Game Development, The 

Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy). 

 

 Market-driven price and open market environment are the situation where the 

state or any power of authorities leave the market law to control the price of products 

and universal basic income for creative workers (Menger, 2015). For example, there 

is no price standard about how much should the game from local game developers sell 

their game to public or local gamer in particular. Local game developer companies 

like Mojiken, Toge Productions, Agate and Digital Happiness sold their game around 

IDR 100.000,00 to IDR 200.000,00 (US$ 68 to US$ 1.75) per game on Steam 
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platform. Other prominent local game developer company like Own Games sold it for 

free on the mobile Playstore platform while expecting revenues from advertising, 

download and purchasing item from the players. The government via The Ministry of 

Tourism and Creative Economy doesn’t prevent them to release the local developers 

in any platforms. At the same time the director of Film, Animation and Television Mr. 

Syaifullah claimed that The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy is still 

arranging a special market platform, incentive, and exhibition for local game 

developers to release their game products.   

Despite all of his claim about providing a local platform to publish local game 

product, in fact state ministry admitted the game industry is still unpopular in 

Indonesia and not much they can do expect annual financial help, incubation, 

workshop and exhibition. After all, the local game developers should move along 

without a proper reliance from the state ministry which organized creative economies. 

Apparently, prior to this, a state-owned enterprise Telkom (specialized in 

telecommunication) initiate a special platform to compete with popular world game 

purchase like Steam, consoles and Playstore. However, until today the initiatives is 

either stopped or unpopular among developers and players who are more familiar with 

the foreign game purchase platforms. Prominent local game developer enterprises like 

Toge Productions, Mojiken, Digital Happiness and Agate stated that releasing game 

products through Steam, Playstore and Console are the rational choices since those 

foreign platforms are popular among gamers around the world including Indonesia. 

Not to mention that other prominent developer company like Own Games, Gambir 

and Touchten released their games in Playstore platform since they’re focusing in 

mobile games and the popularity of the platform for gamers. 

 Southeast Asian countries in general are relying on Steam, Playstore and 

consoles to release their game products. Popular local games from Thailand (Araya), 

Singapore (Cat Quest II) and Malaysia (Eximius) can be found and purchased in 

Steam platform. This phenomenon indicates the dependency of local Southeast Asian 

game developers to the foreign game purchasing platform while at the same time 

showed the inability to create a new game purchasing platform and convince their 

local gamers do market selling and buying there. Unlike China where the government 
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partially banned and censored Steam, the popular game platform (Ye, 2021) so that 

the local gamers can be more concentrated to their own game purchasing platform. 

 At the same time, limitless creativities and zero-state intervention are showed 

by no-intervention policy of creativities while at the same time zero limitation 

towards foreign game penetration. It’s impossible to limit the foreign game products 

since Indonesia has always been a free market for any foreign game products from the 

very beginning. Game products from Japan and America were part of contemporary 

local game developers experienced and inspiration in developing games. Unlike 

China, Jonathan Gunawan as COO of Toge Productions argued he didn’t agree with 

the limitation of foreign game products in Indonesia.  

As one of the first generation of local game developers in Indonesia, I have to 

admit that it’s difficult to limit the foreign game in Indonesia. We’re a market, 

a big one from Southeast Asia. It’s impossible to suddenly close or limit the 

foreign games like China. The market will be unstable and the local game 

product will get a bad name because of that. It’s a backlash for us. The option 

is to compete with those foreign game products. As a brand-new industry in 

Indonesia, we have to struggle twice at least to introduce our product to both 

local and international market. Interestingly, many foreign gamers in USA and 

China are more welcome to our game products (Jonathan Gunawan-COO of 

Toge Productions & Indonesian Game Association member). 

 

 The reason is understandable as Indonesian game environment is very open 

since 80’s era (Nintendo, SEGA, Playstation). It’s impossible to limit prevent foreign 

game products in a country with a long tradition of world market place. Different 

approach to China which banned platform like Steam and console game like GTA V 

(2013) can be accepted by the local game players as they’re familiar with a strict 

political censorship and techno-nationalism spirit (Zhang, 2012). China policy is 

impossible to implement in nowadays Indonesia. If there’s a possible way Indonesia 

could replicate China policy towards local game environment by becoming a second 

party of foreign game publisher while strictly impose special license for any foreign 

game products (Kuhns, 2020). 
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 This strategy will eventually force a foreign game company to collaborate 

with local game developer/publisher to release their games. China has implemented 

this policy and has proven into a success in controlling foreign game market while at 

the same time enhancing the consumption of local game products. The policy affects 

to the social welfare of local game workers and development in China (Liu, 2013). In 

Southeast Asia particularly Indonesia, second hand local party collaboration hasn’t 

been implemented regardless the impact to balance the interest of local and foreign 

game developers.    

 The explanation above is the whole excess of liberal system Indonesian 

government conducts to nurture local game development. The state leaves local 

developers and talents to compete in an open market area. State doesn’t limit or 

control the flow of gaming industry. Hence, workers have to create their subcultural 

network as strong as possible. The second consequence after the recognition is the 

provision of state investment fund. Indonesian government through the hands of 

Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy and National Creative Bureau had 

invested approximately IDR 500.000.000 or USD$ 34.393,25 from the year of 2014 

until now for the chosen local game developer companies. 

 Local game companies like Mojiken and Digital Happiness received this state 

financial investment during the 2014-2018 periods to enhance their financial resilient. 

The state conducts the special financial investment to local game developer 

companies through competition. In 2020 due to the pandemic, the chosen local game 

developer company received IDR 60.000.000 for each game developer with one 

condition, they should have gained a legal status as a Limited Company. There is also 

an award through incubation scheme held annually every year in accordance with 

state-owned enterprise.  

We have to admit that due to the limitation of state budget and the newly-

established industry, game industry gains relatively moderate incentive from 

the government. As the state stakeholder, we tried to build the good 

environment first, like opening the market through game exhibition, state 

incentive, incubation, workshop, even by sending local game developers to 

overseas game exhibition in Europe and America to learn skills. We 

collaborate the program with workers association to broader state perspective 
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towards local game environment (Syaifullah-Director of Film, Animation and 

Television, The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy). 

 

 State policy towards local game developers is relying on the association as the 

major reference knowing that the state organizer doesn’t adequately understand the 

gaming industry particularly the need of state’s full-force incentive support to upscale 

local game quality and competence. As a comparison, Chinese government provides 

tax rebates and subsidies and technological zones in each province to encourage and 

sustain the vision of export-oriented game productions (Fung, 2016c). In Southeast 

Asia, Singapore and Malaysia also applied this liberal system towards their game 

developers. The government in those two countries relied on both local and foreign 

investments with the guarantee of political stability, specifically in Singapore (Leong 

& Lee, 2021). 

 Indonesian government with the help of state-owned enterprise named Telkom 

and local game developer studio Agate become a popular choice for the local talents 

to fulfil their dreams to be professional game creators. The annual incubation program 

called Indigo Game Startup for local developers to publish their works with the help 

of Melon Limited Company, another state-owned enterprise under TelcomGroup. The 

program offers a contract opportunity for local developers to experience 3-12 months 

incubation processes like mentoring, co-working space, fundings, and market access 

channel via state-owned company TelcomGroup. The best graduates from the 

program deserves to be part of The Indigo Creative Nation Program and they would 

be prepared to get professional contracts for manufacturing local game for both local 

and global markets. 
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 The incubation scheme sponsored by state-owned company goes like the 

explanation below:    

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In a big picture, state tries to directly involved in the incubation and 

investment of local game developers as both companies and indie studios. The 

incubation aims the new blood of local game developers who just formed the group of 

programmer, designers and artists. The program just started in the year of 2019 and 

during the pandemic of 2020 until now, the incubation is a hybrid process with 

activities like boot camp and mentoring. For a well-established game developer 

studio, Indonesian state through The Ministries of Tourism and Creative Economy 

occasionally provides a special investment fund for the best local game developer 

studios.  

In other words, local game developers must search for another potential 

investment outside the government or helping each other financially like Toge and 

Mojiken sister company scheme. 

I feel like the help from the government wasn’t adequate enough to local game 

developers. We often got overlooked with another creative sectors like 

software applications, culinary, film, and so on. Probably because we’re still 

very young, the government still underestimates the potential economic power 

a game industry conceived. In Toge Productions, we received a major 

investment from private sectors in both local and international companies. 

They usually arrived through the international company and distributed via 
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local private banks. That’s a reality we have to live with. So, we have to create 

our own system like educational socialization about game with universities 

because right now game department in local university is very scarce. Besides 

that, we make our own incubation and joint ventures (Jonathan Gunawan-

COO Toge Productions).       

 

With an open and liberal market environment but limited budget and events 

from state bureau, local game developers as both business entities and individuals 

implemented what we called as autopoiesis system (Luhmann, 1986). The term that 

first coined by a sociologist Niklas Luhmann to refer a self-referential and self-

creation system in the social system. The autopoiesis system emphasizes on the 

production flows of social activities within themselves to create a value which 

indicates to be the social identity (1986, pp. 172-173). The value will be later be 

maintained from within by the actors.   

State initiatives often drives by Indonesian Game Association as they’re more 

familiar with game development in Indonesia. Indonesian Game Association consists 

of local game talents (Predominantly founders, CEO, COO and senior members) 

which already into video games environment from the very beginning. As state’s 

ministries led by senior chief who’re unfamiliar with gaming industry, the state 

driving-force is once again articulated and produced from within. The support from 

the state was claimed not sufficiently enough by local game developers with 97.1% 

from the total 1.136 of local game workers expressed the urgency of state’s patronage 

(The Map of Indonesian Local Game Industry, 2020).    

Interestingly, all current annual programs are initiated by Indonesian Game 

Association with state’s Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy and The Ministry 

of Communication and Informatics as a legal patron. There are 13 annual programs in 

developing local game industry. In particular, the program addressed to cultivate and 

enhance the capacity and competitiveness of local game talents. Those jamming 

programs are:    

1) Gelora: Providing 3 months of training program for amateur developers to 

create games).  
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2) IDGX (Indonesian Game Developers Exchange): An annual local game 

conference to discuss the enhancement of local game development.  

3) Archipelageek: A special international exchange and delegation program 

when the chosen local game developers are able to show their demos and prototypes 

in order to represent Indonesia abroad. 

4)  Game Prime: The biggest Indonesian local game exhibition where local 

game developers are able to promote their works and introduce their new products to 

the potential publishers and customers. 

5) Government Incentive Aids: A special investment made by the Indonesian 

state up to IDR 200.000.000/USD 14.250. This program aimed to help a potential 

local game developer studio to gain an adequate capital and starting to grow even 

more. 

6) BDD: An annual seminar targeted students and new talents. 

7) OMG (Oh My Game): A special game pitching involved university 

students to bring higher educational institutions get closer to local game industry. 

8) Skill Tree: A weekly online coaching and sharing by senior and 

experienced local game talents via official Indonesian Game Association’s Youtube 

channel. 

9) IGRS (Indonesian Game Rating): A local game ratings system but 

following an international game standard in order to put a minimum bar for local 

game products. For example, safeness, designs, storyline, graphics, education and so 

on. 

10) RAGI: A special free co-working space for any game developer talents to 

work, sharing ideas, testing hardware. Unfortunately, it’s temporary close due to 

COVID-19 pandemic. It’s located in Bandung. 

11) Indigo Startup: Local game incubation, mentoring and workshop program 

held by 2 state-related ministries and one prominent local game developer company. 

The top candidates will continue to Indigo Creative Nation, the next-level of 

incubation and potentially gains 2 million rupiah/USD 142.500 to start and establish 

their studio game. 
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12) Dilo Game Academy: A free online game course such as programming, 

design, and product management delivered by senior game talents. Until now, Dilo 

Game Academy has more than 200 alumni. 

13) Game Talent Indonesia: An initiative from Indonesian Game Association 

and Agate to improve the quality and quantities of local game talents while 

narrowing the gap between academic courses and industrial world. The program 

consists of webinars, training for lecturers and teachers, internships, game 

development competition.         

In principle, state policy was an organic bottom-up policy initiated mainly 

from the association. The state approach towards local game developers as 

instruments for creative industry is basically coming from the workers themselves as 

the state through Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy doesn’t comprehend the 

issue. This phenomenon occurs as the local game developers through their labor 

association gain a very good position as they have grown up with game issues 

constantly since their early days as game consumers to game producers.     

 

4.3.2 Human Resource Problems 

 Speaking about local game talents can’t be separated with the quantity and 

quality of human resources. The human resource is a backbone of every creative 

industry sector as workers are the major means of creative productions. Non-creative 

industry applies machine to routinize their daily basis occupation, for example 

garment workers, cashiers, heavy metal factory and other manufacture industry where 

the labors don’t have control over the means of production. On the other hand, 

creative labors don’t have to completely depend on machine works, but utilizes it after 

their very ideas, not the other way around like manufacture non-creative industry 

labors.  

 Creative industry workers rely on their creativities to produce commodities 

(i.e., animation, book, painting, fashion, sculptor, video games). Creativity is an 

intangible object. It’s a duty of artists and creative industry to materialize creativities 

into a tangible product and industrialize it as a creative commodity. State on the other 

hand, plays a significant role in nurturing and sustaining this particular economy 

product as creative economy sector has now become a global soft power for countries 
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to introduce their identities while generating revenues at the same time (Iwabuchi, 

2015). 

 In Indonesia, a special ministry is formed to organize creative economy sector. 

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy is a national breakthrough. Video 

games as one of their sectors slowly showing the potency as the next global hottest 

commodity. According to the recent state’s data (2020) the growth of game developer 

studios continues showing a significant growth from the year of 2018 (143 studios), 

2109 (225 studios), 2020 (332 studios). The numbers also indicate a great future of 

this brand-new creative sector particularly the contribution to national foreign 

exchange. The best example has proven by Toge Productions, as their latest game 

called Coffee Talk (2020) yielded for 7.6 billion rupiah (USD 522.816) in its first 

month of released. The interesting part is that 99% of their consumers are foreign 

gamers. 

I don’t know how to express this. We gained 7.6 billion rupiah (USD 522.816) 

in our first month, but 99% of the players are foreign gamers. Only 1% of 

them are locals. At one particular point, it’s good for our national foreign 

exchange, but it also showed that our local customers haven’t familiar with 

their local game products. It’s a long way to go for our local game 

environment. But at least it’s a very good starting point, I heard other local 

game developer company like Mojiken and Digital Happiness also 

experienced the same case. This nice international recognition meaning that 

we have to enhance the quality of our resources and talents in order to create 

better products (Kris Antoni-CEO of Toge Productions).  

 

Despite its huge economic potency for contemporary creative economy sector, 

the number of local talents/workers are still very limited in nowadays Indonesia. 

According to the data from The Ministry of Manpower (The Number of Indonesian 

Creative Workers Based on Sectors (2015-2019), 2020), there are 1.136 number of 

local game workers in Indonesia, comparing to other sector like culinary, fashion, and 

craft, Indonesian game sector is still below those top three though having a largest 

number of game customers in Southeast Asia (Newzoo, 2017). However, the number 

is relatively moderate based on the fact that the local game industry is still in infancy 
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in contemporary Indonesia. The problem doesn’t merely address to the quantity 

number of game workers but also towards the quality of local game skill crafting good 

games.       

While on the other hand, there is a lack of game studies department at the local 

universities to provide local talents. The condition triggers another issue of local game 

developer talents. Most of the local game workers are self-taught talents since they 

don’t have game major or game science as their formal educational backgrounds. In 

Indonesia, there are only 5 game college departments. Most of them have just opened 

the program for less than 10 years. This accentuates the problematic circle called 

“chicken and egg” where the upstream and downstream problems are intertwining. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the lack of standard for local game workers and the shortage of game 

college degrees at the universities, the worker’s quality doubts investors as they are 

hesitant about investing the stimulus to local game developer studios. Hence, there 

will be no financial support to develop the games. It eventually reaches a point where 

either no game is developed, or even when it is developed, the quality of the game 

will be substandard due to the lack of financial support from investment. Lack of 

investment means no vibrant local game industry that eventually circle back to the 

first point. 

The lack of competency among local game workers has initiated Indonesian 

Game Association to make a standard of local game workers skill competency. This 
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Figure 4.6 Chicken and Egg Problem in Indonesian Local Game Development  
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initiative is expected to solve the upstream problem for the sustainability of local 

game workers. This program will stress a minimum bar of local game workers 

standard of their skill relate to game creations, such as programming, design, artist, 

music, and program manager. 

We urgently need the minimum standard for our local game developers. So 

far, there is no minimum bar for our game talents, so every game studio has 

their own subjective assessment for their talents. Besides that, our colleges 

haven’t provided adequate enough course and degree to be a game developer. 

So, through the program called SKKNI (National Standard Workers 

Competence), we as workers’ association are able to set the minimum quality 

for game talents in Indonesia for better game quality we produce (Febri-

Indonesian Game Association). 

 

Unlike other professions, creative workers have no minimum standard of 

competence. The assessment often derived from respective studios while recruiting 

employees. By contrast, in a well-established game industrial country like Japan, the 

boundary between work and play is invisible. The environment flows such as 

vocational school, state policy, and the local industry has already grown up to 

continuously provides talents to the market place (Ernkvist, 2016). Japan’s liberal 

business environment places enterprises and ventures as the major backbones for 

economic sustainability with a supportive tax system. 

In Southeast Asia, countries like Vietnam and Singapore have the strongest 

bargaining power to gain investment as the have the strongest political stability 

among other Southeast Asian countries. However, they’re also dealing with same 

problem as other Southeast Asian countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and 

Philippines. The best local game talents tend to choose to work overseas to get a 

better salaries, opportunities and environment (Fung, 2016a). 

Senior Indonesian local game talent also stated this problem with the concern 

of “the big talent loss” in Indonesian local game environment. As a subcultural 

movement, local game association has contemplated to create the environment alive, 

vibrant, and generating sustainability. At this point all possible effort was made to 
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provide all the overseas Indonesian game talents to return and starts to develop their 

local game environment.  

One of finest example is a brand-new local game developer studio called 

Stairway Games. A local game developer studio based in Yogyakarta consist of 

multinational game talents. As a new established local game developer studio, they 

made a big achievement by creating a new game called Coral Island, a farming RPG 

game inspired by the popular game Harvest Moon. A multinational game developer 

established a local game developer company in Yogyakarta along with his local and 

international friends. They succeed collecting approximately USD 1.635.776 in less 

than 36 hours by a crowdfunding scheme to finish the Coral Island game.  

In conclusion, those 3 points indicate the human resource problems and how 

the association and state ministry particularly The Ministry of Tourism and Creative 

Economy try to solve the issues. State investment is a temporary solution, in fact 

many local game developer companies are able to handle their investment and 

funding alone. The sustainability of workers especially the quality of local game 

workers’ skill and the recognition of their profession must be prioritized.  

 

4.3.3 Capital Difficulties and Crowdfunding Solution 

 Investment support is another major big issue for local game developers in 

Indonesia. Developers by means of both individual and team/company need a 

financial support to drive their creative minds. Prior to this, it has mentioned that the 

core of investment problem relies on the upstream complex about the unstandardized 

labor skill, unexperienced game labors and infancy market environment. Investors are 

doubtful to make any moves to invest their funds to local game developer studio. 

While at the same time, Indonesian state’s budget on local game development 

concentrated in The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, The Ministry of 

Communication and Informatics, and state-owned companies Telkom. According to 

the testimonies, investors are majority techno venture enterprises. The data below 

exposes the list of investors funded numerous local game developer studios to run 

their local game business and workers’ needs. The list also exposes the symbiosis 

among local game developer studios and their roles from being independent investors 

to one another as well as acquisitions.   
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Table 4.1 Investment for Touchten Games 

 

Name of Game Studio Name of Investors Year 

 Ideosource 2011 

 

 

 

Touchten 

Cyberagent Ventures, 

TMS Entertainment, 

UOB Ventures 

Management 

2013 

 Gree, 500 Startups 2015 

 Discovery Nusantara 

Capital 
2016 

 Cuebic, Angel Investor 2019 

  

 As one of the senior local game developer studios, Touchten has already 

received an investment from the year of 2011. Ideasource is a technological venture 

capital as well as Cyberagent and TMS Entertainment. While UOB is a famous 

Singapore overseas banking company with the largest branches in Southeast Asia. 

With this long story of receiving investment from big enterprise companies, Touchten 

now has more 30 game workers, along with other office employees. The workforce 

numbers aren’t as big as Agate with more than 300 game workers named the Bandung 

local game developer studio as the biggest in employee numbers. 

 Unfortunately, though majority of local game developer studios published the 

name of investors, they don’t want to reveal the amount they received from investors. 

One of the research subjects stated it was a part of “sensitive information” as they 

utilize the investment to enhance the employees and building the infrastructures like 

updating software and hardware. The investment then must be later circulating 

through game selling and merchandises. The production costs in creating a video 

game itself varies depending on the type and complexity of the game.    

There are no exact numbers. It based on what kind of game you created. For 

example, simple game like flash will surely cost more efficient comparing to 

Triple A (AAA) game like The Last of Us game. But in general, the cost 
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consists of time, I mean how long you and your team need to create that game 

(in example 3 months), operational cost (electricity, water, logistics like foods 

and any other asset interests) and of course salary during the process. You do 

the math. Could be over 100 or even below 100 million rupiahs (Eka 

Pramuditha-Mojiken).    

 

 It’s is important to highlight Discovery Nusantara Capital, the investor for two 

prominent local game developer studios in Indonesia (Touchten and Toge 

Productions). Discovery Nusantara capital is known for its investment activities in the 

internet startup industry in Southeast Asia. Discovery Nusantara Capital is a joint 

venture capital under a Chinese IT enterprise called Hangzhou Zhexin IT specialized 

in technology. Technically, all of the current investors never interfere game contents, 

they’re only concerned on game selling. Jonathan Gunawan as the COO from Toge 

Productions admitted this condition in contemporary Indonesian gaming industry. 

Toge Productions itself also became a major investor for Mojiken and Gamecharger 

game studios. The subcultural principle of building network and supporting each other 

is applied in nowadays Indonesian game developers as game workers or talents are 

scarce. Investing network is the option to protect the talents not to get over with local 

game industry.    

 

Table 4.2 Toge Productions Investment 

 

Game Studio Name Name of Investor Year 

Toge Productions 
Discovery Nusantara 

Capital 
2017 

Investment 
Mojiken Studio 2017 

Gamecharger Studio 2018 

 

  Acquisition is another example besides investing potential talents from one 

particular game developer studios. Agate acquired Ekuator Game, one of the earliest 

local game developer studios in Indonesia with bunch of works and experience such 

as producing the game called Calestian Tales (2015) through crowdfunding schemes 

and won the 2016 top 10 Indonesian Best Games Award. This acquisition worth 5 
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million rupiahs in 2019. The acquisition has made Cipto Adiguno the former CEO of 

Ekuator Games becoming a vice president of product management in Agate. In the 

microeconomic perspective, this acquisition is understood as the “economies of 

scale”. In definition, “economies of scale” is the efficiency strategy made by 

enterprise to cut the cost of production by expanding their infrastructures (Clark, 

2006). Agate is trying to create larger manufacture in order to push the game 

productions while at the same time cut cost of productions. In “economies of scale’ 

perspectives, it’s better to create 5-10 games per year by a big company scale rather 

than 1-3 game per year by small-medium game developer company. 

  

Table 4.3 Agate Investment 

 

Game Studio Name Name of Investors Year 

Agate Malokoe Ventures (USD 

1 Million) 
2016 

then Acquired Ekuator Games 2019 

 

A different strategy approached by Toge Productions as they invested their 

funding to nurture Mojiken as a part of sister-companies approach. Sister companies 

are subsidiary method which particular company is either controlled or connected by 

parent company but operates separately and having their autonomous flows 

(Friedman, 2007). In the case of Toge Productions and Mojiken, Toge Productions as 

a parent company invested their funds to support Mojiken for maintaining their talents 

while at the same time utilize Mojiken’s talents to create video game products though 

collaboration. Besides Discovery Nusantara Capital and Malokoe Ventures, there are 

2 other venture capitals which already invested their investment for local game 

development. Both Emtek and East Ventures are ventures which concerned in 

technological issues particularly in Asia. According to the data, the investment 

occurred quite a long time ago and never heard investing to the local game 

development since. There are also incentives from the state through the National 

Creative Bureau for local game developer studios. The table below shows the number 

of incentives local game developers received from the state.  
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Table 4.4 Major Investors of Indonesia Local Game Industry 

 

Name of Investors 
Name of the Local 

Developer Recipients 
Year 

Emtek Arton Code 2014 

East Ventures 
Nightspade 2011 

Alkemis Games 2014 

  

 Mathematically, state investment is never enough to cover all the production 

cost. According to Eka Pramuditha, a founder of Mojiken studio, the total cost for a 

proper game production is approximately 50-100 million rupiahs (USD 3.467-USD 

6.952). In reality, local game developers cannot rely too much to both state and 

private investments. Technically they’re only adequate to sustain financial durability 

during the production of one game product. The data below displays the number of 

investments the state had given to the chosen game developers.  

 

Table 4.5 State Funds Recipients 

 

Source of State’s 

Financial Support 

Name of The 

Recipients 

Incentive 

Amounts 
Year 

National Creative 

Bureau (Indonesian 

State Financial 

Incentives) 

Ekuator Games 
IDR 175.840.000 

(USD 12.307) 
2017 

Digital Happiness 
IDR 168.960.000 

(USD 11.825) 
2018 

 

 As a subcultural occupational group, local game developers are forced to think 

of alternative way to collect money for game productions. Benefited with the presence 

of internet, they collected the special fundraiser scheme which later be called as 

“crowdfunding”. They’re 8 local game developers which successfully collect funds 

via crowdfunding system. Crowdfunding itself is a method where people communally 

collect funds/money/incentives to support project of other people in a particular 

occasion (Warf, 2018, p. 111). The internet and social media platforms have taken 
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this communal participation into another level. Several issues such as natural disaster 

aids, medical expenses even bailout-money for the innocent (Fuadi, 2020) applied a 

crowdfunding scheme to communally solve the problems. The list below displays the 

success story of crowdfunding scheme of numerous local game developer studios 

collecting funds for developing games. 

 

Table 4.6 Indonesian Games with Crowdfunding Funds 

 
Developer Name Game Product Name Year Crowdfunding Nominal Amount 

Storytale Studio 
Pamali: Indonesian Folklore 

Horror 
2018 

IDR 96.683.400 (USD 

6.778) 

Blissful Works One Last Crane: Another 2018 IDR 181.483.740 (USD 12.724) 

Ekuator Games 
Celestian Tales: Realms Beyond 

Celestian Tales: Old North 

2017 

2014 

IDR 338.783.500 (USD 23.747) 

IDR 566.890.500 (USD 40.115) 

Anantarupa 

Studio 
Boma Naraka Sura 2015 IDR 439.936.500 (USD 30.839) 

Artoncode Winterflame: The Other Side 2015 IDR 782.693.600 (USD 54.863) 

Touchten Target Acquired 2014 IDR 317.285.000 (USD 22.240) 

Tinker Games Pale Blue 2014 IDR 830.397.000 (USD 58.762) 

Digital Happiness 

Dreadout 

2013 IDR 450.538.500 

(USD45.053 

 

 Crowdfunding can be seen as an organic initiative made and financed by the 

grassroots community that will eventually be consumed by the community all over 

again. In the context of local game industry, crowdfunding is the most comfortable 

method to enhance game development. However, the emerging platform such as 

Kickstarter and Indigogo don’t instantly led the local studio to the convenience way 

of doing crowfunding to sustain their game development. They need to build a trust 

among fans and other developers in advance. With the help of internet technology, a 

particular game studio can develop an awareness through social media or releasing a 

demo as tester to their potential crowdfund-risers. 

 Crowdfunding proves the changing landscape of audience from prosumer 

culture to prosumer-investor. The act of collective fundraising to develop a mass 

commercial product can be done with a combination of trust, common ground, 
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emotional bounding and the necessity to enjoy a preferable entertainment stuff 

(Planells, 2015). Communality sense of in a crowdfunding program is seen as an 

additional gesture besides investment hunt and market performance. Crowdfunding is 

a temporary solution for a temporary financial problem in developing and finishing a 

particular game project. Furthermore, a local game studio should comprehend how to 

share and utilize the fund to sustain their existence.         

Crowdfunding activities began to gain popularity among local game 

developers due to the lack of financial aids from both private and state sectors. 

Rokimas from Toutchten studio stated that the crowdfunding idea was inspired by 

other foreign game developers who started to collect the fund and raises money to 

develop games from fans and communities through the special crowdfunding 

platforms like Kickstarter and Indiegogo. The target funders usually come from both 

local and international gamers. If normally funding for game creation derived from 

publishers and investors, crowdfunding can be seen as the best method to develop and 

publish game product as autonomous possible. Crowdfunding makes game developers 

owe their creation to the fans not clients and publishers. Game developers create a 

game to accomplish the fans demand as the whole part as the crowdfundraisers. 

Comparing to the world game environment, crowdfunding is the popular method to 

gain financial aids in developing games, especially for indie and small-medium game 

studios (A. N. Smith, 2015). 

 The developers developed a game prototype or demo before finally opened the 

crowdfunding donation to finish the game. The fans who observed the trailer or even 

played the demo will later observe the game and decide whether they want to join the 

crowdfunding donation or not. This initiative is a typical grass-root movement as the 

circle of work starts from the artists, supported by connoisseurs, finished by the 

artists, purchased by the connoisseurs, and eventually led to the rejuvenation of the 

artists’ creative lives (Tyni, 2017). 

Normally crowdfunding goes into two other ways around. Game developers 

made the prototype or demo and launched the trailer in a crowdfunding 

platform like Kickstarter or Indiegogo. After that it’s a matter of marketing, 

how they sell the game. It’s good if we already have a market or fans. They’re 

loyal. This market should be strengthened continuously. In Touchten, we’ve 
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been targeting the female gamers. Crowdfunding makes a developer works for 

fans not merely stick to investor who’s always trying to seek for added value 

(Rokimas-Co Founder of Touchten). 

 

 

 Unfortunately, not all of the local game developer studios in Indonesia are 

able to maintain their existence even after a crowdfunding success. There are only 5 

local studios left from the list. The rest of them either went bankrupt or acquitted by 

larger game studios. The reason behind the unsustain business of particular local 

developers despite being rejuvenated by crowdfunding was the inability to maintain 

the business cost like promoting the game and generating other sponsor or investment 

for salaries and infrastructures. In fact, crowdfunding is only a temporary solution for 

developers. They cannot count of studio production and sustainability cost merely to 

crowdfunding capitals. 

 

4.4 Contemporary Conditions of Indonesian Local Game Developers as the 

National Creative Workers 

 There was the time when Indonesia used to be a place for subcontractor 

foreign game studios in developing their game assets by utilizing local game workers. 

The condition was in accordance to what Fung (2016c) examination on Southeast 

Asian game workers that were still dependent on foreign game studios to develop 

games. Nevertheless, in the last 5 years, local game environment in Indonesia 

displayed a transformative shape as the emergence of numerous independent local 

game developer studios. 
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 Local game workers are no longer rely on foreign outsource game studios. 

They’re now able to create their own game assets and sell the products for both local 

and overseas market. This condition emerges as the consequence of the emerging of 

vibrant urban youth community and the decision of foreign game studios to move 

their outsource studios to another countries like Vietnam, Singapore, and Malaysia. 

This opportunity was capitalized by the state recognition of video games as the 

national creative economy sectors since 2014. 

 The state initiatives to recognize video games to be the national creative 

economy sector is considered a great step particularly in the Southeast Asian region. 

As a country with the biggest creative economic contribution in ASEAN, Indonesian 

government sought to embrace any creative sectors as extensive as possible. In fact, 

the state support isn’t adequate enough to upscale the level of local game industry. 

This circumstance is quite understandable due to the unfamiliarity of state 

bureaucracy in handling gaming industry. Important state positions related to this 

industry is filled with senior state bureaucrats with least understandings on gaming 

 ● Limited State Budget Allocation  ● Photosynthesis Enforcement 

 ● Double Jobs 

 ● Small-Medium Enterprises 

 ● Youth Subcultures 

 ● Community-Based Occupation 

 ● Self-Taught Workers 

 ● Unfamiliar Local Market 

 ● Crowdfunding 

 ● Institutionalized Workers 

 The Genesis 

 State Patronage Issues 

Precarious Works  

Self-Creation 

Principles 

 ● Free Market Competition 

 ● Labor Association Assistant 

Figure 4.7 Contemporary Conditions of Indonesian Local Game Developers 
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industry. Consequently, the state just appears as a legal and annual event organizer, 

rather than positioned themselves as the main patron for artists. 

 Despite the fact that video game industry is still a new emerging industry in 

contemporary Indonesia, it has a huge potential with the increasing number of game 

studios and talents. The research figured out that most of sustainability programs 

mainly originated from the workers’ association as the core references for the state 

policy. This tendency occurs due to their unfamiliarity towards gaming industry in 

details. The state appears as a sidekick partner of workers’ association. Practically, 

workers association plays the roles of both labour and trade association. Since 

Indonesian local game industry is still in infancy, annual exhibition, incubation and 

workshop are important for workers in general to gain experience. 

 State’s policy-makers set up policies with a strong encouragement and 

reference from association. The state provides mediocre financial assistance and 

annual workshop to be articulated by the developers themselves into their community 

programs. State recognition to manage local game environment merely appears as a 

supplement for a liberal market approach and put local developers to compete with 

other foreign game products. There’s no foreign-game limitation in both selling and 

access.  

Meanwhile, the lack of external investors occurred as the game talents are 

majority self-taught developers with no formal educational backgrounds in video 

game studies. Most of local game studios have to conduct other B2B practices, 

services and gamification projects to secure their existences. Acquisitions and sister-

company approaches are also common among firm local game studios. These 

practices have a common a goal to secure limited local talents while expanding 

business at the same time.   

 Obstacles force local game developers to think about alternative method to 

accomplish their creations and sustainability. The most popular method is a 

crowdfunding scheme where the artists collect a special collective funds from fans to 

develop or finish a particular game project. This spirit of independence has been the 

core essence of local talents since their first emergence as independent youth culture 

as urban community. As they technically received occupational reference from inner 

circle, the bonds among employees and owner are strong. As urban youth community, 
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local game developers love to heighten their origins by accentuating local languages 

like Javanese or Sundanese languages in addition to Indonesian and English as game 

dialogues and manuals. 

 Local game developers are facing no content restriction from the state. 

However, they have to avoid sensitive topics like religions and LGBT since those 

topics are sensitive in Indonesia. They highlight on local legends, myths, folklores 

and fantasies as major topics to engage both local and international customers. In fact, 

local developers are forced to create their own supportive environment and put 

government as the legal man instead of the main patron like South Korea or China. 

 After all of these challenges, one question emerged whether local game 

developers loyal to their career as professional game developers in the Indonesian 

gaming industry. Gaming industry is a fluid environment, a developer can constantly 

interchange positions and roles. They are able to work as a project-part timer worker, 

being a regular employee in one or two local game studios or even owned their own 

studio having several employees. The question of career loyalty will answer their 

willingness to stay as a local game developer regardless the position and conditions 

they’re now facing.  

 Key issues over self-identification, job insecurity and patronage trust were 

revealed during this qualitative examination. The case study approach figured out the 

importance of these elements embedded in the contemporary condition local game 

developers in Indonesia. Self-identification explains how the workers perceived and 

identify themselves as both artist and developer in the local gaming industry. Job 

insecurities exposes the default condition that every local game worker has to endure 

in contemporary Indonesian gaming industry while patronage trust element leaks their 

trust to the external support system such as state, investors and association. 

 These three elements are utilized to measure adaptation level which leads to 

the degree of career loyalty among local game developers in Indonesia. This 

particular career loyalty aspect is an important issue to measure sustainable aspect 

particularly from workers’ point of view. Their willingness to stay is a vital aspect to 

figure out how the local gaming industry will sustain in a long run. The existence of 

artists as state instruments will be defining whether the human resource issue has a 

sustainable progress regarding to the current situation.  
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In working class studies, the existence of labor union is very important as 

workers’ community and a pressure group toward authorities and stakeholders. The 

new emerging Indonesian local game development has forced local game labors to 

strengthen position in both quality and quantity. There is a problem with the quantity 

of game developers. In fact, a well-establish game studio has two kinds of workers. 

The first one is the game developers themselves as both talents and creative labors. 

They orchestrate technical duties such as programming, design, and artists, including 

game writer and translator. Besides that, there are non-technical workers, there are 

project manager, accounting and public relations. The last type doesn’t include into 

the type of creative labors as they conduct the non-technical duties in developing a 

game product. Experts are still arguing about this boundary (Caves, 2000). However, 

this research applied the definition from DCMS (Department for Culture, Media and 

Sport) defining that a creative labor has to be someone who conducted technical 

issues that based on ideas into commodity.  

    Therefore, Indonesian Game Association consists of game talents who 

conducted technical issues in the regular basis. They are founders and co-founders of 

prominent local game studios. All of them are programmers and game designers. Two 

backbones in developing video games. Not only does it perform an important labor 

association role, Indonesian Game Association is also a trade union. The boards 

functioned as patron, reference and bridge to the market and state. In the infancy 

situation, labor union becomes an important aspect to cover both logistic and market 

needs for workers.  

In the infancy industrial condition, worker exploitation is not a major issue. In 

the infancy situation, working precarity is more likely to happen since the company 

prioritizing in challenging the market and introducing company’s existence to public. 

One of the best methods to introduce themselves to market is by developing proper 

and reliable products to public. Indonesian Game Association as labor union bridged 

this important issue and embracing incubations, workshops, and exhibitions to boost 

both labor quality and quantity. In particular occasion, a labor union set two important 

roles as trade and labor union by definitions. As they hold the most reliable update of 

world gaming industry, state technically follows their reference and recommendation 

for the local gaming industry. 
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However, the major problem for Indonesian local game industry to break away 

from mediocre level is the state misunderstanding in organizing creative industry 

which led to their reluctance to facilitate creative workers with infrastructures, grant 

and market access. Based on the interview with state deputy for video game affairs in 

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, the state demanded an advance 

significant contribution from local game industry to receive more financial support 

from the state. As the deputy mentioned that local game industry contributed less than 

3% of the total national GDP. This feudalistic paradigm sustains the status quo of 

mediocrity within the local gaming industry. Historically, every artist needs patron to 

secure their creations. Great artists such as Michaelangelo, Da Vinci, Mozart and 

other Renaissance artists were backed up financially by nobles and royal family 

patronages (Gundersheimer, 1981; King, 2003). 

In the 21st century the concept of patronage has shifted from noble gentry to 

the state (Cowen, 1998). State with its legal facilities, reserves and networks are able 

to transform creative industry into their soft power tool to generate income from 

cross-border global business diplomacy. The Korean wave that happened recently is 

the best example of state patronage in the 21st century organizing arts. Ideally, a state 

comes first to initiate, funds, and secure their local artists or talents with industrial 

export target. It builds infrastructures and network to catch the global target along 

with the establishment of vocational schools and curriculums to sustain longevity.  

This is the missing link in the Indonesian creative industry particularly in the 

local game industry. The state at some point missed the comprehension on how to 

build a vibrant creative industry with a global impact. Rather than being the first party 

to approach and properly nurture local game developers, the state urged talents to 

exercise their significance towards national GDP in advance. An order that seems 

impossible to materialize since local game talents basically needs more infrastructure 

and financial support from the state as a lighthouse. One of the interviewees even ask 

the researcher to conduct research to prove how significant game industry will be in 

the future, in order to convince the state to facilitate them more. 

       It doesn’t mean that all of the developers’ effort to collaborate with 

venture capitals and crowdfunding schemes are unnecessary. Those are temporary 

acts for the ecosystem. Successful countries in creative industries such as South 
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Korea, Japan and England count on the state as the lighthouse and direct patronage 

(Havens, 1982; Lee, 2019; Pooke, 2011). All efforts made by Indonesian game 

association as a labor union won’t be much if state’s feudalistic paradigm in nurturing 

creative economy hasn’t changed. Having loyal talents and abundant stock of new 

bloods might bring progress to the Indonesian local game industry, but a significant 

leap forward is a long way to go.       

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

THE ANALYSIS OF CAREER LOYALTY AMONG GAME 

DEVELOPERS AS THE NATIONAL CREATIVE WORKERS     

IN INDONESIA 

 

This chapter explains the quantitative measurement of career loyalty among 

local game developers in contemporary Indonesian local gaming industry. The 

assessment of loyalty amidst the infancy and precarious new emerging creative 

industry is important to forecast industrial sustainability. As Indonesian local game 

development continues to grow in the past 5 years, the workers face numerous 

challenges like previously mentioned in the qualitative chapter. It triggers the question 

on their willingness to stay in the local gaming industry as both labours and creative 

individuals. The chapter also explores the loyalty degree of each local developer type 

to illustrate which type of local game developer has a foremost loyalty level.  

 

5.1 Career Loyalty Analysis among Indonesian Local Game Developers in 

Contemporary Indonesian Local Game Industry 

 As the infancy condition of local game industry, limited state support, and lack 

of human resources in contemporary Indonesian local game industry, the element of 

career loyalty among local game developers becomes a major issue to define 

industrial sustainability. Career loyalty stands for the commitment of local game 

developers to consistently stay to their profession as a game talent or worker. This 

loyalty is meant to measure the engagement and commitment level of local game 

developers to their profession as the professional game creators amidst the 

contemporary situation of local game environment.   
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The previous data mentioned that 2/3 of the new established local game 

studios have to close their productions due to several problems like finances, 

resources and limited state supports, local game workers are in the dire situation to 

sustain their existence. However, it hasn’t been exposed whether the developers 

remain loyal to the industry or not. This chapter tries to discover the issue. On the 

other hand, this chapter also measures if the of loyalty of Indonesian local game 

workers are the same as US game talents as they are more loyal to industry rather than 

to any particular game studio enterprises (Weststar, 2015). 

Assessing career loyalty can foresee the sustainability and endurance level 

among contemporary local game workers in the current local gaming industry. Their 

experience with current state patronage, market, and precarious conditions are among 

considerations measuring the engagement to stay in the game industry or pursue 

another career. Career loyalty can also predict the longevity of the industry itself 

(Daneshgari & Moore, 2016). As video games have been recognized by the state since 

2014, the contribution of this national creative economy sector was still below 3% and 

more than a half of local game developers have to do side-jobs in order to maintain 

their unstable creative life. 

Recent research also indicates that most of the local game developers are 

unsatisfied to the state incentives and expecting more from related ministries. Since 

game industry is a very dilute working space, previous qualitative exploration 

revealed that several developers didn’t just abandon their creation as game developers 

after they resigned from full-time occupation. Therefore, the level of loyalty among 

local game developers based on their roles and positions in the industry hasn’t been 

evaluated. Prior qualitative exploration revealed there were 3 different types of local 

game developers in Indonesia. 

The first one is a self-employed developer who worked as a part-timer or 

project-based talent. This particular type of developer is tied with a short-term 

contract to make a particular game project. Self-employed game developer still 

engages in making games though not live it as a full-time occupation. The second 

type is a developer who worked for someone’s studio or an employee in a particular 

game studio. This type of worker has an intact working schedule and contract as a 

professional game worker with weekly or monthly salary. The third type is a 
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developer who owned a studio and being responsible organizing workers as a part of 

their business resources. 

By examining these three different types of local game developers, we can 

summarize which type has the foremost loyalty and commitment to their career as 

local game developers in Indonesia. The result indicates the most vulnerable type of 

developer in terms of their commitment to the Indonesian gaming industry. The 

results bring us into a prediction regarding what kind of policy style that the state 

should have taken to sustain the longevity of local game development particularly on 

the workers’ issues. As creative workers, game developers have various different 

stances and positions related to their decision-making process comparing to the 

manufacture labors. They rely on their creativities, therefore, it’s easier for them to 

change occupations and careers over time (Florida, 2012). 

Nevertheless, as important elements like market condition, state patronage and 

infrastructures play important roles in their sustainability, the worker’s career life-

span are heavily relied not only on their self-authorship sense as artists, but also their 

environment rationalities. Based on the previous chapter, 3 different types of local 

game developer share different shapes and characteristics on dealing with career 

sustainability in local game industry.  

These nuances of workers shared different standpoint regarding to self-

authorship, job insecurities, patronage trust, and career loyalty to the contemporary 

local game industry. Three types of local game workers in Indonesia are also based on 

their roles and position as a part of local game development. In other words, 

individual who created local video game assets (i.e., programs, storylines, sounds, 

artworks) for industrial purposes are also identified as a part of game workers in 

Indonesia.    

 

5.2 Career Loyalty Contexts     

 In academic research, the concept of career loyalty often intertwined with the 

concept of occupational or job loyalty which refers to someone’s engagement and 

commitment to the occupation or job that he/she’s currently doing in daily basis 

(Dutta & Dhir, 2021). This concept has several spectrums whether loyalty is more 
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leaning to a particular company or the industry as a whole (Riley, Lockwood, Powell-

Perry, & Baker, 1998). Occupational loyalty can be expanded to any subjects and 

level of working-class groups (Elegido, 2013; Majdin, 2005). Creative worker is the 

contemporary interesting subject to examine. The major reason is the precarious 

working condition they have to deal with, such as unstable industry, unsupported state 

policy, unwelcome market and high cost of production (Hartley, 2005; Flew, 2012). 

 In Indonesia, as it mentioned in the previous chapter, local game developers 

struggle to various crisis due to the limited support from state and human resources. 

Based on the grounded examination from Dutta and Dhir (2021) career can be 

measured by looking at 3 aspects, such as affective (sense of ownership) cognitive 

(trust) and behavioral aspects (willingness to stay). Meanwhile there is a difference 

from being loyal to carrier and company. This research emphasized on the career 

loyalty rather than occupational loyalty to a particular company. The willingness and 

consistency to stay in a particular industry is assessed regardless numerous companies 

and positioned workers worked for.  

 In general, career loyalty always exposes on personal attachment and 

trustworthy with particular person or group to achieve goals through actions. In this 

research, career loyalty is meant to measure the commitment and engagement of 

Indonesian local game workers to their career as professional game developers. In 

accordance to the previous research mentioned the rising tendency of people to be 

more loyal to their career instead of organizations or companies (Kristof-Brown, 

Zimmerman, & Johnson, 2005). 

 The concept of career loyalty is broader than occupational loyalty or employee 

loyalty. A professional can change the company he/she worked for without shifting 

their career path. This core concept of consistency becomes the major principle 

measuring career loyalty among local game workers in Indonesia amidst precarious 

situation and limited state patronage. Another theory tries to explain the career 

decision making and consistency is self-authorship theory. Coined by Kegan (1994) 

and expanded by Magolda (1999) to explain more about the decision-making 

processes that every people went through before choosing the option, including a 

career.  
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5.3 Research Variables 

 There are numerous elements to foresee and asses career loyalty among 

workers. In this research, 4 elements are deployed to figure out the loyalty among 

local game developers in contemporary Indonesian local game industry. Each element 

is derived from the qualitative findings in the previous chapter. The preceding 

qualitative chapter exposed 4 quantitative variables to assess the loyalty of local game 

developers amidst contemporary challenges in Indonesia.  

There are variables of self-authorship, job insecurity, patronage trust, and 

career adaptability. Four independent variables and one moderate variable are 

correlatively tested to the dependent variable of career loyalty. Self-authorship is the 

first important variable to start and the identity stance of developers as both individual 

human beings and creative labors. The second variable is job insecurity. Based on the 

previous qualitative exploration, insecurity is an inevitable condition for every local 

game developer in Indonesia. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Proposed Model 
 

Since the local game industry is still in its infancy condition, insecurities to the 

market acceptance, salaries and occupational security become the major consequences 

every local game developer has to recognize in advance. Indeed, every individual has 

different level of insecurities. The degree of insecurity is statistically correlated to the 

level of adaptation to the local game industry. The third variable is patronage trust and 
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it got exposed during the previous qualitative examination. As an artist, local game 

developer needs a patron to sustain their creative lives. In a modern creative industry, 

a patron can be investor, state, venture company and labor association. This aspect 

brings into another challenge for local game workers apart from a market issue. 

A patronage trust is an important element to define the ability of career 

adaptation and loyalty among local game developer in Indonesia. Since patronage is 

an external issue, a supportive external environment that nourished the local industry 

can be track statistically through this variable. Meanwhile, career adaptability stands 

as moderate variable to all of the three independent variables (self-authorship, job 

insecurity and patronage trust) assessing career loyalty. The explanation of each 

variable can be found below in accordance to previous research and how they related 

to this research.     

 

5.3.1 Self-Authorship 

Self-authorship is a psychological theory explaining people’s choice and 

decision about their life. The concept consists of 3 important elements which are 

cognitive, intrapersonal, and interpersonal dimensions. Each of this dimension has 4 

phases of following formulas, crossroads, author of one’s life, and internal foundation 

(B. Magolda, 1999; M. B. B. Magolda, 2001). In short, these 4 phases explaining 

someone’s dilemma after choosing a particular decision, seeking for references, and 

having internalization afterwards. Studies expose this concept is applicable on the 

field of self-management particularly in the situation such as job-seekers, career path 

and career sustainability.  
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Figure 5.2 Self-Authorship Diagram 

 

Self-authorship isn’t a rigid theory. People can change their self-authorship 

standpoint continuously. In other words, self-authorship is continuum and dynamic 

perspective on someone’s decision making process (Bennett & Hennekam, 2018). 

People who work in a creative industry become a contemporary subject to be 

explained with the theory as they have a proper understanding of self-efficacy as 

creative human beings (Banks & Hesmondhalgh, 2009; Banks & Milestone, 2011). A 

labor who worked with creativities and ideas doesn’t merely rely on a manufacture 

machines like other workforces. As an immaterial labor, he/she has to sustain the 

creativities even after working hours. With borderless working time, precarious 

market condition and state policy, their career rationality is in question.  

References, experience and authority are heavily involved to the first step 

when someone has to take a decision. In this step, someone needs awareness and 

recognition on what he/she is doing to value the references. Frame of reference and 

field of experience are the basic needs for someone during this early stage. The 

reference can be based on the authority, parents or peer groups. The person is in the 

early state of self-recognition and familiarization. The crossroad may encounter as 

authorities such as parents, schools or other comparative references intertwine each 

other. 
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The second step is an internalization of the-self after making a decision. The 

identity formed by choices that has been internalized through self-exploration and 

experience afterwards. Risk is a part of the choice impact. Intrapersonal dimension 

also comprises the solid attitude of decision. Interpersonal dimension is an internal 

rationalization act before making a decision. This dimension involves personal 

dilemma like preference, passion and comfortable issues. 

The third step involves identity establishment and relations to other people for 

recognition. The identity is the engagement between the self and society. Taking 

people’s perspective as the new value without being persuaded. Self-exploration is 

made by interaction with people under similar reference before making judgments and 

values. The significant others are considered to be the most influential aspect in the 

interpersonal decision.  

The concept of self-authorship was figure out from the previous qualitative 

examination when local game developers explore both of their inner-self and 

environment until finally figured out a rationalization to reinforce identity as a 

creative person in the gaming industry. This concept in accordance to the life-span 

and life circle theory in career adaptation (Savickas, 1997). As individual growing up, 

their experience will guide their calculation of adaptability in a particular career.  

Self-authorship is a continuum theory with a theoretical principle addressing 

that every chapter of individual lives contribute to their decisions (D. Bennett & 

Bridgstock, 2015). The relation to the theory of life-span and life-space is blatant and 

empirical as individuals continuously cherished the process and rationalizing their 

self-concept to what they’ve chosen as occupation. Life-span and life-space theories 

bridge self-authorship to career adaptability. The ability to adapt into a challenging 

working situation defines the wiliness to stay in a particular industry. The dynamic 

between self-efficacy and actualization to empirical situation is highlighted. 

Therefore, the theory of life-span and life-span is applied to link the theory of self-

authorship to career adaptability among local game workers in Indonesia.   

Self-authorship grows continually and gradually depended on individuals’ 

perception on him/herself and the environment (Magolda, 1999, 2001). Individuals 

can develop their identity concept and try to adapt to the contemporary situation. It is 
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the reason why the efficacy of people might get change every time they encounter the 

new chapter or comprehension throughout their career (Betz, 1994).  

   This never-ending process led into a career development explanation whether 

individual stay to develop the passion that once became a part of self-identity or 

change the direction of the career or doing both at the same time to sustain each other 

(Stead, LaVeck, & Rua, 2021). Self-identification is an important aspect of life-span 

theory that intertwined with career maturity theory. Involving elements choice, role, 

strategy, and function (Savickas, 1997), these principles eventually guide people to a 

career development, particularly to the ability of adaptation. As time goes by, 

employees cultivate knowledge and accommodation throughout their career life-span.  

      

Hypothesis 1: Self-authorship statistically correlated to career adaptability        

 

5.3.2 Job Insecurity 

 The second independent variable is job insecurity which involving indicators 

like workers’ standpoint to the current industrial conditions such as precarious 

situation, income, and office environment. Job insecurity is a concept normally 

applies in a particular office situation like massive turn-over and board changing 

affairs (Klehe, Zikic, Vianen, & Pater, 2011). It derives as workers indicate certain 

degrees of satisfaction or dissatisfaction on their current job and perceived powerless 

in maintaining job flows (Sverke & Hallgren, 2002). As previous qualitative chapter 

exposed that every local game developer has to deal with precarious conditions, then 

insecurity becomes inevitable. The feeling of job loss, inadequate salaries and 

unstable market are among its dimensions. 

In this research, the concept of career insecurity isn’t applied to assess job 

loyalty in a particular office, but the loyalty to the whole professional career among 

workers in the local gaming industry. Game workers can change their office from one 

particular studio to another but remain loyal to their career as developers. Job 

insecurity is a concept measuring a cognitive stance of workers related to the crisis of 

external factors like future certainty (Saks & Ashforth, 2002). Dimensions like market 

anxiety, industrial sustainability and state policy are among key factors assessing 

insecurity. 
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Job insecurity develops from the theory of job satisfaction (P. C. Smith, 

Kendall, & Hulin, 1969; Witte & Naswall, 2003). Job satisfaction comprises elements 

like insecurity, exploration, comparison and opportunity to assess individual cognitive 

and stance towards current condition. Job insecurity points out specifically on the 

occupation issues of the workers, not entirely the career. The current situation of 

workers’ environment defines the adaptation level. The more insecure the workers to 

their current environment, the less likely they can adapt to the situation (Klehe, Zikic, 

Vianen, & Pater, 2011). 

 Nevertheless, based on the previous qualitative findings, key informants 

revealed that every game developer in Indonesia has insecurity feeling as a default 

mode in advance. Unstable market and the infancy condition of local game industry 

shapes the awareness of the workers to stay conscious for the worst possibilities. It’s 

interesting to see as Indonesian local game developers technically formed their own 

environment before the state recognition in 2014. The insecurity blends with their 

sustaining self-creation principles. Job insecurity theory aims to see how the variable 

relates to adaptability stance. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Job insecurity statistically correlated to career adaptability 

    

 

 

Job 

Insecurity 

Market Insecurity 

Job Sustainability 

Job Comparison 

Opportunity 

Figure 5.3 Job Insecurity Indicators 
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5.3.3 Patronage Trust 

In this research, trust concept is derived from current Dutta & Dhir (2021) 

research about job loyalty that emphasized on the concerning of socio-economic 

situation and how workers try to reduce the uncertainty situation. It specifically 

highlights trust as a belief towards the current arts patronage like state, investment and 

labor association. Exposing the current local game workers behavior to the 

contemporary cultural policy on game industry in Indonesia. There are three 

dimensions of trust related to this research. The first one is an expectation to the 

future of industry and state patronage. Secondly, the risk comprehension as a part of 

doing career consequence as a game developer in Indonesia. Lastly, dependency and 

environment trust among local game workers as a part of national creative workers. 

Patronage trust explains the workers concern of their safety and sustainability 

prospect of their career by how much they put expectancy to external support (Davies 

& Sigthorsson, 2013; Dawson & Holmes, 2012). It’s similar concept of trust among 

other workers but in a specific manner as trust is bracketed to patronage issue. The 

belief of patron assistance embraces aspects like experience, references, and problem-

solving approach conducted by patronages during career. This variable appears to 

measure external aspects besides interpersonal relations and industrial insecurities 

among workers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Patronage trust is a reflective variable. Unlike self-authorship which has a 

second order reflective form, patronage trust concept can be derived into numerous 

 

 

Patronage 

Trust 

Expectation to the industry 

and state patronage 

Career vulnerability and risk 

Dependency and environment 

trust to labor association 

Figure 5.4 Patronage Trust Indicators 
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contexts that appropriate to indicators. Expectation to the industry and state patronage 

are indicators to refer how local game developers perceive working sustainability in 

local game industry with state as both regulator and patronage. Second indicator 

assesses workers’ insecurity to industry particularly on the issue of patronage and 

external assistance.  

This indicator is different than the second variable of “job insecurity” 

regarding its external emphasizes on patronage elements as major issues. While the 

second indicator is a continuation of the first indicators as its questioning the 

reliability dimension of state and investors support among local game developers. The 

third indicator assesses the element of labor association as the major reference and 

pressure group for both state and investors. As it has exposed in the previous 

qualitative chapter, labor union consists of main actors of local game developers 

themselves. It’s an important aspect in the local game environment in Indonesia as the 

industry is still in its infancy. 

Patronage and client issues contain elements of negotiation. Negotiation is the 

most important skills that every human naturally has. This ability helps human 

negotiating with circumstance and survive. Negotiation in modern life contains the 

potential loss and benefit that individual might get after negotiation took place. In this 

theory, negotiation refers as an exchange activity involves individuals pursuing for 

rewards and benefits. Social exchange explains the calculation that every individual 

makes to get any rewards and benefits from negotiations (West & Turner, 2020). This 

calculation embracing elements like trustworthiness, expected outcome, and potential 

loss.  

In a professional work, cost and reward are inevitable occurrences. Employees 

constantly seeking for opportunity to make themselves worth by taking good chance 

in every professional negotiation. There’s a dynamic among actors such as employee, 

supervisor, owner, human resource, and also external entities like state and investor. 

As the employees enter the professional work, they become interdependent to each 

other as a system (Cole, Schaninger, & Harris, 2002; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). 

In this research, the negotiation heavily involves trust element to external supporting 

systems like state, labor union and investor. 
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These stakeholders are positioned as the patronage that sustained the creativity 

lives of local game developers. As the previous qualitative chapter exposed the 

dependability of local game developers to external factor related to incentives, 

funding, investment, and network, workers’ cognitive and standpoint belief towards 

external relationship. How they perceived the interdependence among external 

stakeholders while trying to negotiate the career benefit on it. 

Satisfaction level to each stakeholder associates to their next scenario of 

workers’ career path. As they have an ability to negotiate with the studio, labor union 

and investors, other aspect like state and market are still beyond their reach. This 

direct and indirect abilities are counted as their calculation to adapt in the industry. 

The more positive they perceive stakeholders, the more likely they can adapt to the 

industry (Klehe et al., 2011; Zikic & Klehe, 2006). Labors’ trust to the labor union 

institution is the entry point to negotiate more. As labor union consists of local game 

developer themselves, they can negotiate to other stakeholders like state and investors 

via labor union. 

Exchange, negotiation, and interest among local game workers are 

predominantly represented through their labor union. This research exposes the 

individual trust level and the expectation to macro power. Exposing individual trust 

can measure the microscopic issues regarding patronage support system.  

 

Hypothesis 3: Patronage trust statistically correlated to career adaptability 

 

5.3.4 Career Adaptability 

Before exposing the workers’ career loyalty to a particular occupation, it’s 

important to assess their ability to adapt throughout the times. Career adaptability 

involves elements concern, control, curiosity and confidence (Savickas, 1997, 2013). 

In the recent research, these 4 elements are materialized to activities like redundancy, 

career planning and career exploration (Klehe, Zikic, Vianen, & Pater, 2011). 

Workers endure ups and downs during their career. Their cognitive, affective and 

behavior resilience determined their willingness and consistency.  

There is a major difference between career plan and career exploration. Career 

plan indicates if a worker has a career design, they have tendency to adapt to the 
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current job situation. Otherwise, a career exploration indicates that workers have 

tendency to explore other potential career in the near future. Both career plan and 

exploration occur when there is a redundancy or turbulence (ex. employers turn over, 

different policy approach) during their career path (Klehe, Zikic, Vianen, & Pater, 

2011).  

As being creative worker is a precarious job, the tendency among the workers 

to adapt to the current condition is highlighted. Issues like unsupported policy, 

unstable salary, lack of investment, unwelcome market are obstacles for creative 

labors. In the recent research, there is a volatility career engagement among creative 

labors from creative industry sectors such as radio, TV and movie (Banks, 2010; 

Beirne, Jennings, & Knight, 2017). An overwhelming market trends and technological 

changes enforce them to adapt in order to remain as both labors and autonomous 

artists. 

Career adaptability can refer to the worker’s ability to adapt to any situation 

despite being moved to a different company/agency under the same industry. 

Consistency on adapting in a firm industrial sector (i.e., manufactures, entertainments, 

bank, educations, etc.) is the key element. Adaptation habits are indicators to measure 

their cognitive, affective and behavior standpoints. Redundancies such as 

employments turn over, policy changes and salary issue are among intervening factors 

to impact the adaptation determination.  

Furthermore, career adaptability is the predictor to measure another level of 

engagement, like loyalty and career-fulfillment (Hirschi, Herrmann, & Keller, 2015). 

In creative industry, where individual’s creativity is the main core of production, self-

fulfillment is important to materialize ideas and talents. In Indonesia, creative industry 

has a very good contribution to the national GDP income. However, the gap between 

the top-three sectors (culinary, fashion, craft) is steep to other 15 sectors (animation, 

game, film, music, fine arts, etc.) regarding to GDP distribution. It’s interesting to 

scale how the local game workers adapt to the infancy and uncertain situation like it’s 

exposed in previous chapter. Their career adaptability exposes their level of confident 

to the current and upcoming local game environment.  
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These four factors embrace the cognitive and stance elements of workers in 

their career. Concern explains the attention of individual to see their future in a 

particular career. The concern embraces element of workers’ engagement to the 

industry and how they perceived the responsibility to follow the career issues. The 

second factor is control, explaining the ability to reflect and decide every issue 

regarding to their working environment. This factor also explains worker’s ability to 

secure their plan and move around their career path. The plan relates to the strategy 

that workers imply to secure their career. The one might apply another part-time job, 

change into a different or comfortable position and planning a different routine. 

 The third factor is curiosity, embracing elements like exploration and attitude 

towards career. Curiosity explaining the possibility of the workers to change the 

career through exploration during the process of adaptation. The process of learn and 

re-learn are major elements to explain this factor. If individual still curious to their 

career scope, the most likely of him/her to stay and explore more possibility in their 

current career.  

 The final factor is confidence, exploring aspects on individual self-esteem to 

forecast their career. This factor included the element of rationalization amidst various 

obstacles and challenges while practicing the career. Confidence factor also indicates 

the ability to forecast the career sustainability and accommodation. It can also define 

how much the individual asses their contribution to flourish the industry. Adaptation 
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Concern 

Control 

Curiosity 

Confidence 

Figure 5.5 Career Adaptability Indicators 
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needs the confidence level as the final rational factor (Creed, Fallon, & Hood, 2009; 

Hirschi et al., 2015). 

Career adaptability leads to the loyalty issue among workers. Adaptation is a 

major variable to intervene individual engagement to their career. The term “career” 

is broader than just occupational issue. Since people can remain in the same industry 

despite constant changing of various companies. In this research, loyalty defines to 

stay regardless the roles and positions in the local game industry. An individual be 

still considered as loyal despite no longer stays as a full-time developer.    

 

Hypothesis 4: Career adaptability statistically correlated to career loyalty among local 

game developers in Indonesia 

 

5.3.5 Career Loyalty 

The concept of career loyalty derives from the key findings of ‘occupational 

loyalty” issues. Previous research that explored on job or occupational loyalty argued 

that pub workers such as bartenders are likely to be more loyal to their career instead 

of the one particular industrial house due to lifestyle vibes of being pub workforces 

(Riley et al., 1998). The concept of loyalty embraces an intention to leave or to stay 

(Dutta & Dhir, 2021). Individuals experienced numerous crossroads and adaptations 

in both interpersonal and intrapersonal levels. These crossroads lead to the final 

decision whether the person will continue the present career or leaving and start a new 

one.  

The intention to stay or leave occurred interchangeably to measure the 

consistency of workers’ behavior and stance to a particular career. The dimension of 

willingness to stay aims to assess loyalty to the career path. People come and go to the 

different companies, but still occupied under the same industry are considered as loyal 

to their career. The tension between stay and leave is highlighted and very much 

emphasized the engagement and measure the willingness to stay dimension.   

This certain character also refers to how fluids the creative industry works. 

Workers’ talents have been a part of their identities and constantly embrace it in a 

daily basis and understanding the consequences of their stance to stay put in the 

creative industry. The concerns involve unstable income, unsupported state policy, 
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and fluid market trends. For creative workers, the tension embraces issues between 

artistic passion and rationalization of fulfilling life (Holt & Lapenta, 2010). Sustaining 

loyalty of the creative workers can guarantee of creative industry. Otherwise, the lack 

of career loyalty halts the industry due to the scarcity of the talents (Puttip, 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Elements to measure career loyalty emphasized on the dynamic of career 

options to develop both individual potency and industrial sustainability. Cognitive 

dimension refers to the posture of the workers. Assessing their intention, commitment, 

willingness and effort to stay are the keys to dismantle loyalty aspect. In addition, the 

level loyalty among 3 types of local game developers in Indonesia is able summarize 

the continuity of the local gaming industry. This research displayed which type of 

local game developer has the highest level of loyalty degree and the nuances of 

respective local game developers to their career extent in contemporary Indonesia.  

 

5.4 Population and Samples 

 As it mentioned earlier, according to The Ministry of Manpower the total 

population of local game developers in Indonesia are 1.136 individuals. The number 

is unstable regarding to the liquid environment of local game industry. The 3 

characteristics of local game developers in Indonesia (self-employed, employee, 

Intention to Stay Intention to Leave 

Commitment Effort 

Stance Consistency 

Willingness 

to Stay 

Figure 5.6 Career Loyalty Indicators 
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owner) are able to shift and transform interchangeably through times. Nonetheless, 

the question on the career loyalty regardless their position as developers remains the 

same. From the total population of 1.136 and the application of Taro Yamane (1967) 

and the principle of Roscoe ‘rule of thumb’ (Roscoe, 1975), researcher has surpassed 

the minimum target by collecting 332 number of samples. 

 

5.5 Results and Discussion 

 Quantitative results expose three major concerns on measurement, structure 

and multigroup (One-Way within Subjects ANOVA) analysis. Combining two 

statistical software of PLS and SPSS, the results meant to answer the fourth research 

question regarding to career loyalty and to some extents, exposing which type of 

worker has the highest degree to each variable.  

 

5.5.1 Result of Measurement Model 

 The measurement model has indicator reliability or loadings, configuration 

reliability or composite reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity, by 

applying accepted statistical formulas. The result of these validation and reliability 

tests are the configuration of survey items measurement. The measurement model is 

displayed in the figure below. There are 15 acceptable items from total 41 items of 

indicators. The figure below shows 15 acceptable items with the minimum score of 

0.5. Meanwhile, the rest of 41 items can be found in appendix. 15 acceptable items 

are the products of statistical adjustment to fit the standard of Composite Reliability 

(CR), Average Variance Extracted (AVE) and Loading-Factors. 
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Figure 5.7 The Result of Measurement Model 

 

 

5.5.2 Construct Reliability and Validity 

 Cronbach’s alpha allows us the evaluate reliability performance of research 

constructs. It also evaluates the degree of variable measurements. Construct reliability 

is examined by using a composite reliability index ranging from 0 (indicating a 

complete unreliability) to 1 (indicating complete reliability). All values higher than 

0.5 are considered acceptable (Hair, 2006). The table below displays the accepted 

composite reliability guides for all construct applied in the research model with the 

acceptable threshold of 0.5 
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Table 5.1 Reliability and Validity Results 

 

Constructs Indicators Indicators 
Factor 

Loading 
CR AVE 

Self-

Authorship 

(SA) 

Cognitive 

Dimension 

(CD) 

CD5 1.000 0.752 0.434 

 
Interpersonal 

(IE) 
IE3 1.000   

 
Intrapersonal 

(IA) 
IA1 0.836   

  IA2 0.833   

Patronage 

Trust (PT) 
- PT4 0.778 0.822 0.699 

  PT5 0.891   

Job Insecurity 

(JI) 
- JI4 0.660 0.726 0.574 

  JI5 0.844   

Career 

Adaptability 

(CA) 

Concern (CN) CN3 1.000 0.781 0.417 

 Control (CT) CT3 1.000   

 
Curiosity 

(CU) 
CU2 1.000   

 
Confidence 

(CF) 
CF1 0.780   

  CF3 0.793   

Career 

Loyalty (CL) 
 CL2 0.715 0.786 0.650 

  CL3 0.888   
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To fulfil a convergent validity test, it is important to confirm that all the item 

shares variance with its measures rather than other constructs of model. AVE tries to 

measure the amount of variance of latent variable from its indicators following 

quantity due to error of reflective measures (Gotz, Liehr-Gobbers, & Krafft, 2010). 

There are various school of thoughts in standardizing acceptable measures which 

indicates the tolerance level of indicator variance. The table displays that most of 

AVE score ranges are above the threshold of 0.4 to 0.5. The minimum score of an 

acceptable AVE is 0.4 with the minimum Composite Reliability (CR) of 0.6 (Fornell 

& Larcker, 1981; Huang, Wang, Wu, & Wang, 2013). 

  

5.5.3 Discriminant Validity   

 After a reliable assessment of reliability in the measurement model, the 

discriminant validity of measurement is then evaluated. Discriminant Validity can be 

assessed by comparing the square roots of the AVE construct with the correlation 

(loading and cross loading) among the constructs. A discriminant value indicates the 

degree to distinguish construct from others in the model with correlated and 

associated principles. Discriminant validity is evaluated in two ways. The first 

approach consists of comparing the square roots of AVE values with the average 

variance shared between structures and measures. The second approach includes 

cross-load and matrix testing to confirm that there is no indicator loads more heavily 

on other structures of the model than theoretically attributed structure (Geffen, 2005). 

 

5.5.4 Square Root of AVE or Fornell-Lacker 

 The square root of AVE is measured to the correlation matrix table. The 

square root of AVE for each configuration must be greater than the correlation 

coefficient in the model (Geffen, 2005). It is important to ensure that AVE value 

fulfils the acceptable threshold of 0.4 to 0.5. The respective correlation is examined 

and compared the aspect of AVE square root value configurations. 

 It is valid that the square root of AVE is greater than the square of correlation 

among constructs and shared more variances and indicator block that represent 

another indicator block. Therefore, for a proper identification of validity, the 
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measurement should be larger than variances shared between configurations in the 

model. The results below suggest the validity of acceptable identification. 

 

 

Table 5.2 AVE Square Root or Fornell-Lacker Results 

 

 SA JI PT CA CL 

Self-

Authorship 

(SA) 

0.659     

Job 

Insecurity 

(JI) 

0.346 0.757    

Patronage 

Trust (PT) 

0.254 0.295 0.836   

Career 

Adaptability 

(CA) 

0.545 0.421 0.399 0.646  

Career 

Loyalty 

(CL) 

0.410 0.299 0.372 0.520 0.806 

 

 

5.5.5 Loadings and Cross-Loadings Analysis 

 The second test to evaluate validity consists of dimensional load and lateral 

load assessment. Cross loading is obtained by correlating the evaluation of each 

configuration with other measurements. While crossroads are examined by scanning 

all the measures in each row in order to determine whether it is related to the construct 

column.  The result displays that all dimensions are leaning more on the intended 

configuration. 
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Table 5.3 Loadings and Cross-Loading Results 

 

Indicators 
Self-

Authorship 

Patronage 

Trust 

Job 

Insecurity 

Career 

Adaptability 

Career 

Loyalty 

CD5 0.531 0.082 0.271 0.274 0.208 

IE3 0.686 0.234 0.178 0.388 0.283 

IA1 0.704 0.162 0.223 0.411 0.369 

IA2 0.698 0.174 0.254 0.349 0.208 

PT4 0.164 0.778 0.256 0.275 0.296 

PT5 0.250 0.891 0.244 0.380 0.327 

JI4 0.213 0.090 0.660 0.262 0.113 

JI5 0.303 0.324 0.844 0.366 0.313 

CN3 0.359 0.270 0.244 0.654 0.344 

CT3 0.329 0.320 0.318 0.709 0.364 

CU2 0.277 0.152 0.265 0.621 0.288 

CF1 0.346 0.279 0.165 0.612 0.273 

CF3 0.488 0.257 0.355 0.628 0.402 

CL2 0.279 0.231 0.223 0.325 0.715 

CL3 0.373 0.354 0.260 0.493 0.888 

 

For load testing, each column is scanned to assess whether each structure is 

most loaded by its own measure or higher than other structures. This measurement 

ensures if all the constructs share more variance with their own measures than others. 

It is observed that all of the constructions are most loaded in the metrics assigned to 

them. The condition fulfills the discriminant validity test and also indicates that the 

indicator level is adequate. 

 

5.6 Results of Structural Model 

 After validating the measurement models, the structural models are evaluated 

to provide supporting evidences for theoretical model developed in this research. Each 

structural model explains the relationship between the latent constructs which are the 

subject of the hypotheses in the theoretical model. The main goal of PLS model is to 
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forecast theoretical fitness by the strength of its structural lines and predictions (R2) or 

the strength of variance of exogenous structures (Joseph Hair, Hult, Ringle, & 

Sarstedt, 2014). 

 Bootstap resampling with 1000 subsamples is conducted via PLS software for 

each sample group in order to generate scores representing the strength of variance 

(R2), path coefficients and t-value to evaluate significance. A brief PLS graphic results 

also generates by bootsrap resampling technique are displayed as figure. 

 

Figure 5.8 The Result of Structural Model 
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5.6.1 Variance (R2) 

 The predictive power of the PLS structural model is measured as follows. The 

R2 score indicates endogenous construct. It displays the amount of variance described 

for the construct. Hence, the first step in evaluating the structural model is to 

determine the ability of each model to explain the variance of each dependent and 

moderate variables. The moderate variable is Career Adaptability and dependent 

variable is Career Loyalty. After applying a bootstrapping, the R2 value of each 

construct is obtained and depicted in figure. 

 

Table 5.4 R Square Results 

 

Construct R2 

Career Adaptability 0.406 

Career Loyalty 0.271 

 

 

5.6.2 R2 of Career Adaptability 

 The R2 of Career Adaptability construct as shown in Table has been measured 

greater than the minimum of 0.1 which has passed the acceptable threshold. The 

direct correlation of Self-Authorship, Job Insecurity and Patronage Trust construct 

together with the indirect correlation of remaining constructs, accounted for 40.6% of 

the variance of Career Adaptability construct. 

 

5.6.3 R2 of Career Loyalty 

 The R2 of Career Loyalty construct measured 0.271 which has passed the 

acceptable threshold of 0.1. The direct correlation of Career Adaptability constructs 

together with the indirect correlation of remaining constructs accounted for 27.1% of 

the variance of Career Loyalty construct. 

 

5.6.4 Testing Path Coefficients 

 When evaluating the predictive power of the structural model, the path 

coefficient of each structure in the structural model was also estimated by the 

bootstrap technique with 1000 subsamples. The path coefficient indicates the size, 
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direction, and the significant of statistical relationship between two constructs (Hair, 

2006). The results of structural model are summarized in the table indicating the 

effect of each independent structure to the corresponding dependent structure, path 

coefficients, t-statistics, and significant level.  

 

Table 5.5 Path Coefficient Results 

 

 Original 

Sample 

(O) 

Sample 

Mean (M) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(STDEV) 

T Statistics 

(|O/STDEV|) 

ρ Values 

SA => CA 0.413 0.409 0.045 9.197 0.000 

PT => CA 0.232 0.231 0.045 5.142 0.000 

JI => CA 0.209 0.216 0.048 4.315 0.000 

CA => CL 0.520 0.519 0.051 10.162 0.000 

 

 

5.6.5 Influencing Factors on Career Adaptability 

 The results from the Table 19 indicated that three independent constructs 

linked to Career Adaptability demonstrates that influence. There are three 

independent variables of Self-Authorship (0.413), Job Insecurity (0.232), and 

Patronage Trust (0.209) prove moderately strong path coefficients respectively.  

 

5.6.6 Influence Factor on Career Loyalty 

 The correlation of Career Adaptability to Career Loyalty is significant (0.520). 

The significant level has reached the minimum acceptance of 0.1. The influence was 

significant with path coefficient of 0.520. 

 

5.7 Hypothesis Analysis 

 Hypothesis 1 stated that Self-Authorship is statistically related to Career 

Adaptability. This is proven by the result of Self-Authorship (β = 0.413, t = 9.197, ρ < 

0.001) having statistically significant effect on Career Adaptability. 
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Hypothesis 2 stated that Job Insecurity is statistically related to Career 

Adaptability. This is proven by the result of Job Insecurity (β = 0.209, t = 4.315, ρ < 

0.001) having statistically significant effect on Career Adaptability. 

Hypothesis 3 stated that Patronage Trust is statistically related to Career 

Adaptability. This is proven by the result of Patronage Trust (β = 0.232, t = 5.142, ρ < 

0.001) having statistically significant on Career Adaptability. 

Hypothesis 4 stated that Career Adaptability is statistically related to Career 

Loyalty. This is proven by the result of Career Adaptability (β = 0.520, t = 10.162, ρ < 

0.001) having statistically significant effect on Career Loyalty. 

All hypothesis is supported by the research model. The table below displays 

all the hypothesis that was formulated for the research with statistical outcomes.   

 

Table 5.6 Hypothesis Results 

 

Hypothesis Research Hypothesis Results 

Hypothesis 1 Self-Authorship 

statistically correlated to 

career adaptability        

Accepted 

Hypothesis 2 Job Insecurity statistically 

correlated to career 

adaptability 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 3 Patronage Trust 

statistically correlated to 

career adaptability 

Accepted 

Hypothesis 4 Career Adaptability 

statistically correlated to 

career loyalty  

Accepted 

 

5.8 Interpretation of PLS Results 

The PLS analysis indicates that three independent variables of Self-

Authorship, Job Insecurity and Patronage Trust are positively and significantly 

correlate to Career Adaptability among local game workers in Indonesia. Among 
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those three independent variables, the variable of Self-Authorship has the strongest 

correlation towards Career Adaptability. Therefore, local game developers in 

Indonesia have strong self-efficacy and understand their identity to be able to attach to 

the new emerging local gaming industry in Indonesia. 

One interesting point from the PLS result is that there is a positive correlation 

between Job Insecurity and Career Adaptability among local game developers in 

Indonesia. Comparing to previous research mentioning these two variables, the 

negative correlation tends to occurred reciprocally (Klehe, Zikic, Vianen, & Pater, 

2011). In this research, Job Insecurity is positively correlated to the adaptability 

gesture among developers. The more insecure the worker is, the more adaptive he/she 

becomes. 

This correlation emphasizes the previous qualitative findings as it exposes a 

strong subcultural character every local game developer in Indonesia has. They 

comprehend their self-efficacy and consequences as creative workforces who loved to 

play and develop video games as part of their identity and professional lives. The 

principle resonates in a significant positive correlation of Job Insecurity variable to 

Career Adaptability. The more local game developers feel insecure about their job, the 

more likely they will adapt to their career. However, the positive correlation 

percentage of (4.315) is the lowest among two other independent variables. 

Career adaptability is a reliable mediate variable with statistically mediated 

three independent variables and positively correlated to Career Loyalty level among 

local game workers in Indonesia (10.162). Career Adaptability is an entry point to 

measure career loyalty. The next explanation reveals the degree nuances among local 

game developers in Indonesia. Although the 3 different types of local game 

developers in Indonesia (self-employed, employee, owner) are positively loyal to their 

career as local game developers, they shared different degree levels of career loyalty.   

 

5.9 Multigroup Analysis (One-Way within Subjects ANOVA)    

 The purpose of exposing multigroup analysis is to comprehend the nuances of 

local game developers’ loyalty level. There are 3 types of local game developers in 

Indonesia (self-employed, employee, owner). These three different types of workers 
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share the same career path in different positions. Each of them struggles different 

obstacles though they also share similar concerned and challenges as artists. 

 After conducting a brief calculation of measurement model and found 

accepted hypothesis among variables to the construct, the next explanation is to 

explore the degree of each variable character respectively. In this particular 

multigroup stage, the PLS software isn’t suitable to give a statistical explanation 

among 3 sample types. Therefore, the SPSS software is applied to receive an 

acceptable result. Multigroup analysis displays the engagement level of each 

Indonesian local game developer type to the research construct, including career 

loyalty. It summarizes that the local game developer who owned the studio always has 

the highest score for each variable. For the aspect of Self-Authorship, the studio 

owner exceeds self-employed and employee developers with (251.49) and so other 

variables of Job Insecurity with (278.61), Patronage Trust (198.70), Career 

Adaptability (248.21) and Career Loyalty (216.71). 

 The steps of gauging a proper multigroup measurement starts from applying 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test in order to see the distribution among samples. There are 

two possible results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov, whether it’s normal or not normal 

distribution. The tables below display the un-normal distribution of samples to the 

variables. The result occurs due to the non-random sampling technique in addition to 

the experimental outliers. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a non-parametric test 

onward (Ostertagova, Ostertag, & Kovac, 2014). 
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Figure 5.9 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Results 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Results 
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Figure 5.11 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Results 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Results 

 

 

Kruskal-Wallis Test is chosen to rank one-way analysis of variances. This is a 

test which commonly used to measure a non-parametric data from two or more 

independent samples. This alternative one-way ANOVA test can figure out the degree 

within subjects that previously tested of having correlation via PLS path analysis. The 

research emphasized one-way ANOVA test as the subjects only considered by their 
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roles, not gender, age, or any other variances. The figure below displays the Mean 

Rank which represents the scores of 3 different subjects from 4 different variables. 

The scores picture engagement from each subject to variables.             

 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Multigroup One-Way ANOVA Test Results 

 

 The results emphasize a qualitative finding on the advantage of experience. 

Once a developer gained experiences in the video game industry, he/she would have a 

tendency to establish an indie game studio and face the consequences. With this 

initiative, not only is he/she able to fulfill their aesthetic idealism on the game 

product, but also launch a business model of their own brand as the core part of their 

“self-authorship” identity. Prominent local game developer studio such as Mojiken 

and Toge Productions entrenched the image of their owners respectively. 
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 One Way ANOVA Multigroup measurements figured out that a developer 

who owned a studio always gained a top position in every variable. They’re a type of 

local game developer with the most score for Self-Authorship (251.49) meaning their 

self-efficacy towards talents, potency and self-identification are the highest among the 

other two types. At the same time, their Job Insecurity (278.61) and Patronage Trust 

(198.70) levels are also the highest. Inspired from the previous qualitative findings, 

local game talent who finally decided to establish a game studio and collected staff 

with more professional contracts, started from a realization of high precarious 

condition in a local gaming industry. With a strong self-efficacy and willingness to 

open a studio, a studio owner dares themselves and takes all the responsibilities and 

risk their energy and time for a possible patron to sustain their studio. No wonder they 

put a full-confidence to the patron/s (investors, labor association, state) as the studio 

owner directly involves in negotiations. 

 As the studio owners understand all of the obstacles and consequences, their 

Career Adaptability and Loyalty outnumbered the other type of local game 

developers. When we break down every variable based on the level of each type 

workers, we can summarize numerous interesting points. In Self-Authorship variable, 

self-employed got the higher score (158.76) than the employee one (148.82). These 

scores indicate that a self-employed local game developer in Indonesia has a higher 

self-efficacy than employee game developer who worked for someone’s game studio 

in their regular basis. It means, self-employed developer has more confidence to their 

identity as video game artists. However, at the same time, self-employed workers are 

more insecure (159.39) than employee developers (141.38). The self-employed game 

developers are less confidence to take a job as full-time game occupation. According 

to the prior qualitative findings, self-employed developers had daily basis occupations 

or even still students in high school or universities. They are very confident with their 

talents, nothing to lose with it, but less confident to the industry. 

Meanwhile, employee developers receive the least insecurity level, making 

them the least insecure type of developer among the three types. This particular type 

of developer is arguably the least vulnerable type of game workers due to the 

professional legal contracts they’ve taken. Unlike the other two types of developers, 

the employee developers have a strong legal standing position to address their rights if 
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there’s a massive lay off or frauds. Local employee game developers also gained the 

second highest score for the Patronage Trust variable with (167.71) comparing to least 

one of self-employed developers with (150.02). As patron is one the key elements for 

career sustainability, both game studio owners and employee developers shared the 

first and second higher respective scores comparing to the self-employed type. This 

result emphasizes the last point of highest Job Insecurity level self-employed 

developers had since they aren’t confident to become full-time game developers in 

Indonesia. 

The most interesting point of this assessment occurs when self-employed turns 

out of having a higher score of Career Adaptability (169.76) comparing to employee 

developers (143.26). Self-employed game developers are apparently more adaptive to 

their career as game developers in contemporary Indonesia. Nonetheless, the self-

employed are the least loyal to their career as game developers in Indonesia with the 

least score among the three types (148.88). There are various conditions that led 

someone to become self-employed game developers.  

The first condition is a person with less confident to the industry but having a 

huge passion to the game productions, so he/she decided to take another firm job to 

secure their basic needs without losing the passion. The second condition is 

situational reason as particular game developers are still in school and doing part-time 

game projects to gain experience. This second type hasn’t yet decided their long-term 

future, but for the time being, they remain in touch with the industry. The third 

condition associates to the first one, as certain self-employed developers had already 

become full-time game employees in the past and decided to be part-timers to secure 

their basic needs first. 

In other words, self-employed game developers are the most vulnerable type 

of local game workers in Indonesia. Statistically, they’re the least loyal to their career. 

This situation is understandable in a bigger picture. Since creative industry has a fluid 

environment, self-employed type of workers always has plenty of options to do or not 

to do their creative works in the regular basis. They’re in the comfortable position 

regulating their responsibilities. In this research, a self-employed condition once more 

emphasized previous research stated that a project-based creative labors are more 
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fluid to their creative lives (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). They can easily involve 

to a creative duty but not doing it regularly.  

In general, this one-way ANOVA test of multigroup types of local game 

developers in contemporary Indonesia has revealed a fact that local game talents in 

Indonesia are basically loyal to their career (as previously measured in path analysis) 

but with various degrees. Local talents who owned the studios understood the 

consequences by establishing game studio enterprises and recruited local talents to be 

his/her employees. This subcultural circle of recruitment can guarantee a spot for 

local game talents to secure their creativities in the local gaming industry and prevent 

them to work for overseas foreign game subcontractor studios. If the state wants to 

strengthen the local gaming industry, this studio owners have to receive more 

highlights. With proper allowance and workshops, studio owners with their properties 

can absorb local talents from other two types. 

 

5.10 Research Synthesis, Analysis, and Findings 

 Following analyses from both qualitative and quantitative approaches, it is 

found that the ecology of local game development in Indonesia regarding workers, 

state and market interplay are combination between global and local agencies. Local 

media landscape combines with global platforms and local developers as users. The 

state embraces liberal approach for market competition and workers’ rights. The 

interplay between state and developers are transactional with trial-and-error looming. 

 The figure below demonstrates the Indonesian local gaming ecology involving 

developers as creative instruments, game publishers as distributors, global game 

distributor platforms, global software and hardware properties, entertainment and 

game services. These actors are interdependent on each other, and the state as 

regulator open any possibility to embrace gaming scene without any censorship or 

content restrictions. At the same time, state opens the opportunity to legalize any indie 

game studios, paying tax, strengthen legal position for workers and get the universal 

basic income.    
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Figure 5.14 The Interplay of Agent and Structure in Local Game Industry 

 

 

There are 3 major agencies in Indonesian local game development. There are 

developers as workers, state as both regulator and patron, market as fans and 

customers. The interplay between these three entities is beyond the liberal economic 

code. As the new emerging industry, local game developers as state’s instruments 

struggle to set their aesthetic value as commercial urban youth digital movement. 

They began to establish a social norm that sets their values (Giddens, 1984; 1990) as 

structure. This structure is strong within but fragile on the outside. As a creative 

people, they can set their own standard to recruit new talents from their own 

community and peer-preferences. But outside, they need a state to secure their 

position as a part of creative workers. 

Working in a creative industry is all about dealing with precarity. At this 

stage, a transactional interplay between workers and state occurs. Unfamiliar state 

imposes liberal approach for productions, contents and distributions. For production 

issue, the workers can deliberately choose between solo or team production. The state 

follows these initiatives with the opening of state-sponsored game incubation. For 

making a proper production, developers have to utilize foreign software and hardware 
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to create local game productions. Independent game studios even have to consume 

counterfeit software and hardware due to the limited budget.  

For contents issue, the state via The Ministry of Tourism and Creative 

Industry don’t ban nor censored any game contents. This is the major difference 

comparing other countries like Malaysia, Thailand, or Vietnam and China which have 

a tight restriction to a particular issue. For distribution, local game developers can 

even choose to publish their game independently or via game publisher and assess 

agreement independently. Liberal policy also follows by liberal market competition 

where state has no intervention and restriction to foreign game products and let local 

game developers competing to any global games. 

The tension between game labor and state is all about transactional-trial and 

error approach. Since the state’s deputy is unfamiliar with gaming industry, local 

game developers choose to create their own self-reliance system with mutual support 

system such as acquisition, sister-company, crowdfunding, incubation, and workshop 

to upscale labors’ quality. Meanwhile, the state that is supposed to be arts patron in 

cultural policy perspective, turns out becoming more administrative role. 

The labors with limited infrastructure establish a labor association to 

strengthen their position as major actors in local game development. At the same time 

labors are also forced to generate significant GDP to receive more financial support 

from state. This particular state act is also happening to all creative economy sector in 

Indonesia. Transactional structure is imposed by the state. The government imposes 

transactional cultural policy act to the national arts.   

In the previous 2016 data, it is mentioned that in general, Indonesian creative 

economy sector didn’t share equal GDP contributions. Culinary sector had more 

contributions by 44% ahead of other 17 sectors. This occurrence happens due to the 

long-serving tradition of national of culinary industry and constant demand for food 

and beverage compulsion. It’s not difficult to stimulate public demand for F&B 

industry since it’s a daily basis essential. Different story for entertainment enterprises 

like video game, movie and music. People don’t need them as premier needs. So, it’s 

an obligation for the industry to stimulate a public demand to sustain the artists’ 

creative lives. The difference between game and other entertainment creative industry 

sectors in Indonesia is the time period.   
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As the industry began less than 10 years prior, the agent-structure coupling of 

local game development in Indonesia isn’t yet stable. The negotiation between 

workers and state are about workers independency, liberal market and unaware local 

market are among contemporary tension among actors reshaping the structure for 

values.       

 

 

 

 

 

The interplay among workers, state and market produces a game ecology in 

contemporary Indonesian local game industry. This current ecology embraces global 

and local stakeholders as a result of liberal and free-market policy from the state. 

Local game developers are able to utilize every mainstream global digital product to 

yield local game products which will be disseminate to the market. In other words, 

Indonesian local game industry is still relying on global raw-product such as game 

software and hardware but local talents can create original game IP products by 

operating mainstream global game software and hardware.  

It’s impossible to expose the contemporary condition of local game developers 

without knowing the understanding the ecology of local gaming industry as a whole. 

As Indonesian local game industry is still in infancy. The landscape of Indonesian 

local game industry is directly and indirectly influenced by the global gaming 

Figure 5.15 The Ecology of Indonesian Local Game Industry 
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industry. The developers as state’s creative instruments and workforces are a part of a 

big interdependent elements among parties in the flow of gaming industry. 

Meanwhile, the developers are the most important part of the ecosystem as 

they begin the creations. At the same time, their creations mean nothing without the 

existence of game distributors, retails, publishers, software, and hardware tools. Not 

to mention the importance of e-sport vibes that brings the video games into the 

stratosphere of pop culture industry along with other big entertainment business. 

In Indonesia, local game studio can also perform as both video game 

developers and publishers. Normally, a publisher is an enterprise responsible for game 

market distribution. A publisher can also have a game copyright and profit share with 

developer studio, in accordance to the agreement. A publisher has a particular market 

network to disseminate game products. This is a basic the reason why a game studio 

needs a publisher to introduce their games to the market. 

As an agreement occurred between two parties, a game developer need to 

share their autonomy in commercial and artistic aspects. This option also 

distinguishes between independent and non-independent studio. There are 4 features 

measuring independent aspect of game developer is independent or not (Styhre, 

2020). The first one is identity. A game studio can be classified as independent as 

their talents constitute the values of DIY (Do It Yourself) with imperfect support and 

finance. This first feature is a self-proclaim character as most game developers likely 

said they’re independent in creations, but in fact, it’s impossible to be independent in 

a value-chain of productions, distributions and consumptions. This is because a game 

developer studio cannot simply breakaway from mainstream business-chain of 

gaming industry such as utilizing commercial hardware & software, distributing in 

commercial website and platform, even promoting on mainstream social media. 

The second one is form of organization. This is the answer of studio autonomy 

relates to intervention-free from a publisher. A game studio can publish their own 

game without the help of publisher. Independent game studio usually consists of a 

small team with less managerial duties such as non-independent studio. With this slim 

structure, a member from independent game studio can cover more than one job-desk, 

for instance being marketing specialist, community manager and market analyst. 

These non-technical job descriptions usually belong to a publisher under a mutual 
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agreement with developer. An independent studio cut the process and choose to 

handle this by themselves.  

The third character is market position. An independent game studio has a 

unique market position for their products. For instance, female customers, elder 

customers, even teenage customers. An independent game studio is not trying to cover 

all the market area. Rather than creating a popular game genre, an independent game 

studio emphasizes more on developing a distinctive game genre for a particular game 

market. The fourth character relates to the third one, which is game output. A game 

studio can be classified as independent as they develop a less popular game themes 

and genres outside a popular trending taste. 

A trending game taste can be seen on a popular game streaming platforms 

such as Twitch and Youtube. It also can be seen on game distributor/retail platforms 

like Playstore and Steam. An independent game studio doesn’t follow this footstep 

and decide to embrace their own identity with their own signature game products. So 

basically, in gaming ecology, the chain between developer and publisher can be 

replaced by the developer to handle publication. But at the same time, they need other 

platform such as game distributors and retails to bring their products to the masses. 

Since Indonesian game industry just began less than 15 years, there is no 

Triple A studio (a specific term to call an advance-high-tech game studio), all 

Indonesian game studio is categorized as SME (Small-Medium Enterprise). The state 

as a regulator also included game studio enterprise as SME establishment in 

contemporary national creative economy environment. It’s impossible for newly 

establish start-up enterprise like video game industry to create their software and 

hardware customs like Triple A studios. The value-chain still heavily relies on global 

mainstream platforms through consoles (Playstation, Xbox), web (Steam) or mobile 

device distributors (Playstore, iTunes)   

Game industry booming in past 10 years has brought the business into another 

sport ecology called e-sport competition. This is the brand-new entertainment 

business with sport element (sportainment) with video games as the main sources 

(Borowy & Jin, 2013; Hamari & Sjoblom, 2016). Various sponsor deals occur as 

many demands from global game customers. E-sports game competition has already 

been competed in 2018 as Indonesia became a host country for Asian games 2018. 
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Local game development in Southeast Asian applies a global style with local 

approach such as theme and languages. 

Meanwhile, the distribution also applies the same spirit of global and local 

value-chain. Southeast Asian game developers still heavily rely on global game 

distributors and retails. The huge step taken by Southeast Asian countries including 

Indonesia is the establishment of local game studios. Twenty years ago, Southeast 

Asian local game talents used to be local subcontractor workers for foreign gamer 

studio in their native lands. It means that local game developers cannot make original 

game assets. With the establishment of indie local game studios, local game talents 

don’t have to work as foreign game subcontractor workers anymore.   



 

 

CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

6.1 Conclusion 

Local game development in Indonesia is just begun in less than 15 years. Prior 

to this, like any Southeast Asian countries, Indonesia used to be a major market place 

for Japanese and Western game products. Indonesian 80s and 90s generations were 

vivid foreign game customers. This particular habit has inspired and transformed a 

respective generation from game customers to game producers. In the late of 90s and 

early 2000s, Indonesian local game talents didn’t have a choice but to work for 

outsource foreign game studios in their native country as subcontractors. This 

condition occurred due to the non-existence presence of local game studios in 

Indonesia. It happened until the first generation of local talents resigned from 

outsource foreign game studios and decided to establish their own game studios. 

Agate and Toge Productions are among the first local game studios to establish in 

Indonesia. 

Other local game studios continue to establish in numerous major cities in 

Indonesia such as Bandung, Yogyakarta and Surabaya. They grew up in the context of 

urban scene with community-based occupational principles. Numerous of them went 

bankrupt but plenty new indie studios established. At the year of 2014, Indonesian 

government via The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy recognized video 

games as one of the national creative economy sectors, along with other 16 creative 

sectors. This recognition unfortunately hasn’t followed by an adequate state support 

and patronage. The state indeed provides workshop and incentives but with limited 

amount and complicated paperwork of tax and legalizations. Local game developers 

are forced to create their own support system. The establishment of Indonesian Game 

Association (AGI) as a labor union is the output. As time goes by, not only AGI does 

become the only labor union for local game developers to develop their activities, but 
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has also transformed into a major reference for the government to conduct policies for 

local game industry. This phenomenon occurs due to the limitation of understanding 

about gaming industry from the government as the deputies are majority above the 

age of 40 and unfamiliar with this contemporary high-tech entertainment industry.   

At the same time, the number local game talents are technically inadequate. 

Most of them are self-taught developers. Local game developers as both artists and 

labors have to conduct a self-reliance sustainable method such as acquisitions among 

them, crowdfunding, sister-company business model, and conducting IT services 

outside developing video games. These movements occur in order to save and 

preserve their existence and creation in developing games. Notable name such as 

Digital Happiness studio released monumental game series called Dreadout (2014) 

and Dreadout 2 (2020) with the total purchased exceeded 1 million download on 

Steam platform. It becomes the first local game product to reach the milestone. Toge 

Productions with the newest game product Coffee Talk (2021) generated millions of 

rupiahs in their first year of release. Most of the customers are apparently from 

overseas countries like US, Europe, Japan and China.  

In other words, there is a changing landscape of Indonesian local game 

environment in comparison to what happened 10-15 years prior from being 

subcontractors for foreign game studio to the level of developing their own assets for 

original products from their own game studio. The development is in right track 

though in a slow pace knowing that Indonesia is the largest game market in Southeast 

Asia. These findings reveal that the number of game customers don’t entirely relate to 

the number of game talents. Plenty factors like adequate state support, market stability 

and labors’ experiences are important to upscale local game industry into another 

level like Japan or nowadays China. 

Within this precarious condition, local game labors’ loyalty towards their 

career as game developers is in questioned. In fact, this research indicates that local 

game developers are loyal to their career as game developers in Indonesia. 3 types of 

Indonesian local game developers (self-employed, employee, owner) share different 

degrees of loyalty with the studio owner received the highest level of career loyalty in 

the Indonesian gaming industry. The standpoint to remain loyal to their path as video 
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game artists accentuate in their identity from game customers to game prosumers with 

youth subcultural Do It Yourself ethic.  

Transactional interplay between state and game developers has become the 

most critical point in contemporary local game development. State inability to 

comprehend digital mindset since it’s organized by senior deputies. The state asked 

the local game talents to generate more contribution for national GDP before getting 

more state’s financial support. This tension even grew into a boiling point when the 

state tried to control popular game retail such as Steam and Epic Games before being 

negotiate by local game association. The absence of an alternative local game retail 

platform causes a high dependency over global game distributors or retails as Steam 

and Epic Games. 

In order to push local game development, the state can limit the penetration of 

global mainstream game retailers but it has to set and preserve an alternative space for 

local game developers selling their products in advance. This generational conflict has 

caused misunderstanding among actors and apparently causing instability in structure. 

State outdated mindset on digital environment forces the local game talents to develop 

their independent circle among developers. 

What has happened to the structure of local game development in 

contemporary Indonesia is the independency of workers in both market perseverance 

and sustainability. State comes as ceremonial actor while most of the innovative 

breakthrough originates from the workers and association. When the state tries to 

muscle their power towards handful and outdated policy and regulations, the workers 

and its association appear as a pressure group  

The positive measurement on career loyalty among local talents is good news 

for local gaming industry, particularly regarding to the human resource issue. Since 

video game is a fluid industry, the talents can go back and forth from one particular 

studio to another. From being full-time developer to a part-time one, from employee 

to studio owner. They can even accomplish for more than one role at the same time. 

However, what matter most is a combination of a strong state support as the main 

patron and workers’ loyalty. Indonesia only fulfills the last one. 
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6.2 Recommendation & Future Research      

The research recommendations are aimed for 3 stakeholders. They are state, 

educational institution and workers as a whole.   

1) The State 

(1) The State: The Indonesia government has made a great initiative by 

recognizing video games to be one the national creative economy sectors. Therefore, 

local game labors or talents become the national creative workers with all of the 

supportive programs provided such as annual workshops, incentives and legal 

protections. However, these state initiatives aren’t adequate to upscale the level of 

local gaming industry, particularly the manpower issue. Mediocre budget and long-

list of administrative paperwork are the major problem for local game developers to 

reach the global standard. 

Historically speaking, the great artists needed a strong patron that in the modern day 

originated from the state through special bureau or ministry. Meanwhile, Indonesian 

local game developers are enforced to rely on their supportive system and 

community. Without an adequate budget, Indonesian local game industry will be 

remaining in the mediocre level regardless how many talented artists the nation has. 

(2) The State: The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy has to 

collaborate more with related ministries such as The Ministry of Communication and 

Information and The Ministry of Manpower. There are several collaborations with 

The Ministry of Communication and Information in for annual workshop sponsored 

by state-owned enterprises. The state needs to emphasize this particular workshop 

and coaching activities even more in the future. Since Indonesian local gaming 

industry is still in infancy, experience is everything to craft the quality of local game 

talents. 

There should be a special program from the state conducted by a special deputy from 

related ministry to promote Indonesian local game industry to the potential overseas 

investors. So far, any pitching activities are independently led by the developer 

themselves. There is a special Developer Day where the state provided a space for 

both developer and publisher to summit and exhibit their works. This program must 

be enhanced to be a special investment day where the state as a major patron invited 
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and gathered donors and investors to engage and test the quality of local game 

products. Since not yet many foreign investors aware to Indonesian local game 

products, it’s a very good opportunity to introduce local game products with the 

possibility to get a proper investment. 

 2) Educational Institution: Another important recommendation is to open more 

vocational school or university department in video game industry/related programs. 

There are less than 10 vocational schools or university departments in Indonesia 

provided video games as formal educational degrees. Knowing that in the next 10 

years the industry will be overtaking our daily basis of life particularly young 

generation, an immediate act is highly recommended. A proper degree in video game 

studies will generate reliable graduates to the industry. As the majority of Indonesian 

local game developers are self-taught workers, the quality of local game product is 

always being questioned by potential investors. This is the gap for the state to fill in 

order to enhance the quality of local products to catch Asian standard of the new 

emerging South Korea’s and China’s quality of respective gaming industries.    

 3) Workers as a Whole: This research focused on the labor issues of 

contemporary Indonesian gaming industry. In other words, this is working-class 

research with a specific framework of creative workers in the information society. As 

the infancy condition of Indonesian gaming industry, the research also figure out that 

the problem doesn’t exclusively exist on the labor, state and stakeholders or investors, 

but also the customers. Developers as both individual and business unit need a 

strength marketing team. This research found that local game developers emphasized 

more on technical issues and often ignored the importance of marketing team. 

 This marketing team is a very useful entity to guarantee the economic flows of 

video game enterprises by engaging the products to the market. The marketing team 

has to consist of strong community development team and marketing specialist. This 

necessity also proves a point that creative industry at any particular fields need a non-

creative manpower to run their business. Most of them only focus on aesthetic and 

unfortunately lead to the economic setback due to the lack of financial, marketing and 

promotion teams.    

Meanwhile, there are at least 2 possible future research that might be 

conducted based on this research. There are game customer behavior and gender roles 
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in a local game industry. These two major themes can be explored with various 

research methods and perspectives. 

(1) Customer Behavior: Future research on the characteristics of current local 

game players is needed to identify local customer behavior on local game products. 

Their preference on game interface and style would be a very good input for 

Indonesian local game developers. Quantitative demographical research will be 

appropriate to dismantle the issue. The result of this research will be very useful for 

any local game developers’ team to adjust their User Interface and User Experience 

(UI/UX) while developing games for locals.  

(2) Gender Roles in a Local Game Industry: Another future research that is 

also important to conduct is the atmosphere of local game workplaces. Since this 

research emphasized more on the contemporary condition of game developers as the 

national creative workers as a whole unit, the aspect of inclusivity such as the 

contribution of female game developers and other developers with sexual minority 

preferences aren’t much highlighted. The research on female game developers and 

other minority game developer groups is needed to see how far they can contribute to 

the horizon of game contents during a creative-decision making process. 
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Appendix A 

 

Interview Transcripts and Coding



 

 

Interview transcript with Indonesian Game Association (AGI) - Febri and Cipto 

 

1. What does the role of AGI on local game workers? 

 Febri: Basically, we’re a bridge between industry and government. 

 

2. Do you know how many local game workers in Indonesia? 

Cipto: Approximately more than 1000. In Indonesia, there’re only 10-20 local 

game developer companies with legal status (Limited Company). There are 

various number of workers who worked in that company as a legal game 

worker. Not to mention the huge number of people worked for indie game 

studios. 

 

3. What are AGI programs to enhance local game development in Indonesia? 

Cipto: Well, we have 13 programs, they’re basically workshops, incubations, 

incentives and trainings.  I’ll give you the data list after this. On that list you 

can see and identified with whom we collaborate with so far. 

Febri: In principle, ministries like The Ministry of Tourism and Creative 

Economy and Ministry of Communication of Informatics are always seeking 

for our advice before funding state programs for local game development. 

 

4. What’s the news program of AGI? 

Febri: We’re trying to implement the standard competency for local game 

developers. After all this time, there is no standard skill of local game 

developers. So, we need to set a bar in order to enhance the local developers 

to reach that point.  

Cipto: We hope by setting this standard, local game developers will push 

themselves collectively into the new competitive level. 

 

5.  From where do local game companies usually get the investment? 

Febri: From international firm company. Some of them received from local 

enterprise also. Typically, joint venture company. But we don’t know the exact 

number of the amounts. 
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Cipto: Some of them have special obligation to reveal to public about name of 

company and the amount of investment. We’ll give you the list after this.  

  

 

6. What issues that been highlighted as problems for local game workers so far? 

Febri: Worker’s Skill, like we mentioned earlier. We don’t have a standard of 

competition of our workers. With unstandardized skill, there will a lack of 

trust from investors. Lack of investment means no money. No money means no 

production. So, it’s like a chicken and egg circle. 

Cipto: That’s why we want to unravel the problems. Starts from the quality of 

game talents first. 

 

7. It is true that many local game developer companies who open the secondary 

business in order to survive financially? 

Cipto: Yes, it’s true. Two third of game developer companies got bankrupt due 

to the lack of investment and financial security. Having the secondary business 

is the best option for them. 

Febri: Not entirely all of local game companies open the secondary business, 

but in general yes. They are also local game developer companies which 

didn’t make games for their own, but they made game assets for foreign game 

products. It’s a different case since they are not making the original IP from 

the very beginning. 

 

8. What do you expect as AGI top level persons to the state for local game workers? 

 Febri: More events for sure. 

Cipto: Incentives from a government, I think we should learn from Malaysia 

where the state has a special government body to handle local game 

development, including talents, market, investment and workshop. However, 

we try to develop our movement to be able to reach that environment. 
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9. Based on your experienced, what is the biggest gaps between local game 

developers around the capital city of Jabodetabek (Jakarta-Bandung area) and outside 

Jabodetabek? 

Febri: After all it’s all about quality and skill. Like I said, we have so many 

talents, but the quality is still unproven from middle up to mediocre. We try to 

fix that part with our program collaborating with The Ministry of Tourism and 

Creative Economy. So far that’s our biggest concern. Another thing is that 

many events are still concentrated around Java. So, most of the local game 

talents and developers outside Java missed the events, like exhibitions, 

seminars, incubations, something like that. 

Cipto: The inequality also happens in the salary amount. Of course, local 

game talents from Jabodetabek will be paid higher, but they also must deal 

with higher living cost.  

 

10. What do you guys expect from The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy 

for the enrichment of local game development especially the talents’ issues? 

Febri: I think they should add more events and investments. It’s our basic 

necessity right now. We also hope that the state would help us to introduce 

local game products to the local costumers 

Cipto: Yes, many local game developer companies targeted foreign game 

market because they’re more mature and vibrant comparing to the local ones. 

So for the next project we hope the ministry will help us promoting local game 

products to local market. For example, with a specific program or event in 

collaboration with mass media, universities or popular selebgrams. 

Febri: There is another one, local universities should open the game studies 

department. Nowadays, our local talents don’t have related backgrounds. 

There are a very small of them who got a degree from video game department. 

It’s important because we do need both qualified and quantified talents. 

Because, the demand has already grown in the past 5-10 years. And for the 

future I think it will be even bigger. 
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State Key Statements 

 

1. How do the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy organize game as one the 

national creative economy sectors? 

We want to cope with globalization and trend. Game, without a doubt is the 

new global commodity, countries like China and Japan have a very good 

video game industry. We’re trying to catch that standard eve tough is not easy 

since our incentive for game is not that much comparing to those countries. 

We’re happy that game was included to be one of our creative economy 

sectors. It’s important to organize the sector and funds a special state budget 

to each of them, including local game sector  

 

2. How about the incentive issues for the developers as the national creative workers? 

We have to admit that due to the limitation of state budget and the newly-

established industry, game industry gains relatively moderate incentive from 

the government. As the state stakeholder, we tried to build the good 

environment first, like opening the market through game exhibition, state 

incentive, incubation, workshop, even by sending local game developers to 

overseas game exhibition in Europe and America to learn skills. We 

collaborate the program with workers association to broader state perspective 

towards local game environment.  

 

3. Based on the recent research, the contribution of local game development are less 

than 2%, how does the state handle this issue? 

Local game only contributed around 1-2% of our GDP. It’s very small 

comparing to film or animation creative industries. We need more vibrant 

environment among stakeholders like workers’ association, universities, 

investors, and public or market. We also have an e-sport competition, but it’s 

handled by another ministry. As a creative ministry, we have financial 

incentive, but after all the funding will be organized by the awardee 

themselves. It’s their rights. We have budget and try to put it on the right way 

as we organized important events for them as creative workers 
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4. How the state sees the upcoming of Indonesian local game development? 

Our game industry is in the process, we don’t want to halt their creativities. 

These young people have many things to embrace through ideas and 

technology. Local game only contributed 1-2% of our national GDP among 

creative economy sectors so far. At the same time, we provide incentives and 

events in collaboration with association and state-enterprise for the 

developers to sell their market in both local and foreign market. This is a 

brand-new industry, so learning by doing is the most possible method to 

understand the industry. 

 

Game Studios: Agate Statements 

1. Agate is the biggest and the most prominent local game developer studio in 

Indonesia, how did it begin? 

Started from 2009 Agate me and my colleges from Bandung Institute of 

Technology thought to make our own game studio, inspired by foreign game 

developer studio we reckon. Back then, local game developer studios in 

Indonesia were non-existent. It’s almost impossible to find a person who was 

familiar with game industry particularly a local one. Me and my friends were 

vivid game players during his childhood. Our childhood experience influenced 

us to create his own studio game. 

 

2. First obstacle when establishing a game studio? 

Most parents felt reluctant when his/her children playing game instead of 

studying. It also happened to me. But I have a different perspective examining 

this phenomenon. In video game, they directly involved into what they have 

been playing. For example, like expressing the characters’ gesture, bought 

and sold items, even fought the enemies. It was fun since you got a complete 

control while received reward and punishment at the same time. It inspired me 

to create video game with has an educational element so the children can be 

fun while studying trough gameplay features At the first year establishing the 

game studio, we were naive. We full of idealist game designers and 
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programmers. We had zero understanding on finance and accounting. That’s 

why the first year of our existence as a creative industry was hard. We forgot 

that Agate is a business entity after all. We had to recruit an accounting 

person to maintain business as well as a product manager who can develop 

the branding image of our company and game products (Arief Widhiyasa-

Agate)  

 

3. Agate is known for its role in gamification and other IT project, how did it happen? 

Because we need another income from other business. Game industry in 

Indonesia should be held up by another business to make it sustain. At this 

point, we can’t rely solely on the game industry itself. State has become more 

and more open to us, and so do the investors. But still, the incentives aren’t 

enough. Sometimes, when our game got a good selling number, there’s a luck 

factor, timing and good community relations. 

 

4. How do you sustain the business? 

Since IT game programmers are idealist people, they are careless about 

money and how to make the small-medium game enterprise sustained 

financially. As an indie community-based studio, this incident is common in 

Indonesia. Local game developer studios emphasized more on aesthetic values 

and creating network in both national and international levels. Not many 

developers are as lucky as Agate. Sometimes they were too late to realize that 

maintaining financial durability was a very important part to be sustainable 

developers. 

 

5. Agate has many opportunities represented Indonesia in plenty international forum, 

how do you compare our local development to others? 

There was a time where I met a local developer from South Korea. I told him 

about the current rising game development in Indonesia. He was thrilled and 

said, it reminds of what happened in South Korea 10 years ago. Another time, 

I met a game programmer from Japan. I also told him a story about the 

current condition about local game development in Indonesia. He was also 
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pleased to hear my story and said it’s like Japan 30 years ago. Can you 

imagine that, how far we have left behind from them? Not to mention The 

United States. Probably we’re 40 years behind (Arief Widhiyasa-Agate). 

 

Game Studios: Digital Happiness 

1. Digital Happiness has been known for Dreadout game, how did it all begin? 

Interesting story came from local game developers located in Bandung named 

Digital Happiness. This small-medium game enterprise has famously known 

for its biggest game hit called Dreadout in 2014, followed by Dreadout: 

Keepers of The Dark in 2016 and its brand-new sequel Dreadout 2 in 2020 

Statistically, Dreadout series has been downloaded for over 1 million 

downloads across the world. The achievement put Digital Happiness as the 

first local game developer in Indonesia to surpass the number. Since then, 

Digital Happiness has always been associated with Dreadout game. Bandung 

based Digital Happiness established in 2013 as a former 3D animation studio 

before finally transformed themselves into a developer game studio.  

 

2. Any obstacles for the first timer studio to sell the product? 

At the first time, we wanted to make a game but we were confused about how 

to sell them to players. We came from programmer backgrounds especially 

illustrators. We knew nothing about it. In 2012-13, selling a game at Steam 

platform wasn’t as easy as today when you can pay for a spot. Digital 

Happiness consists of 11 people and somebody got an idea to use a 

crowdfunding scheme to sell our game. It was our first move and got a warm 

welcome as we received more amount than we expected. 

 

3. Other developer studio mentioned that the luck factor is important in nowadays 

industry, how do you see this? 

Dreadout is an interesting product. If there was no Dreadout, Digital 

Happiness may not as big as today. The genesis of Dreadout is interesting as 

it’s our first local game product that independently funded through 

crowdfunding scheme during the year of 2012-2013. We collected financial 
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help through online platform to be able to create a game product. Our friends 

and fans started to donate their money as well as given a responsibility 

towards Digital Happiness to create a good game. In total they succeed to 

collect $ 29.067 USD and adequate enough to create a game product. 

 

4. How do you sustain the sustainability of your studio and products? 

Digital Happiness’ strategy apparently works as Dreadout reached more than 

1 million downloads. A prominent Youtube gamer PewDiePie noticed this 

Indonesian game product and decided to play while given a review at the 

same time. The affect afterward was massive. Dreadout grows into a pop 

culture icon in Indonesia. There are film and comic book inspired by 

Dreadout game. Dreadout The Movie (2019) was the first Indonesian movie 

inspired by video game. In the year of 2020 Dreadout 2 was released and 

successfully maintain the vibes with better graphics. Dreadout 2 even reached 

the number 1 Steam Trending in February 2020 when it first released. It also 

appeared in the first page of Steam Top Seller. These achievements haven’t 

been equalled by other local game developer company in Indonesia. 

 

5. How does the Japanese and American game style influence Dreadout series? 

Dreadout was inspired by popular Western games with horror and thriller 

elements. As we used to be a 3D animation studio, we’re familiar with 

realistic design and elements of characters. It’s not a one-day service, we 

were struggling with a lot of discussion and whether we should put the 

component of Sundanese culture or not. Since Indonesia has plenty urban 

legends, ghosts and mythologies, we decided to blend it into one particular 

horror theme game called Dreadout. We knew Indonesian people love horror 

theme, so we don’t we try to make a video game product of it, just like movies 

and television series. After our movement with horror theme game, there are 

many more local game developers to create and explore another horror theme 

the game called Pamali: Indonesian Folklore Horror from Storytale Studios 

and Pulang: Insanity from OZYSOFT (Tri-Lead Programmer of Digital 

Happiness).  
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Game Studios: Own Games 

1. Tell me the story about Own Game establishment 

The studio based in Bandung and was established by two young brother 

Eldwin Viriya and Jefvin Viriya in 2011. We as a company company reached 

an amazing achievement after their game Tahu Bulat became the top 

download mobile game application on Playstore during the year of 2016-

2017. Before Tahu Bulat, we had already made a video game with flash 

software platform. However, it didn’t go well since it was only worth US$ 3 in 

the first month. Until the day when he visited a game workshop in Finland in 

the year of 2014 where the mention that locality was very important of 

creating popular game. The quote inspired him to create the game the later be 

called Tahu Bulat, a special street menu in contemporary Indonesia. 

 

2. How the Western workshop influences Own Games studio? 

In 2014, it was the early year of Own Game establishment. One of the mentors 

in Finland empathized the importance of locality in creating game. The 

content had to be as prominent as our daily basis stuff. So, my brother and got 

inspired and accidentally created that game in 2014 during the Comic Market 

event in Bandung. After that success we’re confident enough to expand our 

game developer company as we received revenue around six digits of dollars 

from Tahu Bulat game ad selling. 

 

3. How about the local environment? 

It was 2014, it was the early year of Own Game establishment. One of the 

mentors in Finland emphasized the importance of locality in creating game. 

The content had to be as prominent as our daily basis stuff. So, my brother 

and got inspired and accidentally created that game in 2014 during the Comic 

Market event in Bandung. After that success we’re confident enough to expand 

our game developer company as we received revenue around six digits of 

dollars from Tahu Bulat game ad selling 
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3. Is it safe to say that Tahu Bulat really sustains the studio’s financial issues? 

Tahu Bulat game have been downloaded for more than 3 million times until 

today. It made Own Game received many awards in both local and 

international, such as Guilty Pleasure Award in the International Mobile 

Gaming Awards Southeast Asia 2016 in Malaysia, and other 3 categorizes 

held by Indonesian Creative Bureau 2016 like Game of The Year, Developer 

of The Year, Citizen Choice.   

 

Game Studios: Mojiken 

1. Can you please tell me about the profile of the company? 

Mojiken was established in Surabaya in 2013. Actually, Mojiken once was an 

illustrator and animation studio before we transformed our company into a 

game developer studio. All of us graduated from Visual Design 

Communication major at college. That’s why Mojiken emphasized more on 

graphics instead of mechanic while creating games. At the very first time, we 

wanted to create an original artwork instead of just making an outsourcing 

works all the time. Creating game was the ultimate answer then. It’s difficult 

at the first time since we don’t have programmers. So we learn by ourselves 

on how to make a game. Fortunately, we found a program called Construct 2. 

It’s an easy app to create games. That’s the first tool we use to make our first 

compilation of game prototypes. Our first game product was sold through 

CDs, it means that we have to burn CDs by ourselves and sold them in every 

exhibition or pre order scheme. Unlike other local game developers in 

Indonesia, we started to create a PC game instead of flash or mobile game. 

We felt that we didn’t have a capability to make mobile game, so we directly 

made for PC gamers. In one particular moment a guy named Kris Antoni from 

Toge Productions interested in our products. He once stated that our games 

are unique and have strong signatures especially on the artworks. After that 

he proposed a collaboration. At the very first time he asked Mojiken to be a 

part of an outsourcing job in collaboration with other 3 developers from 

Yogyakarta and Toge Productions as a designer. As we specialized in arts 
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design, Kris Antoni offered an artwork duty to us. After that, our collaboration 

with Toge Productions continued, even 4 of our games were published by 

Toge Productions. In Indonesia, local game developers should support each 

other as many of local game developers are financially unstable. At the time 

when a financial crisis, Toge Productions invest a special fund in order to 

keep Mojiken and their talents alive. Since that investment, in 2017 Mojiken is 

a legal Limited Company.      

 

2. As a well-established local game company in Indonesia, how does the company 

manage the workers’ rights?  

Basically, we are still a small game enterprise. Our staff only consists of 10 

people. We follow the rules of the government. But we have a unique way to 

develop our staff rights and abilities. Every month we conduct a special camp 

for our own developers to learn something new. It’s kind of an internal 

workshop. 

 

3. Do you call a mentor? 

We want to, probably in the near future. But what we’ve been doing is that 

each of us have to learn one skill of programming and design. After that 

he/she should teach that new skill and knowledge to all of us during Mojiken 

Camp. It applies to all of Mojiken staff, no exception, including me as a CEO. 

That’s the most reasonable act we can do to develop our skill and knowledge. 

Since our budget is very limited, we have to optimize our resource as effective 

as possible. 

 

4. Based on the experienced, what are the most common conflicts that happened 

between the company and game workers?  

The unique thing about Mojiken is, we never do a-top-down order. So, our 

flow of works goes like this. Every staff comes up with ideas with their own 

styles, designs and storylines. We choose one idea to execute and the initiator 

become a project leader. 
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5. How does the company manage the salary scheme to the workers? 

Before we became Limited Company (LT) we used to do a project-base jobs. 

But nowadays we don’t do it anymore. We have already applied a monthly 

salary scheme. 

 

6. How about the contract policy on the workers?  

This is technically our major problem. Since we’re still a small game 

enterprise we have no policy on this. So technically all our staff basically 

consist of our peer group and friends. In the near future we hope that we’re 

able organize this with HR and special accountant. Right now, as a founder, I 

handle all the financial flows and system. 

 

7. Does the recruitment for game workers open continuously?  

 Not really at this time. Because we feel adequate enough. 

 

8. Does this game company accept a project-based workers? 

Like I mentioned earlier, we used to do that, but not this time. Because now 

we’re focusing on doing continuous job creating our own games. But we don’t 

close an opportunity to create a project-based if there are investors. 

 

9. How much cost does it take to create a game? 

There is no exact number. It based on what kind of game you created. For 

example, simple game like flash will surely cost more efficient comparing to 

Triple A (AAA) game like The Last of Us game. But in general, the cost 

consists of time, I mean how long you and your team need to create that game 

(in example 3 months), operational cost (electricity, water, logistics like foods 

and any other asset interests) and of course salary during the process. You do 

the math. Could be over 100 or even below 100 million rupiahs.    

 

10. Does the company guarantee the freedom of workers’ creativity of game or not? 
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Of course, those who come up with the best ideas will be the project leader. 

Every staff have their own style. Like foreign developer Capcom, they have 

different kind of genres based on the idea from different project leaders.  

 

11. Is it true if local game developers have to accept other job outside creating games 

in order to survive? 

Yes. It’s true. We used to be like that. This industry is still an infancy. They 

circle is relatively small. It’s a part of our surviving skill. Especially for a 

small game developer like Mojiken. 

 

12. What kind of market strategy that local game usually applies to get the costumers? 

It’s difficult since we have to compete against foreign game companies. All we 

have to do so far is trying to strengthen our social media, join the exhibition, 

and create a game as creative as possible. 

 

13. Is there any help from the state to reach that market? 

As far as I know there was a program from state. It’s like an exhibition where 

the developers were able to meet potential publishers. In that exhibition, game 

developers can also show off their current game demo/prototype in order to 

gain network or even publishers.   

 

14. Does the company follow the state rules on workers’ rights? 

 Yes, we follow state’s regulation. Like basic insurance for workers etc. 

 

Game Studios: Toge Productions 

1. We’ve heard a lot of stories about Toge in mass media, but how’s this company 

recruitment policy to game workers?  

Basically, we’re a very compact game company. We don’t have many 

employees. Our selection to be a part of Toge is very strict, we’re very careful 

hiring people to be a part of our team. We only have 21 employees. Those 

people should have the same common ground as us, for example: love games, 

chill people, productive and creative minds. Sometimes we recommended each 
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other, like friends or relatives. But at the end we have to test them first, 

according to what position they applied for. Our creative process are starting 

from a camp. So, every person with the best idea of game, will be a leader. In 

the process, we will have a tough discussion about the flow, characters and so 

on. But it’s normal. So, our creative process it’s not a top-down style, but 

more democratic from each persons’ ideas. 

  

 

2. As a well-established local game company in Indonesia, how does the company 

manage the workers’ rights?  

Basically, we follow the government’s rules. Before the Omnibus Law, we 

have a two years of probation period. But after the Omnibus Law policy, we 

have to shorten the period into 6 months. However, because of the pandemic, 

when we can’t encounter each other at the office, we extend the probation into 

9 months. We fulfill every universal right for workers, like financial security, 

health, and saving. Since we think about efficiency, we don’t hire too many 

people. 

 

3. Based on the experienced, what are the most common conflicts that happened 

between the company and game workers? 

So far so good, we can maintain the harmony in terms of creativity of course. 

But if you ask me about conflict, I think the most irritated one was that we lost 

plenty good talents due to parents’ disapproval to pursue a career in game 

industry since they overlooked this industry. Many of our good talents had 

resigned because of this issue. Their parents insisted them to look for another 

stable career.  

  

4. Is there any benefit or special distinction for working at this game company as 

game workers?  

We’re a big family studio. Since the circle is small, you will be soon feeling 

like home. There is no seniority in a game industry. We’re struggling each 

other, helping each other to strengthen this industry. Encourage people to get 
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familiar with this industry as a professional career. So, from the first time we 

have a common ground. It’s easier to work with people with the same common 

ground as you. And we don’t have a strict dateline assignment just like other 

big developer company. So, we’re more moderate creating video game 

prototypes. We aimed foreign market, so if you asked me what is our market. 

My answer is foreign gamers. They’re more appreciate and have wider 

segments. In Indonesia, we still find a difficulty finding our market since the 

environment is still infancy. Nonetheless it’s getting more and more moderate 

as we try to collaborate with other developers. 

 

5. I heard a story that Toge helped Mojiken to survive financially. How’s the story 

behind the event? 

Yes, simply put we don’t want their talents wasted and pursue another normal 

job. We knew they have a great potency. So we invest to their studio and 

collaborate with them as they’re really good in designs.   

 

6. How does the company manage their salary scheme to the workers? 

We follow the state rules. We pay the salary of workers every months. So it’s 

monthly payments. 

 

 

6. How about the contract policy on the workers?  

Like I said earlier, we conduct a probation for 6-9 months, and after that, 

based on good performance, they will become permanent workers in Toge. 

 

 

7. Does the recruitment for game workers open continuously?  

Yes, but in reality, we’re hiring people based on friends’ recommendation as 

it’s more reliable. We don’t care about educational background, as long as 

they’re competent, we will hire. My educational background isn’t related to 

video game at all. I took food technology as a university major. As long as 

they have passion and skill towards game, you welcome you.  
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8. Does this game company accept a project-based workers? 

For creating game, yes. But outside games, we going to be more careful now. 

We had a bad experience doing a project-based job outside game. One of our 

previous clients had ever unpaid us since gone away. It was a traumatic 

experience. But it doesn’t mean we’re anti project-based. Since it’s trustable, 

we will do it anyway. We tend to trust a project from foreign clients.  

 

10. Does the company guarantee the freedom of workers’ creativity of game or not? 

Of course, like I mentioned earlier that every member in Toge deserves a 

chance to come up with their very ideas of game prototype before we discuss 

and debate about it in the discussion session. 

 

11. What does company usually put as consideration towards workers’ creativity? 

No limitation, as long as it’s reasonable, we’ll accept it as ideas and try to 

embrace it with the team. We don’t limit creativity. All talents have their own 

style creating games. Both male and female at any styles. Like me, I don’t like 

horror game, but some of us do. I don’t mind as long as it’s a great idea.  

  

  

12. What kind of market strategy that local game usually applies to get the costumers? 

Toge in particular aims the foreign market, that’s why we always put an 

English language into our game option choice. It’s our choice since the world 

has market mature enough to purchase and appreciate our game products. But 

it doesn’t mean we’re anti the local one. In the local level, we’re still in the 

level where we try to educate our player with good international package but 

with a local nuance. Try to create an awareness to buy an original game 

product and appreciate the developers. And I’m glad that many local gamers 

have already welcomed us with good reviews.   

 

13. Is there any help from the state to reach that market? 
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At the past, no. But in the last two years, the government via state-owned 

enterprise Telkom, they’re annually conduct an incubation with reaching the 

potential market is one of their programs. We also have our similar program 

called Toge Camp or Incubation. Honestly, the state program is kind of 

imitate our program, because we have started it first. It’s alright since this 

industry is still a baby, a massive collaboration is needed. 

 

15. Is there a policy that the game company takes it differently than what the 

government has been regulated?  

No, we follow the state rules. But at this pandemic we have to extend the 

probation period from 6 months to 9 months. We try to adapt to the Work 

From Home (WFH) condition, so it takes a longer time for people to asses and 

adapt. 

 

16. Does the company ever join the government program in local game workshop or 

incubation?  

As we’re a senior game developer company, we help the state by sending 

mentor and judge into that workshop or incubation program. So, we’re more 

an advisor role. 

 

17. What is the company expectation to the state to do towards local games, especially 

for game workers as the instrument of creative economy? 

I hope in the near future, Toge Productions can be a center of Indonesian 

local game scene. So, if foreign gamers or developers want to reference 

Indonesian game, they will point out Toge as a major reference. I know it 

would take a long time, but it’s our dream, me and Kris as founders. 

 

15. Is there a policy that the game company takes it differently than what the 

government has been regulated?  

No, we follow the rule of the government because our company has gained a 

Limited Company status and it was under the state’s law. 
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16. Does the company ever join the government program on local game workshop or 

incubation?  

Yes, but not incubation. We’ve ever joined to be a mentor and judge for the 

newcomers as they presented their game products. 

 

17. Have you ever received a financial incentive from the state? 

 Yes, we’ve ever received that. From a state bureau. 

 

18. What is your expectation to Mojiken as a game developer in the next 5-10? 

We hope we can be as big as other foreign game developers with world class 

game products. It’s a long way to go. But as this industry grows bigger, 

nothing is impossible.  

 

Game Studios: Touchten 

Touchten are among senior game studio in Indonesia, with female disparity 

Touchten offers for positioning  

1. What about crowdfunding achievement? 

Our investors mainly coming from media-tech companies. It’s our duty to 

convince our skill and works so they trust and not drives us. Since they trust 

our quality and curriculum vitae, they have a full faith towards us and 

guarantee our independence as artists. Our target market is female gamers. It 

happened by accident as we launch first game and received a very good 

market from female gamers (Rokimas Soeharyo-COO of Touchten). 

Normally crowdfunding goes into two other ways around. Game developers 

made the prototype or demo and launched the trailer in a crowdfunding 

platform like Kickstarter or Indiegogo. After that it’s a matter of marketing, 

how they sell the game. It’s good if we already have a market or fans. They’re 

loyal. This market should be strengthened continuously. In Touchten, we’ve 

been targeting the female gamers. Crowdfunding makes a developer works for 

fans not merely stick to investor who’s always trying to seek for added value 

(Rokimas-Co Founder of Touchten). 
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Game Studios: Wisageni, Gambir, Storytale, Megaxus, Ozysoft, Gamechanger 

Wisageni was a game developer studio based in Yogyakarta. Founded in 2015 

by Rudy Sumarso and Vania Marita who previously worked in animation 

industry. They have 3 other developer members consist of game programmers, 

designers and artists. Wisageni has joined The Indonesian Game Association 

to strengthen their position and network in the local game development. They 

have already published 5 game products in various genre such as fantasy 

(Conjurer), education (Living in 2020), simulation (Crazy Cargo) and two 

other online-based games (Armor Games & Nonstop Show). 

Gambir studio is a game developer studio based in Yogyakarta. Established in 

2016, this studio claimed to have experienced talents with more than 15 years 

in the game industry. They’re among productive local game developer with 13 

products released in both Playstore and Applestore. They’ve reached about 10 

million installs and downloads. Their current project called Selera Nusantara 

becomes their latest hits in generating money for less than 2 months. Although 

they only made the game for less than 6 months with only 3 talents and no help 

from publisher. Gambir is well-known by their strategy cooperating with 

prominent local artists to their main characters. They can also get huge 

partnership with a famous brand of local-kitchen herb (Sasa) as the studio 

specialized in making cooking-theme games. They now consist of 8 member 

including founders and co-founders.    

Ozysoft is a local studio founded in Balikpapan Indonesia. Ozysoft perhaps the 

most prominence local game developer studio outside Java Island. Derived 

from its founder abbreviation names, Ozy and Sopian, the studio released 

second-most popular horror game in Indonesia after Dreadout called 

Pulang:Insanity. However, although they’ve been established since 2013, the 

flows weren’t always as good as they planned. During 2014-2018 the studio 

had no idea where to go. But in 2017 they received an investment from 

Chinese startup company who directly involved in the making of their 

signature Pulang:Insanity game. Released in 2019, this horror game generate 

Ozysoft to achieve 2 awards and 5 nominations and positive review from 
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Steam. Consist of 6 members, the developer studio currently doing their new 

game project for the fans. 

 

 

Samples of Individual Game Developer Statements (Willy- Game Programmer) 

1. What do you choose to be a game developer? 

I love video game and apparently, I choose IT major concentrating on video 

game. So, I already have a plan to be a game programmer since the very 

beginning. 

 

2. So your educational background is already a game engineering? 

Yes 

 

3. Are you a vivid gamer before?  

Yes, I love playing adventurous game. Actually, I play many games, no 

exception.  

 

4. How long have you been working in the local game industry? 

About 7 years. I started to be an IT game programmer in outsource foreign 

game developer in Yogyakarta before joining a local game company. In my 

city, local game studios are growing now. There are many local game 

developers emerge in recent years. It’s a good sign. 

 

5. Are you consider this work as a carrier?  

Yes of course. I’ve been doing this even before I finished college. It’s been my 

entire live since then. Working as a game programmer is a flexible job. You 

can do other job as long it relates to IT. For example, software services etc. 

 

6. Do you see your occupation is different than other workers or not? 

In the IT environment, it’s no different than any IT jobs. I think a unique 

element is that we created something that is playable for people, more than 

just animation. We coded something that you can move and drives. 
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7. Ever felt a competition among local game workers?  

Not really. It’s more a teamwork job. We cannot do this alone. There always 

plenty of people around you depending each other. 

 

8. What about your daily routine as a game worker? 

It’s normal. 9-5. Since I’m a senior programmer, I have a flexibility on 

working hours. In fact, I don’t mind sitting in the front of monitor and creates 

game as long as I hope it’s going to be a great one.   

 

9. How’s the working hours policy in the game company you worked for? 

9-5. But in reality, it’s very fluid. It depends on the project and dateline. 

 

10. Did you ever experience an overtime working hours? 

Yes, but since we worked outside the capital city, the working loads are not as 

intensive as a heard in Jakarta. As a game developer, there is a time when we 

have to accept other jobs outside games in order to survive and fulfill our 

daily basis needs. 

 

11. Do you already have a family? If you have how you manage your time as a game 

worker? If you haven’t, do you want to continue to work like this?  

Yes, I already have a family. So far so good, as long we do our job 

professionally, we can maintain both family office environment smoothly. 

 

12. Do you think this job as a precarious occupation or not? 

Yes, but it’s getting good nowadays. But my concern relies on local game 

developers and talents outside Jakarta. As economic flows heavily 

concentrated in Jakarta, they get bigger cake than us outside the capital city. I 

think that’s a most crucial part when we discuss about precarious 

environment in local game industry. 
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13. Does the game company you work for give you enough room to innovate your 

ideas? 

Yes. It’s a teamwork. Sometimes we become a project leader, sometime we 

have to follow others’ ideas. It’s a normal working flow in a game industry. 

My boss is a chill person, he let us to be as creative as we can, as long as it’s 

good for company. The recognition will be given eventually after the game 

finished. 

 

 

14. In terms of rationalization and negotiation, as an artist, what game company’s 

policy do you think irritate you the most as a game labor? 

I think it’s always going to be a salary. But we as game developers and talents 

are able to understand it anyway. Especially as a father who has family, 

salary stability is the most important thing. That’s why if it’s needed many of 

us took other IT jobs like services and software development outside games.  

  

15. Do you ever consider to open your own game developer company? 

Yes, I can even do it right now. I’ve ever do that before with 3 of my friends. 

We conducted a project outside our duty as game developer company staff. 

It’s easy to create your own indie game studio. As long as we have friends to 

work with and their client with particular game project. 

 

16. Do you know that the government has recognized game as a creative economy 

sector?  

 Yes, I’ve heard that. 

 

17. Is there a government program that do you think support local game workers? 

Incubation and workshop are two most important events to develop talents 

and developers’ skill and experience.  

 

18. Did you ever join any government’s program in fostering local developers? 
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Yes, it was 3-4 years ago if I’m not mistaken. Me and my friends joined a 

special incubation program in a week when we have to create a game that 

would be presented in the front of mentors and winning a grand prize. We 

didn’t win the prize but we gained experienced mentored by senior developers 

and talents from Jakarta and Bandung. It was the event where many young 

developers tested their skill while learned something new at the same time. 

 

Samples of Individual Game Developer Statements (Aditya- Game Programmer) 

1. What do you choose to be a game developer? 

Well, it’s my hobby since the very beginning. I love to play game when I was a 

kid. I started to play console Playstation 1 game during my childhood. Until 

finally I reached the time when I felt like I need to create my own game. So I 

decided to become a programmer with game specialization. 

 

2. What is your specialization as a game developer? 

Programmer. It’s basically a coding skill and arranging how the game going 

to work. In every game developer, we need to have 4 major skills to create a 

video game. They are game designers who lead the concept of game as whole, 

and then game programmer who created the IT code of the game, the third is 

artists of animation who creates visual aesthetic and the forth is sound artists.  

 

3. What is your educational background? 

IT. I took a computer science as my major in university. Because I really want 

to join the game industry, so I took a game programmer as concentration in 

order to get a specific comprehension about creating the game. 

 

4. Are you a vivid gamer before?  

 Yes, I play a lot since I was very young. Until today I still play video game. 

 

5. How long have you worked in the local game industry? 

 About 3 years. I started as an intern before finally worked as a professional. 
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6. Do you consider this work as a carrier?  

Yes of course. If I have to choose, I will continue to work in this industry no 

matter how much salary I would receive instead working outside this industry 

although I may get more salary. But, it’s not just me. I want to live my life with 

something that I enjoyed the most.  

 

7. Do you see your occupation is different than other workers or not? 

I see my job as a fun one. I’ve been working for other IT company before I join 

the game developer. It’s nowhere near fun. In game developers, I guess I can 

enjoy my works more than other field of occupation. 

 

8. Ever felt a competition among local game workers?  

I didn’t feel any competition during my carrier as a game developer. I feel it 

more teamwork. Maybe because the developer I worked for is still a small 

enterprise. We create our game based on our mutual agreement after a long 

discussion. A game designer is a person who should come up and lead the 

idea since their responsibility to create the design of the game. Our company 

has released many video games in Playstore and Steam platforms.  

 

10. What about your daily routine as a game worker? 

 It’s a normal routine of daily working-class people.  

 

11. How’s the working hours policy in the game company you worked for? 

9-5. But sometimes if we have something to do more. For example, like 

rendering or arranging the code, we have to stay longer at the office. In this 

pandemic, it’s more flexible since we can do our tasks at home. 

 

12. Did you ever experience an overtime working hours? 

I think in most IT companies including game companies, overtime working 

hour is common. They’re many factors like dateline or error in database so we 

have to fix it as soon as possible. So, we have to stay late. But in my office, we 
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rarely have to do the overtime job. We can always either finished it on time or 

put it until tomorrow.  

 

13. How do you maintain your time between being a game worker and game player?  

Since it’s a fun job for me. I always consider that my time creating game is 

also the time when I play the game. I don’t distinguish those two. 

 

14. Do you already have a family? If you have how you manage your time as a game 

worker? If you haven’t, do you want to continue to work like this?  

 I’m still single. 

 

15. Do you think this job as a precarious occupation or not? 

At this time yes. It’s a precarious job. In Indonesia there are not many game 

developers comparing to other Asian nations. 

 

16. Does the game company you work for give you enough room to innovate your 

ideas? 

So far yes. Because all the team are coming from the same hobby and 

backgrounds, it’s easier for us to find the common ground. We discuss before 

finally decide something. In the process, arguing was a common one, but 

somehow, we can manage it. I always feel that in every outcome from the 

discussion is always be the best one we could get. 

 

18. How autonomous do you think you are as a game worker?  

Working at the game developer companies is all about teamwork. But we have 

specialization. I think we feel autonomous in the way we developed the game 

according to our expertise. But we have to adjust our works in accordance to 

the agreement on how the game should look like.  

 

19. In terms of rationalization and negotiation, as an artist what game company’s 

policy do you think irritate you the most as a game labor? 
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Probably the salary. I can get 6-7 million rupiah per months. Sometimes I feel 

it’s not adequate especially when you live in the capital city like Jakarta. 

However, as long as I know, they’re many games developer companies in 

Indonesia have already adjust a monthly salary system. At one point it’s good, 

because it shows they can sustain their staff basic needs. Despite all of this 

salary limitation, we can still develop projects outside our daily basis job. We 

are able to do a project-based occupation like creating mini game. Something 

that can be done by your own.   

 

20. Do you ever consider to open your own game developer company? 

Of course, I really wanted to open my own studio game. But at this time, I’m 

still willing to gain as much experience as possible. If possible, I’m also 

willing to work at the foreign game companies abroad. The goal is still the 

same. Adding my skill. 

 

21. Do you know that the government has recognized game as a creative economy 

sector?  

 Yes, I’ve heard that. 

 

22. Is there a government program that do you think support local game workers? 

 I’ve heard about workshops and incubations, but I never involved. 

 

23. Did you ever join any government’s program in fostering local developers? 

Nope at this time. But I really want to join in the future if I feel it’s necessary 

to enhance my knowledge about programming.   

 

Samples of Individual Game Developer Statements (Dimas- Game Designer) 

1. What do you choose to be a game developer? 

First of all, I would like to make something real. Something that people can 

enjoy the most. At the same time, I love playing game since I was young. I love 

drawing and making a sketch. That’s the reason why I decided to take a Visual 

Design of Communication as my major. I worked as an illustrator before I 
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joined a local game developer. In this industry, I feel like I can explore more 

about my imagination in creation of both animation and illustration while at 

the same time people can enjoy and stir them. It’s a pleasure to see them 

playing with my game designs and characters.  

 

2. Are you a vivid gamer before?  

Yes, I love playing Playstation. I probably the first generation in my family 

who enjoy my leisure time playing Playstation from elementary school until 

now. 

 

3. How long have you been working in the local game industry? 

About 4-5 years. I started to work at the illustrator studio before moving to the 

game industry as a game designer.  

 

4. Do you consider this work as a carrier?  

Yes of course. At the first time, all I knew was about design like how to make a 

good design, to make them look as realistic as they can be. After I became a 

game talent, I learn a lot about programming. In game we couldn’t rely on 

design. We have to understand a basic principle of programming to make our 

design look realistic. That’s I want to expand for being here. So, I continue 

this career.   

 

5. Do you see your occupation is different than other workers or not? 

Game industry in Indonesia is a brand new one. Not many people familiar 

with that. I think the most interesting part of being a game worker is freedom. 

We have more freedom here. Your creativity is appreciated. In other creative 

industry, you have to follow your client. You got a very limited space to 

expand your ideas. 

 

6. Ever felt a competition among local game workers?  

Not really, competition in a good way. In my office, those who got the best 

idea will be a project leader and everyone should follow his design. That’s a 
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healthy competition in my point of view. We boost ourselves to be as creative 

as possible. 

 

7. What about your daily routine as a game worker? 

 It’s normal. 9-5. But it’s flexible nowadays. You can even work at your home. 

 

8. How’s the working hours policy in the game company you worked for? 

Normal, like other industry. Sometimes we have to stay until dawn and night 

to finish the project, but not too excessive, I think. We worked outside the 

capital city, so the burden is not as tough as local game developer company in 

the capital city of Jakarta. 

 

9. Did you ever experience an overtime working hours? 

Yes, but not anymore. I used to be working until midnight when there was a 

project of from client. But we don’t want to apply that anymore since it’s not 

effective. If we got a project, we have to deal with the client that we want a 

proper time to finish in order to be less stressful. It’s not easy to work under 

the pressure. That’s a past in our company. 

 

10. Do you already have a family? If you have how you manage your time as a game 

worker? If you haven’t, do you want to continue to work like this?  

Yes, I already have a family. I’m a professional game talent, so I can fulfill my 

family needs with my skill in design. I wouldn’t mind if I have to make an 

illustrator project outside game to add my finance. It’s a common thing within 

local game talents in Indonesia.  

 

11. Do you think this job as a precarious occupation or not? 

Precarious in terms of investment. Local game developer companies need an 

investment to boost their creativities. They need it to pay the salary, 

maintaining, logistic, and so on. Of course, there is a stable local game 

company like Agate, but as a game worker outside Jakarta and Bandung, 

sometimes we felt like we missed many opportunities due to distance.   
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12. Does the game company you work for give you enough room to innovate your 

ideas? 

Yes. Since it’s a teamwork and my boss give me the room the make a prototype 

and the best one will be executed. So, there is always a space for ideas.  

 

13. In terms of rationalization and negotiation, as an artist, what game company’s 

policy do you think irritate you the most as a game labor? 

I think it’s always about salary. In cities like Surabaya which is so far away 

from Jakarta, the standard is quite low. There is also a gap of opportunity 

between us. We tried to live with it and adapt with the situation. It’s getting 

good since technology has cut our distance. By seeing local game talents 

outside Java created great game, sometimes it makes me think that distance 

has no correlation with creativity. But we have to admit that the flow of money 

concentrated in Jakarta and nearby.  

 

14. Do you ever consider to open your own game developer company? 

Yes, but not in near future. I want to develop my understanding on 

programming first. Try to catch up with current software engine. 

 

15. Do you know that the government has recognized game as a creative economy 

sector?  

 Yes, I know that. 

 

16. Is there a government program that do you think support local game workers? 

Incubation and workshop are two most important activities. The most 

important thing right now is investment. Many local games developer 

company need investment, most of them can’t survive since a cost for making a 

proper video game product is not cheap. 

 

17. Did you ever join any government’s program in fostering local developers? 

Yes, mentoring and at that time, me and friends were also joining exhibition. 

We even had a chance to assess new games created by young talents. 
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Substantive Thematic Findings on the Contemporary Conditions of Local Game 

Developers in Indonesia 

 

Limited State Budget Allocation: Government of Indonesia through The Ministry of 

Tourism and Creative Economy organizes the annual incentive through competition 

with prize. Not every local game developer studios deserve the financial incentive, 

only few with certain standards received the state’s annual prize. In reality, the 

amount isn’t adequate enough to endure the financial durability of the local game 

developers. Those who have been received the incentive won’t get another one 

anymore. 

 

Incubation: A workshop initiative made by state’s enterprises in collaboration with 

prominent local game studios and labor union for the new established local game 

developers to create game and having a chance to gain special prize. 

 

Independency and Transactional: A non-interfere act made by the state in term of 

aesthetic activities. State supports the independency of local game developers’ 

creativity in creating game. Nevertheless, a transactional paradigm is implemented as 

the local game artists should contribute significantly to the GDP in advance to gain 

proper state incentives. 

 

Small-Medium Enterprises: Typical small and medium scale studios which local 

game developers established with limited team and budget. 

 

Institutionalized Workers: There is no boundary between local game developers as 

companies and individuals. They’re the same entities as many local game developers 

are able to open their own studios while working at somebody’s local game 

companies at the same time. 

 

Urban Youth Culture: All of local game developers in Indonesia are started from the 

youth communities with the same passion and hobby about game. They intentionally 

established their independent local game studios and crafted their own games. These 
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activities are outside the mainstream conventional youth activities as most of 

Indonesian people are unfamiliar to local game industry.  

 

Project-Based Occupation: The style on how local game developers work. They 

have to finish one or two project from clients and get fully paid afterwards. 

 

Community-Based Occupation: Local game developers in both individuals and 

communities are based on peer group. They’re college friends or recommendations 

from another circle. Since the number of local game developers are limited, it’s not 

difficult to change the team around their peer group. 

 

Self-Taught: Due to the non-existence of video game majors in colleges, almost 

every local game developer is a self-taught worker, except those who received formal 

video game educations abroad. In fact, majority of local game developers adopt the 

principle of ‘learning by doing’ while crafting the games. This particular character led 

into the unstandardized skill of local game workers. The game labor union currently 

set the legal minimum standard for every local game in the future. 

 

Double Jobs: Local game developers in Indonesia have to do a job outside game. For 

example, like software services in order to survive financially. 

 

Lack of Investment: As the new emerging industry, local game developers suffered a 

lack of financial support from both investor and state. Two-third of the new local 

game developers have to close their studios due to this problem. In order to survive, 

they have to look for their own investor or helping out each other. Local game 

developers should convince the venture capital companies as their usual investment 

sources. With no national standard of competence and full of inexperience self-taught 

workers, it takes a huge effort for local game developers to gain investors by 

themselves.   

 

No Foreign Limitation or Control: No act from the government to limit the number 

of foreign game products like they do to local movie industry. This is one of the 
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reasons why local game developers with a very limited resource and technology have 

to compete with sophisticated foreign game products.  

 

Photosynthesis Enforcement: Half-hearted state patron has forced every local game 

developer in Indonesia to create their own system and sustain the rational endurance 

by themselves. The local developers as both individual and studio have to look for 

their own proper investment, grassroots crowdfunding method, approach the market 

by themselves and the self-creation of their labor union.   

 

Unfamiliar Local Market: Indonesian local gamers aren’t familiar to local game 

products. It’s an anomaly since foreign gamers are more familiar appreciate to 

Indonesian local game products. It’s proven by the case of Toge Productions, Mojiken 

and Digital Happiness in which their products are mostly bought by foreign 

customers. More than 50% of their products are sold to the overseas market. 

Indonesian Game Association and related state ministries try to overcome this 

obstacle with exhibition and providing discounts to local buyers.     

 

Precarity: Unstable condition of local game workers consists of limited financial 

support, unwelcome market, stable income, lack of investment from both state and 

private sectors even unsupported family member who constantly forced local game 

developers to look for another stable occupation for living.  

 

 

Selective Coding / Key Findings 

 

1. Unlike China, Indonesian government doesn’t limit workers’ creativities. This 

model is similar to South Korean government towards local game workers. The major 

difference is a lack of investment from Indonesian state. They conducted a regular 

incubation and workshop but seldom investing special state’s fund towards local 

game developers. The recognition from the state doesn’t in line with adequate effort 

to support local game workers to create high standard game products like South 

Korean government did. 
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2. State half-hearted policy has forced local game developers to depend on 

themselves. They create supportive liberal environment each other. As the 

government doesn’t limit and drive their contents, it’s not difficult for them to create 

any contents based on their creativities or clients’ order 

 

3. Despite having a raise of GDP income for the state in the last 3 years, the state is 

still prioritizing other big name creative economy sectors like culinary, fashion and 

craft. State patronage towards local game developers cannot be relied as the single 

source of funding and directions. Instead, local game developers should provide their 

own system of endurance in order to survive in contemporary creative industry. They 

build their own ecosystem with their own initiatives to boost the quality and quantity 

of local game development, especially the workers/talents as the main sources of 

creativities. Surprisingly, the local game developers through their labor union are able 

to force the state-related body to agree and legalize their programs.   
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Path Coefficients 
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R Square 
                    

  
R 
Square 

R Square 
Adjusted                  

CA 0.406 0.400                  

CD 0.282 0.280                  

CF 0.621 0.620                  

CL 0.271 0.269                  

CN 0.428 0.426                  

CT 0.502 0.501                  

CU 0.386 0.384                  

IA 0.706 0.705                  

IE 0.470 0.468                  

 

 

Construct Reliability and Validity 
     

  
Cronbach's 
Alpha 

rho_A 
Composite 
Reliability 

Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) 

CA 0.650 0.653 0.781 0.417 

CD 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CF 0.383 0.383 0.764 0.618 

CL 0.477 0.530 0.786 0.650 

CN 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

CU 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

IA 0.563 0.563 0.821 0.696 

IE 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

JI 0.266 0.283 0.726 0.574 

PT 0.579 0.619 0.822 0.699 

SA 0.559 0.569 0.752 0.434 
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Cross 
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Mean, STDEV, T-
Values, P-Values      
      

  
Original 
Sample (O) 

Sample 
Mean (M) 

Standard 
Deviation 
(STDEV) 

T Statistics 
(|O/STDEV|) 

P 
Valu
es 

CA -> CF 0.786 0.788 0.024 32.467 
0.00

0 

CA -> CL 0.520 0.519 0.051 10.162 
0.00

0 

CA -> CN 0.655 0.653 0.039 16.852 
0.00

0 

CA -> CT 0.708 0.707 0.038 18.584 
0.00

0 

CA -> CU 0.625 0.622 0.051 12.214 
0.00

0 

JI -> CA 0.209 0.216 0.048 4.315 
0.00

0 

PT -> CA 0.232 0.231 0.045 5.142 
0.00

0 

SA -> CA 0.413 0.409 0.045 9.187 
0.00

0 

SA -> CD 0.532 0.527 0.084 6.317 
0.00

0 

SA -> IA 0.840 0.841 0.025 33.133 
0.00

0 

SA -> IE 0.686 0.685 0.041 16.527 
0.00

0 
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